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HONORARY MEMBERS.
Elected. Name. Address.

1865 Adams, J. C, d.c.l., f.r.a.s. . The Observatory, Cambridge.
1877 Beal, Rev. Professor, b.a., m.r.a.s. . Wark Rectory, Hexham.
1874 Froude, James Anthony, m.a. . . 5, Onslow Gardens, London, W.
1859 Gibbs, F. W., c.b., 24, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square, London, W.
1877 Giinther, Dr. A., f.r.s., f.l.s., f.z.s., British Museum, London.
1865 Lubbock, Sir John, Bart., d.c.l., f.r.s., f.l.s., High Elms, Kent.
1874 Pengelly, W., f.r.s., f.g.s. . . Lamorna, Torquay.
1859 Scrivener, Rev. F. H. A., m.a., ll.d., Hendon, Middlesex.

1875 Temple, Right Rev. Dr., Bishop of Exeter, The Palace, Exeter.

1865 Vivian, Edward, m.a. . . . Torquay.
1872 Weymouth, R. F., d.lit. . . Mill Hill, London.
1872 Worth, R. N., f.g.s. . . . 4, Seaton Road.

LIFE MEMBERS.

1855 Alger, J. . . Sydney, Australia.

1863 Alger, W. H. ... Widey Court, near Plymouth.
1856 Bartlett, G. . . . Plymouth.

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS.

1856 Barham, C, m.d.

1857 Blewett, Octavius
1856 Harding, Col., f.g.s.

1858 Ormerod, G. W., m.a.

1858 Peach, C. W., a.l.s.

1863 Vicary, W., f.g.s.

f. g. s.

Truro.

London.
Upcott, Barnstaple.

Woodway, Teignmouth.

30, Haddington Place, Edinburgh.
Exeter.

LECTURING MEMBERS.

1868 Adams, W. .

1881 Aldridge, Charles, m.d.

1860 Anthony, Rev. Professor, m.a.

1858 Balkwill, Francis Hancock
1882 Bampton, Augustus H., M.D. .

1852 Bate, C. Spence, f.r.s.

1863 Bennett, E. G.

1826 Bennett, J. N.
1884 Bignell, George C, m.e.s.

1877 Bird, Rev. Benwell .

1861 Brent, Francis

.

Frankfort Street.

Plympton House, Plympton.
Woodland Terrace.

Princess Square.

North Devon Place.

Mulgrave Place.

10, Woodland Terrace.

Windsor Villas.

8, Clarence Place, Stonehouae.
Wychbury, Fernleigh Road.
19, Clarendon Place.
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LECTURING MEMBERS

—

continued.

Elected. Name. Address.

1862 Briggs, Thomas Rider Archer, f.l.s., Fursdon, Knackersknowle, near
Plymouth.

1882 Brugmann, 0. W. R. . . . 9, Athenaeum Street.

1881 Burnard, Charles H. . Chatsworth Lodge, Compton Park Road.

1851 Cater, Samuel
1876 Chapman, Rev. Professor, m.a.

1880 Clarke, Edward, m.p., Hunting
1883 Cohu, W. R., m.a.

1853 Collier, Sir R. P.

1851 Collier, W. F.

1876 Collier, Miss Bertha Cycill

1876 Collier, Charles Calmady
1867 Collier, Robert

1877 Coney, Rev. Thomas, m.a.

1883 Darby, Rev. W. Evans
1882 Debnam, Alfred R.

1884 Dobell, Douglas

;don

North Devon Place.

Western College, Tavistock Road.
Lodge, Peckham Road, London.

Shaftesbury Villas, Ford Park.
Eaton Place, London.
Woodtown, Horrabridge.

Woodtown, Horrabridge.
Woodtown, Horrabridge.

7, Chelsea Embankment, London.

4, Wingfield Villas, Stoke.

13, Mulgrave Street.

10, Higher Portland Place.

1, Auburn Place.

1884 Edlin, Edward Holberton, m.r.c.s. Eng., f.e.c.s. edin., 1, Braidwood Ter.

1880 Edmonds, Robert G. . . Mount Drake.

1882 Evans, H. Montague . . 8, South Devon Place.

1874 Fouracre, John T.

1875 Fox, Francis E., B.A., f.r.g.

1868 Fox, R. R.

1884 Freeman, Francis Ford

1851 Keys, I. W. N.

1851 Harper, T., m.r.c.s. .

1852 Hine, James, f.r.i.b.a.

1867 Hingston, C. Albert, m.d.

Chapel Street, Stonehouse.
Uplands, Tamerton Foliot.

Westbrook, Tamerton.
Leigham Terrace.

Whiinple Street.

1, Gibbon Street.

Mulgrave Place.

2, Sussex Terrace.

1875 Hughes, R. H., m.a., m.b., m.r.c.s., 12, Lockyer Street.

1876 Inglis, James C, c.e.

1881 Inskip, Capt. G., R.N., f.r.g.s.

1868 Jackson, George, f.r.c.s

1851 Jago, George

1882 Jago, C. S., f.r.g.s. .

1882 Jewers, Arthur J., f.s.a.

1883 Jewers, Ernest E., l.d.s. Lond.

1880 Macliver, Peter Stewart, m.p. .

1874 Merrifield, John, ll. d., f. r. a. s. , f. m.s.

1862 Mitchell, Philip

1851 Moore, W. Foster

1870 Morley, The Right Hon. the Earl of,

1861 Mount Edgcumbe, The Right Hon.

1878 Neild, Frederic, m.d. .

1881 Odgers, William Ernest

1874 Oxland, Charles

1851 Oxland, R., ph.d., f.c.s.

1, Buckland Terrace.

Torrington House, North Road.

1, St. George's Terrace.

Cobourg Street.

Cobourg Street.

7, Nottingham Place, Mutley.

3, Atheneeum Terrace.

Ardnave, Weston-super-Mare.
Gascoyne Place.

Bedford Terrace.

The Friary.

31, Princess Gardens, South Ken-
sington, London, S.W.

the Earl of, Mount Edgcumbe,
Devon port.

6, Sussex Terrace.

9, Paradise Place, Stoke.

Portland Square.

Portland Square.
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LECTURING MEMBERS—continued.

Address.

. 1, Alfred Place.

. H.M. Customs, Parade.

. 7, Athenseum Terrace.

. Yanadon, Horrabridge.

. 37, Bedford Street.

. 9, Princess Square.

. 40, Torrington Place.

. 4, Haddington Road, Stoke.

. Princess Square.

. Mulgrave Street.

. Princess Square.

. George Street.

. Cheveley Hall, Seymour Road.
. Portland Square.

. Portland Square.

. The Mount, Mannamead Avenue.

. Athenaeum Terrace.

. 14, Headlands Park.

. 3, Clarendon Place.

. 3, Walker Terrace.

. 13, Portland Villas.

. Sussex Terrace.

. St. Jean D'Acre Terrace, Stoke.

. 4, Seaton Road.

. 31, Headlands Park.

"The property of the Institution, the election of members, management of the concerns,
and enactment of laws, are vested exclusively in the Lecturing Members."—Law 5.

lected. Name.
1871 Pearse, W. H., m.d. .

1880 Power, W. .

1883 Prance, H. Penrose

1859 Prowse, A. P.

1884 Radford, Charles H. .

1880 Reed, William Cash, m.d.

1880 Rew, G. Gale

1875 Rider, A., f.c.s.

1857 Risk, Rev. J. Erskine, m.a.

1861 Rowe, J. Brooking, f.s.a., i

1860 Shelly, John
1875 Smith, Robert
1867 Slater, D., m.a.

1869 Square, W., f.r.c.s., f.r.g.s

1883 Square, William Joseph, f.r.

1876 Tippetts, G. E.

1865 Tweedy, W. Gage, b.a.

1881 Uglow, Richard C.

1884 Vincent, Rev. Samuel .

1883 Watson, G. F.

1875 Webb, F. J., f.g.s. .

1875 Weekes, Samuel
1873 Woollcombe, R. W. .

1879 Worth, R. 1ST., f.g.s. .

1878 Wright, W. H. K., f.e.h.s.

ASSOCIATES.

Allport, S., 8, Houndiscombe Place,

North Road.
Adams, Benjamin, Walmer Villa.

Appleton, Edward, a.m.i.c.e., 1,

Vaughan Parade, Torquay.
Baron, E. G., 2, Woodland Terrace.

Barrett, G. R., Bank of England
Place.

Barrett, J., 8, Staddon Terrace.

Bayly, John, Seven Trees.

Bayly, Robert, Torr Grove, near
Plymouth.

Bazeley, William, Princess Square.

Beechey, Adml., 13, St. James's Ter.

Bellamy, G. D., Endsleigh Place.

Bennett, John, m.a., Princess Square.

Berry, J. P., 2, Walker Terrace.

Bond, A. James, Whimple Street.

Bragington, George, 6, Ford Park.

Brendon, W. Turner, George Street.

Brown, George H., Mill Lane.

Brown, J. P., The Abbey, Plymouth.

Browning, F., Priory Cottage,

Compton.
Bulteel, Thomas, Radford.

Chalker, John P., Crescent Place.

Chambers, Henry, 23, Clarendon
Place.

Champernowne, A. , F. G. s.
,
Dartington

House, Totnes.

Clark, W., Thorn Park Villas.
_

Coad, J. Laskey, jun., Princess

Square.

Cole, A., Bedford Terrace.

Compton, C. E., 2, Mutley Park Ter.

Congdon,W. T.
,
Garfield, Mannamead.

Cox, G., Manor Office, Stonehouse.

Daubeny, Capt. G. A., Naval Bank.
Dawe, R. H., Buckland Terrace.

Deacon, Josiah, 45, Durnford Street,

Stonehouse.

Deny, Wm., Houndiscombe House.
Deutsch, Herr, 5, Crescent Place.

Diment, Thomas, 8, Brunswick Ter.
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ASSOCIATES

—

continued.

Eliott, E., 2, Hillsborough, Manna-
mead.

Evans, Godfrey H., 4, Rochester Ter.

Foale, William, jun., Rockville,

Mannamead.
Foster, J. B., 4, Cambridge Street.

Fox, E., Hillside.

Francis, H., 22, Ker St., Devonport.
Gale, Dr. J., m.a., f.g.s., f.c.s.,

Lockyer Street.

Gibbons, Wm., 21, Headlands Park.

Goulding, F. H., George Street.

Goad, J., 1, Buckingham Place,

Stonehouse.

Greenlaw, William, Lipson Cottage.

Haite, John, C.E., Dockyard, Devon-
port, & 72, Durnford St. , Stonehouse.

Hall, Frederick, George Street.

Harper, CecilH.
,
Melbourne,Australia.

Harris, Henry Vigurs, Union Street.

Hearder, J. Pollington, Westwell St.

Heath, William, George Street.

Hele, John, Mus. Baa, 1, Wyndham

Hender,' J., S. D. & C. Railway
Office, Millbay Road.

Hendry, A. S., 6, Lockyer Street.

Hill, F. N., 9, South Devon Place.

Hoppen, Vosper, George Street.

Hubbard, G., Ford Park.

Hurrell, Henry, Great Western Docks.
Jago, Edward, 6, Athenaeum Terrace.

Jago, Richard, Hallwell House, Hall-

well Street.

James, Capt., R. W. Yacht Club.

James, C. H., Athenaeum Street.

James, Edward, Greenbank.
James, E. H., Woodside.
James, J. Somers, Great Western

Docks.
James, W. C, J. p., 6, Glenside, Col-

lege Road.
Jenkins, James, M.P., Nevingstone,

Mannamead. .

Jones, Dr. C. Marchant, St. Andrew's
Terrace.

Keen, Henry, St. James's Terrace.

Kerswell, Alfred J., Ham Street.

Kerswell, Samuel, 1, Osborne Place.

Kerswill, F. J., Frankfort Street.

King, William, Hoe House.
Latimer, Alfred, Portland Square.

Lemann, Fred. C., Blackfriars House.
Luscombe, H. A., 35, Clifton Place.

Lethbridge, W., 1, Leigham Terrace.

Mabin, Francis, 10, Union Street.

Martin, W. L., Windsor Villas.

McAndrew, J., Lukesland, Ivybridge.

Mitchell, T., Eton Villas.

Morrish, F. A., 2, Bedford Terrace.

Morris, Charles, 5, Seymour Terrace.

Mugford, James A., Elm Villa,

Mannamead.
Norman, John G. , Sea View Terrace.

Opie, E., 5, Braidwood Terrace.

Page, James A., Windsor Terrace.

Payne, James, 21, Clarendon Place.

Pearse, Miss Alice, Bedford Terrace.

Pearse, S., Royal Hotel.

Pearse, T., M.D., Flora Place.

Penrose, Richard A., 74, Durnford
Street, Stonehouse.

Penson, James, 7, Boon's Place.

Philips, G., 1, Victoria Place, Stone-

house.

Picken, Samuel, 12,Hill Park' Crescent.

Pike, W. H., Clock Tower Chambers,
George Street.

Pinwell, Capt. Treharne, Truro.

Pode, J. Duke, j.p.,Slade, Ivybridge.

Preston, H., Old Town Street.

Pridham, Edmund, 10, Princess Sq.

Radford, D., Lydford, Bridestowe.

Randle, J., Union Street.

Rice, J., 7, Rochester Terrace.

Rorie, John, m.d., Ford Park.

Roy, David, 6, Holyrood, Place.

Serpell, E. W., 19, Hill Park Crescent.

Shelly, Arthur, 23, Woodland Terrace.

Soltau, G. W., Little Efford.

Stephenson, G., Old Town Street.

Stephenson, R., National and Pro-

vincial Bank of Eng., Devonport.
Stribley, Edwin, Belgrave Terrace.

Swain, W. Paul, The Crescent.

Tanner, C. F., Stowford House,
Ivybridge.

Taylor, Frank, 37, Flora Street.

Taylor, J., 37, Flora Street,

Taylor, Sidney, 37, Flora Street.

Thomson, Lewis C, Hillsborough,

College Road.
Walkem, W. L., Emma Place, Stone-

house.

Widger, James, 14, Tavistock Street.

Williams, H. J., Polperro, Cornwall.

Willoughby, J., 11, Seaton Terrace.

Willoughby, W., The Foundry.
Wills, J. C, 68, Durnford Street,

Stonehouse.
Wilson, J. Walter, Hoe Park Ter.

Windeatt, John, Woodland House.

Woodhouse, Henri B. S., 15, Portland

Square.
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LADY ASSOCIATES.

Adams, Miss Sophie, Walmer Villa,

Mannainead.
Bate, Miss, Mulgrave Place.

Borland, Mrs. R., Emma Place,

Stonehouse.
Bragg, Miss, Weston Lodge, Sey-

mour Road, Mannamead.
Bragg, Miss S., Weston Lodge, Sey-

mour Road, Mannamead.
Cann, Miss Agnes, 20, Tavistock

Road.
Cooper, Miss Agnes G., 12, Chelten-

ham Place.

Davey, Miss C, Wedgwood Villas,

Ford Park.

Davey, Miss K., Wedgwood Villas,

Ford Park.

Fisher, Miss Edith, 11, Portland
Square.

Gidley, Miss, 2, St. Michael's Terrace.

Horncastle, Miss Emily, 7, York
Street.

Hurrell, Miss, Pennycross, near Ply-
mouth.

Minhinnick, Miss E. M., Portland
Square.

Parson, Miss, 7, Bedford Terrace.

Popham, Miss, Rowden, Compton.
Rumble, Miss, 1, Laira Terrace.

Spooner, Miss Annie, 23, Portland
Square.

Treeby, Mrs., Woodside.
Twose, Mrs., 4, Clarendon Place.

Waghorn, Miss, Stoke.

JUNIOR ASSOCIATE.

Treeby, Harold, Woodside.
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MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY SUBSCRIPTION LIST.

£ s. d. £ d.

His Royal Highness the Brendon, Mr. W. T. 5 6 6

Prince of Wales, k.g., Brent, Mr. F. . 11 n 0

Lord High Steward of Briggs, Lieut. -Col. J. A. J. 5 0 0

Plymouth . 50 o o Briggs, Mr. T. R. A., f. l.s. 5 o o

Bedford, His Grace the Brook, Mr. T. . 2 2 o

Duke of, k.g. 50 o o Brown, Mr. H. 5 5 o

Morley, The Right Hon. Browse, Mr. G. 2 2 o

the Earl of . 5 o o Burnard, Mr. C. F. . 5 5 o

Mount Edgcumhe, The
Right Hon. the Earl of

Carew, Mr. W. H. P. 2 0 o

10 10 0 Carpenter-Garnier, Mr., M.P. 5 5 0

St. Germans, The Right Cater, Mr. S. . 5 0 o

Hon. the Earl of 5 o o Chalker, Mr. John P. 5 0 o

Exeter, The Right Rev.

the Lord Bishop of

Champernowne, Mr. A.,

2 2 o F. G. s. 5 5 o

Blachford,The Right Hon. Chapman, Rev. Professor 5 0 o

Lord .... 5 o o Clark, Mr. R. . 5 0 o

Robartes,TheRt. Hon. Lord 2 2 o Clark, Mr. W. 5 5 o

Collier, The Right Hon. Clarke, Mr. Edward, m.p. . 5 5 o

Sir R. P. . . 2 2 o Clemens, Mr. W. E.' 0 10 1]

Lopes, Sir M. , Bart. , m. p. 5 5 o Cole, Mr. A. 3 3 o

Lubbock, Sir J., Bt. , f. r. s.
,

Collier Mr. Mortimer 1 1 o

M.P 2 o o Compton, Mr. C. E. 1 o

St. Aubyn, Sir J.,Bt.,M.p. 2 o o Courteny, Mr. L. , M.P. 2 o o

Adams, Mr. Benjamin . 5 o o Cox, Mr.'G. 2 2 o

Adams, Professor J. C, Dawe Mr. J. E. E. 2 2 o

D.C.L., F.R.S. 2 2 0 Dawe', Mr! R. H. 1 1 0

Adams, Mr. \V. 2 2 0 Debnam, Mr. A. R. . 1 0 0

Alger, Mr. W. H. . 10 10 0 Derry, Mr. W. . 8 8 0

Allen and Sons, Messrs. J. 10 0 0 Dingle, Mr. 0 10' 0

Amery, Mr. Fabyan 1 1 0 Eastlake, Mr. W. . 5 0 0

Bate, Mr. C. Spence,F.R.s. 20 0 0 Edmonds, Mr. R. G. 10 10 0

Balkwill, Mr. F. H. 5 5 0 Eliott, Mr. Joseph . 3 0 0

Barham, Dr. . 1 1 0 Eliott, Mr. Samuel . 5 0 0
Baring, Mr. E. 10 10 0 Ellen, Mr. J. B. 0 10 6

Bayly, Mr. John . 100 0 0 Foale, Mr. W. . 2 0 0
Bayly, Mr. Robert . 25 0 0 Fortescue, Mr. J. F. 20 0 0

Beal, Rev. Professor, M.R. A. s. 2 0 0 Fouracre, Mr. J. F. . 2 2 0
Beck, Mr. W. C, R. n. . 1 0 0 Fox, Mr. F. E. 5 0 0

Beer, Mr. W. . 1 0 0 Fox, Mr. R. R. 5 0 0

Bennett, Mr. E. G. 3 3 0 Francis, Mr. H. 1 1 0

Bennett, Mr. J. N. 3 3 0 Frecheville, Mr. R. J.,f.g.s. 0 10 0

Bewes, Rev. T. A. . 100 0 0 Gatcombe, Mr. T. . 3 3 0

Bignell, Mr. G., M.E.S. 1 1 0 Gibbons, Mr. W. 1 1 0

Bird, Rev. Benwell . 2 2 0 Gibbs, Mr. F. W., c.b. . 3 3 0

Bond, Mr. Kinton . 3 3 0 Gidley, Miss i 1 0
Boolds, Mr. C. 1 1 0 Goad, Mr. J. . 3 3 0
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£ s. d.

Goulding, Mr. F. H. 2 0 0

Groser, Mr. Albert . 2 2 0

Haldane, Mr. A. 1 1 0

Harper, Mr. T. .
"

. 2 2 0

Harris, Mr. A. S. 2 2 0

Harris, Mr. H. M. . 1 1 0

Harris, Mr. H. V. . 0 10 6

Harris, Bulteel, and Co.,

Messrs. 25 0 0

Hawker, Rev. Treasurer . 1 1 0

Hawkings, Mr. E. . 1 1 0

Heath, Mr. W. 3 0 0

Hieks, Mr. F. . 35 10 0

Hine, Mr. James 5 0 0

Hingston, Dr. . 10 0 0

Hingston, Mr. A. 5 0 0

Hodge, Rev. J. M. . 1 1 0

Hubbard, Mr. G. 5 0 0

Hughes, Dr. R. 2 2 0

Hurrell, Mr. Henry . 5 5 0

Inglis, Mr. James C. 5 5 0

Inskip, Capt. G., r.n. 5 5 0

Jago, Dr. 2 2 0

Jago, Mr. G. . 1 1 0

James, Mr. E. . 5 5 0

James, Mr. E. H. . 3 3 0

James, Mr. J. Somers 2 2 0

James, Mr. W. C. . 3 3 0

Jones, Dr. C. Marchant . 5 5 0

Keen, Mr. Henry 2 2 0

Kerswell, Mr. A. J. . 5 0 0

Kerswill, Mr. F. J. . 1 1 0

King, Mr. J. . 3 3 0

King, Mr. W. . 2 2 0

Lambe, Rev. G. 1 1 0

Langford, Mr. R. R. 1 1 0

Latimer, Mr. A. » 1 1 0

Lavers, Mr. W. 5 0 0

Lee, Mr. J. E. . 2 2 0

Lewis, Mr. Lewis 2 2 0

Liscombe, Mr. R. L. 10 0 0

Loye, Mr. J. . 1 0 0

Macliver, Mr. P. S., m.p. . 10 10 0

Margary, Mr. P. J. . 1 0 0

Marshall, Mr. Edred 2 2 0

Martin, Mr. W. L. . 10 0 0

Matthews, Mr. J. W. 5 0 0

May, Mr. J. H. S. . 1 0 0

McAndrew, Mr. J. . 25 0 0

Member, A, per R. 1ST. W. 1 0 0

Member, A, per S. C. 1 1 0

Merrifield, Dr., f.r.A.s. . 11 11 0

Miall, Mrs. I u

Mildmay, Mr. H. R. 10 10 0

Mitchell, Mr. T. H. . 3 0 0

Moore, Mr. W. V. . 1 1 0

Morris, Mr. C. . 1 1 0

Morrish, Mr. F. A. . 5 5 0

Neild, Dr. F. . 5 5 0

Norman, Mr. John G.
£
2

s.

2

d.

0
Norrington, Mr. C. . 5 5 0
Odgers, Mr. W. E. . 2 0 0
Odgers, Rev. W. J. . 5 0 0
Opie, Mr. E. . 2 0 0
Ormerod, Mr. G. W.,

F.G.S 2 2 0
Page, Mr. J. A. 1 1 0

Parson, Mr. T. E. . 2 2 0

Payne, Mr. James . 1 1 0

Pearn, Mr. E. A. . 10 10 0
Pearse, Dr. T. . 2 2 0
Pearse, Dr. W. H. . 5 5 0

Pearse, Mr. S. . 1 1 0

Peatchcott, Mr. 0 10 0

Penson, Mr. J. 3 0 0
Pethick, Mr. J. 5 5 0

Picken, Mr. S. 2 2 0

Plummer, Mr. T. 2 2 0

Plymouth Art Club . 15 0 0

Popham, Mrs. .

Power, Mr. W.
2 2 0

2 2 0

Prance, Dr. C. R. . 5 5 0

Prance, Mr. H. Penrose . 1 1 0

Preston, Mr. H. 2 2 0

Prowse, Mr. A. P. . 5 0 0

Radford, Mr. C. H. . 5 0 0
Radford, Mr. D. 10 0 0
Radford, Mr. G. H. . 1 1 0

Reed, Dr. Cash 1 1 0

Reed, Mr. H. M. . 0 10 0

Rew, Mr. G. Gale . 1 1 0

Rider, Mr. A. . 5 5 0

Risk, Rev. J. Erskine 2 2 0

Rogers, Mr. G. P. . 2 2 0

Rooker, Mrs. . 5 0 0

Rooker, Miss . 2 0 0

Rorie, Dr. J. . 5 0 0

Rorie, Mr. G. . 5 0 0

Ross, Mr. C. C, m.p. 2 2 0

Rowe, Mr. J. Brooking . 5 5 0

Rumble, Miss 2 0 0

Rundle, Mr. C. 5 0 0
Serpell, Mr. R. C. . 5 0 0

Serpell, Mr. Wilson . 2 2 0

Sharman, Rev. W. . 6 5 0

Shelly, Mr. Arthur . 5 0 0

Shelly, Mr. John . 10 5 0

Skardon, Mr. C. 5 0 0

Slater, Mr. D. . 5 5 0

Smith, Mr. A. Bentley . 6 6 0

Smith, Mr. R. 2 2 0

Smith, Mr. R. C. 2 2 0

Snell, Mr. H. J. 2 2 0

Snell, Mrs. 5 5 0

Spearman, Mr. W. T. 1 1 0

Spooner, Mrs. A. E. 5 0 0

Square, Mr. W. 2 2 0

Square, Mr. W. J. . 5 5 0
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Stephenson, Mr. G. .

£
5

s.

0

d.

0

Stephenson, Mr. R. . . 1 1 0

Sterling, Col. . 5 0 0

Stidston, Mr. W. . . 0 10 0

Stribley, Mr. E. 1 1 0

Tanner, Mr. C. F. . . 5 5 0

Taylor, Mr. F. 1 1 0

Taylor, Mr. J. . . 1 1 0

Tippetts, Mr. G. E. . . 5 5 0

Uglow, Mr. R. C. .

Vicary, Mr. W., f.g.s.

0 10 0

. 2 2 0

Vivian, Mr. A. P., m.p. . 1 1 0

Vivian, Mr. E. . 2 2 0

Waghorn, Miss . 2 2 0

Waring, Mr. H. J. . 1 1 0

£ 8. d.

Webb, Mr. F. J., f.g.s. . 5 10 6

Weekes, Mr. S. 2 2 0

Weymouth, Dr. 2 2 0

Whiteford, Mr. H. . 5 0 0

Willoughby, Mr. Joseph . 2 2 0

Wills, Son, & Box, Messrs. 2 2 0

Wilson, Mr. J. Walter 5 5 0

Wilson, Rev. C. 3 3 0

Were, Mr. JN. . 1 1 0
Windeatt, Mr. E. . 1 1 0

Windeatt, Mr. John 25 0 0

Wolferstan, Mr. T. . 2 2 0

Woollcombe, Dr. R. W. . 1 1 0

Woollcombe, Mr. W. J. . 1 1 0

Worth, Mr. R. N., f.g.s. . 7 0 0



SECRETARIES' REPORT.

1883-84.

In presenting the following Eeport of the Proceedings of the

Society during the past year, the Secretaries have to observe that

steady progress continues to characterize the life of the Institution.

Many Members and Associates have joined the Institution during

the year, and allowing for the vacancies which have occurred

through death and other causes, there are on the books—Eighty-

one lecturing members, one hundred and twenty-seven associates,

twenty-one lady associates, and one junior associate, making a total

of two hundred and thirty, in addition to twenty-one honorary,

corresponding, and life members.

The meetings have been fairly well attended, the average for the

Session being eighty-three each lecture night.

The lectures, of which twenty-two have been delivered, were of

varied and general interest, while the discussions were well

sustained.

Mr. John Shelly being unavoidably compelled to postpone the

reading of his paper, Mr. W. E. Odgers kindly took his place on

exceedingly short notice, and read a paper on " Overcrowding of

the Poor in our Large Cities."

The Eev. W. E. Darby read a paper on Shakspere's Tempest, in

place of the one announced.

Mr. J. C. Inglis withdrew his lecture, and Mr. John Shelly

filled his place with his paper on " Land Tenure in India."

With these exceptions, the published course was adhered to.

The proceedings of the Society were as follows :

1883.

Oct. 4. Conversazione.

„ 11. The President's Address.

„ 18. Books and Libraries of Yore . M. O. W. R. Brugmann.

„ 25. Local Heraldry . . . Mr. Arthur J. Jewers, f.s.a.
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Nov. 1. Plymouth Streets : their Names

and Associations . Mr. W. H. K. Wright, f.r.h.s.

8. King Arthur .... Mr. H. Penrose Prance.

»> 15. Existing Evidences of Ancient

Civilization in Ireland . Mr. W. Power.

»> 22. Heredity Mr. Godfrey Carter, m.r c s.

»» 29. Education in Relation to De-

velopment .... Mr. Charles Aldridge, m.d.

Dec. 6. Something more about Germs.

Lecture III. Mr. William Cash Reed, m d.

>» 13. The Human Voice . Mr. W. Square,f.r cs ,f r.g.s.

»» 20. Some Recent Revisions of Ply-

mouth History Rev. J. Erskine Risk, m.a.

1884.

Jan. 3. Conversazione.

» 10. The Lives of Mozart, Beethoven,

and Mendelssohn . Mr. B. Woolf.

>» 17. Yachts and Yachting Mr. G. F. Watson.

» 24. Overcrowding of the Poor in

Large Cities Mr. W. E. Odgers.

»» 31. Rotation Mr. R. W. Woollcombe, M.D.

Feb. 7. Vital Statistics.... Mr. Augustus H. Bampton, m.d.

14. Assyriology and the Assyrian

Museum Tablets . Rev. G. Evans, m.a.

» 21. Boys Mr. C. Jago, f.r.g.s.

» 28. Shakspere's Tempest . Rev. W. E. Darby.

Mar. 6. The Growth of our Railway

System .... "1\ f T> CI "ATMr. P. Stewart Macliver, m. p.

»» 13. English Literature before the

Conquest .... Mr. D. Slater, m.a.

»» 20. The Place of the Lower Animals

in our regard Mr. H. M. Evans.

» 27. Land Tenure in India Mr. J. Shelly.

At the Annual Meeting of the Members, held on the 5th of

April, and adjourned to the 7th of June, 1883, it was resolved

—

" That the Society should be incorporated under the provisions of

30 and 31 Vie, cap. 131, sec. 23," and a committee was appointed

to apply to the Board of Trade for the necessary licence. The

committee has taken all the necessary steps, and on the completion

of certain formalities, this important advance in the history of

the Institution will have been completed.

During the past year much attention has been devoted by the

Curators to the arrangement and display of the collections in their

various departments, and the Museum now presents a systematic

appearance.
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On the order of the Council, the Museum has been opened to

the public free on Saturday afternoons, a benefit which has been

widely taken advantage of.

Since the above regulation came into force upwards of 2,800

persons have visited the Museum free, exclusive of those admitted

by payment, &c, on other days.

By arrangement several of the Curators have attended on various

Saturday afternoons, and given descriptive and explanatory addresses

on their respective departments to appreciative audiences.

During the past year many valuable presents have been made to

the Museum, which will be treated of in detail by the Curators.

The Secretaries venture to draw attention to the most interesting

and valuable loan collection of flint implements exhibited by the

Curator of Anthropology, Mr. Francis Brent, and to express a hope

that similarly complete and valuable loan collections will be dis-

played from time to time in the Museum.

At the Anniversary Meeting, held on the 1st of May, Mr. R. N.

Worth made observations on the Corporation Records, and read

several extracts from them. Mr. Francis Brent, in a short paper,

described his typical collection of flint implements.

The Members, Associates, and their friends, made their annual

excursion on the 19th July, 1883, when a large party was conveyed

by train to Totnes. Under the able guidance of Mr. Edward

Windeatt the numerous interesting objects of antiquity in Totnes

were examined, and in particular, through the courtesy of the

Mayor and Corporation, the very valuable collection of Corporation

documents were exhibited and described. The party afterwards pro-

ceeded in carriages to the Castle and Church of Berry Pomeroy and

to Compton Castle, and on their return to Totnes assembled at tea in

the Seven Stars Hotel, after which remarks were made on the points

of most interest, and all returned to Plymouth by a late train.

On the evening of 13th September, 1883, the President and

Council of the Institution received the President and Members of

the Royal Institution of Cornwall at a conversazione. The Presi-

dent welcomed the visitors, and expressions of goodwill and fellow-

ship between the two Institutions were exchanged. The Earl of

Mount Edgcumbe, as President of the Royal Institution, entertained

its members at Cotehele, and invited the members of Council of

our Society to meet them. An interesting day was spent in minutely

examining the archaeological features of this ancient seat.
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There were two ordinary conversazioni held during the Session.

At the first, on the 4th October, 1883, the pictures of the Art

Club, which had, as before, been granted the use of the Fine Arts

Gallery for its annual exhibition, were still remaining on the

walls, and were much appreciated. During the evening a selection

of instrumental music was kindly given by Mr. F. N. Lohr and

Mr. Pardew.

At the second conversazione, held on the 3rd of January, 1884,

Mr. Weekes provided a selection of vocal and instrumental music,

which was much appreciated ; and Mr. W. C. Wade read a short

paper on his specimens of ancient swords and armour exhibited.

Mr. W. Power, the Curator of the Library, reports as follows :

" There is nothing of importance to report in connection with

the Library of the Plymouth Institution. Several volumes of

serials have been bound, parts of Transactions and Eeports of

other learned and scientific societies received, and some purchases

made for the Library.

" The following is a list of the works received in exchange for the

Transactions published by our Society: Belfast— 'Report and

Proceedings of Naturalists' Field Club,' 1881-2. Berwickshire

—

'Proceedings of Naturalists' Field Club,' vol. x. Bristol—'Pro-

ceedings of Naturalists' Society,' 1882-3. Canada

—

1 Geological

and Natural History Survey of Canada.' Report and Progress.

'Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall,' vol. viii. part 1,

March, 1884. Epping Forest and Essex—'Transactions of the

Naturalists' Field Club,' vol. iii. part 7, 1883. 'Proceedings of

the Geologists' Association,' vol. viii., 1883, and Index to vol. vii.

of 1881-2. Annual Report for 1883. ' Quarterly Journal of the

Geological Society for 1883.' 'Proceedings of the Royal Society/

vol. xxxv., No. 225 and 226, 1883. 'Journal of the Royal Micro-

scopical Society,' 1883. 'Proceedings of the Zoological Society of

London/ 1883, and List of the Fellows, 1883. Norfolk and Nor-

wich— ' Transactions of Naturalists' Society/ 1883. ' South Aus-

tralian Government Plantations,' 1882. Pisa — 'Atti della Societa

Toscana di Scienze Naturali/ vol. v., 1883. Somersetshire—'Pro-

ceedings of the Archaeological and Natural History Society/ 1882.

United States
—'Geological Survey.' Atlas of the Grand Canon

District. Liverpool—'Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical

Society for 1880-3.' United States Geological and Geographical

vol. viii. u
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Survey of the Territories of Wyoming and Idaho for 1878,' parts

1 and 2.
i Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland for

1881-2.' 'Annals des Sciences Naturelles Zoologie,' tome xv.

Nos. 2, 3, and 4. ' Transactions of the Linnaean Society of London,'

vol. ii. parts 1-9. 'Smithsonian Report,' 1881. 'Apercu sur la

Theorie del Evolution,' par le Dr. Laidlau Netto, Rio de Janeiro.

"The following works have been presented by members and

friends of the Institution : A Pamphlet on a group of Pre-historic

Remains on Dartmoor, by Mr. F. Brent. ' The Epinal Glossary,'

by Dr. R. F. Weymouth. 'Saturated Steam,' by the Author.
1 History of the Royal Society of London,' 1702, by Mr.W. Square.

' Robert Blake, Colonel and General at Sea,' by Mr. E. G. Bennett.

Early English Text Society—'The Monarch,' parts 1 and 2,

by Mr. J. Brooking Rowe. 'Douglas on the New Eddystone

Lighthouse,' by Mr. J. C. Inglis. ' Alerial, or a Voyage to other

Worlds,' by Rev. W. S. Lach-Szyrma. ' Some Remarks on the Rota-

tion of Projectiles,' by Dr. R. W. Woollcombe. ' On the Voyage of

Sir Francis Drake,' by Rev. W. S. Lach-Szyrma. ' Notes on the

Churchyard of St. Hilary, Cornwall,' by Rev. W. S. Lach-Szyrma.

' Sir John Hawkins,' by Mr. R. N. Worth. ' On the Structure of

the Polycarp and Endocarp,' by Miss Heath.

" The following works have been purchased :
' The American

Journal,' April, 1883; 'The Ibis,' 1883; 'American Naturalist,'

1883; 'Annals and Magazines of Natural History,' 1883; 'Folk-

lore Journal,' 1883; 'Nature,' 1883; 'Journal of Science,' 1883;
' Western Antiquary,' 1883; ' Zoologist,' 1883

;
'Geological Maga-

zine,' 1883; 'Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science and

System of Mineralogy,' by T. Dana; 'Report of the Scientific

Results of the Exploring Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger,' 1873-6;

'Zoology,' vol. vii. ; 'Memoir of the Mudge Family,' 1883
;

'Zoological Record,' vol. xix., for 1882; 'Fauna and Flora des

Golfes Von Neapel,' 1882; 'Memoire sur les Microcephales ou

Hommes Singes,' par Charles Vogt; 'Archivos do Museu Nacional,

do Rio de Janeiro,' 1883."

The Curator of Mammalia and Osteology reports the addition to

the collections, by presentation : By Mr. F. F. Freeman, skulls of

Tiger (Felis tigris) Sloth-bear (Ursus), and three skulls of Panthers

(Felis pardis) ;
by Mr. A. Langdon, two rostra of Sawfish (Pristis

antiquarium) ; some skulls of fish have also been added.
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The Curator of Ornithology reports :

" On being appointed Curator last year, I found the cases of the

Museum occupied by three distinct collections—one the original

property of the Society, another purchased from the representatives

of the late Eev. E. Julian, the third being formed by the late Mr.

Christopher Bulteel, and presented to the Society by Mr. Thomas

Bulteel. These included many birds in cases, many duplicates,

some defective or badly-stuffed specimens, and some foreign birds,

but Mr. Bulteel's appeared the best preserved. On my represen-

tation, the Council decided, that for purposes of classification and

display, the collections need not be kept separate, but the birds

might be arranged in one series. The next work was to name the

specimens, as the large proportion bore no labels.

" I regret that during the summer private circumstances greatly

delayed this, but I have since, with Mr. Gatcombe's able assistance,

numbered the greater part of the collection in reference to a cata-

logue, and I hope, if the charge is still entrusted to me, to complete

labelling during this summer and autumn, as well as doing what is

practicable in cleaning and brightening the many shabby-looking

birds.

"Iam glad to be able to state, after obtaining a practical and

valuable opinion—that of Mr. Mcholls, of Kingsbridge—that there

is very little evidence of decay either in the cases or among the

loose birds; and I have removed from the cases, and placed in

another part of the building, the few specimens I have been able so

far to discover which have any signs of moth. I should remark,

that the strong light to which the cases are exposed continually,

acclerates their fading, and I would suggest coloured blinds for

the skylight.

" There has been only one contribution during the year ; but for

this, a very good specimen of the Gold-crested Wren (Regulus

cridatus), the Society is indebted to Mr. Philip Mitchell.

" With regard to the birds' eggs, Mr. Eriggs, who made the

collection, very kindly met me, at my suggestion, and we set right

the few displacements which had occurred in moving, &c, and saw
that the labels were correctly placed. I should be very much
obliged to any member who is willing to offer authentic specimens,

as the collection, though good, is deficient of many eggs which
it might be reasonably expected to contain."

u 2
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The Curator of Anthropology reports that the valuable specimens

in his charge have been arranged in the wall-cases at the east end

of the hall, or as trophies at either end of the gallery ; whilst the

objects of antiquity have been placed in cases on the floor of the

hall. The Society is to be congratulated in possessing, amongst

other objects, two rare tablets, having inscriptions in the cuneiform

character, a translation of which, not hitherto made, has been

promised by the Eev. George Evans, m.a.

" Most of the objects have now been labelled.

" A valuable collection of flint implements has been presented

by Mr. B. Mortimer, of Fimber."

The Curator of Mineralogy writes :

" Several good specimens of valuable minerals have been pre-

sented by Messrs. Brent, Worth, Webb, C. Oxland, and others.

"The arrangement of the collection is nearly complete; the

labelling will be proceeded with as rapidly as possible, in such

manner as to render a fairly good collection as useful as may be.

There are many vacancies yet to be filled up. It is hoped that some

of the duplicates will prove serviceable as exchanges for specimens

that are wanted, of which a list is in course of preparation."

The Curator of Petrology reports :
" This department now

contains upwards of 1200 specimens, representing all the chief

varieties of local rocks, with examples of the more characteristic

rocks from other parts of Devon and Cornwall ; in addition to the

collections, chiefly of foreign rocks, which the Society possessed

last year, and which are specially valuable in illustration of the

igneous group. A small but good typical collection for study and

reference has also been added. Your Curator has the pleasure of

reporting the discovery by himself of a rock entirely new to science,

which he has named Trowlesworthite, specimens of which are

placed in the cases. Your Curator hopes during the coming year,

by obtaining further gifts and by his own researches, to make the

representation of the rocks of the West of England fairly complete;

and to afford room for this, begs to recommend that two new wall

cases be provided, which he believes will suffice."

JAMES C. INGLIS, »

AKTHUR J. JEWERS, I



METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Sunshine in Plymouth for 1883.

Sun above the Sun shone in Percentage No. of days
Month. horizon Plymouth actual was no sun-

hrs. min. hrs. min. of possible. shine.

January 259 40 47 30 18-3 13

February 276 33 72 40 26-3 10

March 363 13 177 20 48-8 6

408 32 199 10 48-8 3

473 5 169 35 35-8 5

483 54 193 5 39-9 6

July 487 20 162 55 33*4 2

442 45 166 36 37-6 6

373 49 134 5 35-9 5

327 18 97 35 29-8 7

264 54 69 25 26-2 8

244 24 45 40 18-7 19

The sunshine was 33*3 per cent, of that possible, or he shone one-

third of the time he was above the horizon ; whilst on 90 days he did

not appear in Plymouth. The year has been rather colder than the

average, caused equally by the days and nights. The freezing point was
reached 29 times during the year, 18 of which occurred in March, and
6 in December. Kain fell on 206 days to the amount of 32*47 inches.

The greatest rainfall in one day was on 23rd September, when 1*06 were
measured, and this was the only day in which more than an inch fell.

The highest barometric pressure for the year was 30*874, on 23rd February;

the lowest was 28*557, on 2nd September. The atmospheric pressure

fell below 29 inches only twice for the year. The highest temperature
for the year was 74 deg. F., on 5th June; the lowest 24*5 deg. F., on
10th and 24th March.

Cold Months.—March, April, May, June, July, August, September,
October.

Warm Months.—January, February, December.

Wet Months.—February, May, June, July, September, November.

Dry Months.—January, March, April, August, October, December.

The year on the whole has been a very dry one. There has fallen

only 88 per cent, of the amount of rain, whilst the number of rainy

days has been 10^ per cent, in excess of the average, thus indicating the

continuous drizzle we have been subject to. The number of days on
which easterly winds have blown has been below the average ; those on
which westerly ones have blown have been about the average, but there

has been a greater number of calm mornings. The longest dry period

was from the 21st February to the 11th March; the longest wet period

was from 3rd October to 28th December, during which period there were
only 29 days with not enough rain to measure, although on several of

these drizzle occurred. Gales with great damage occurred in January,

March, September, October, November, and December, and thunder-

storms in February, April, May, and November. Snow fell on one day
in March.
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ADDRESS
AT THE OPENING OF THE SESSION 1883-4.

BY THE REV. PROFESSOR CHAPMAN, M.A.

President.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—
Having been placed by your kind suffrages in the

honourable position I now occupy, it gives me much pleasure

to meet you at this, the opening of a new session, and I take the

opportunity of congratulating you on the prosperity of the Insti-

tution, as seen in the growing interest with which the lectures during

the past year were attended, and in the more ample accommodation

provided by the erection of the new Museum and Art Gallery.

We must, I think, all feel under obligation to my predecessor in

the chair, and those other gentlemen who with him spared no

pains to render our improvements and enlargements as complete as

possible ; and it is earnestly to be hoped that the amount still

required to be raised to cover the cost of these valuable additions

to our property will, by some wise arrangement on the part of the

Council, sustained by the zeal of all our members, be soon forth-

coming.

The steady advance which of late years has characterized the

attendance on our lectures and discussions, while possibly connected

in some degree with local interests, is nevertheless, I presume, to

be regarded as an expression of the wider and more deeply-rooted

hold which literary and scientific subjects have taken on the public

mind. The founders of this and similar institutions have left

behind them not only venerable names, but also a very numerous

progeny. It was their honour to be animated with the Scientific

Spirit which has now come in full measure upon multitudes. The

distinctiveness of manifestation in the present instance is connected
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with mental facts that lie deep down in human nature as well as

with favouring external conditions. The same faculties of the

mind operate in every age, only in varying degrees, and it depends

on their relative development in the individual or the community

as to what will be the distinctive form of mental life in any given

period. In every age of civilization, from the earliest times, the

Imagination has generated Art ; the Conscience, Morality and

Religion ; the Acquisitive Affections, Commerce ; and the Intellect,

Science ; while Literature has been the product of various mental

powers. From the dawn of thought Mind has regarded itself as

one, and the external order of things as another ; and, according

to the measure of its conscious power, it has striven to impress

itself on its ubiquitous companion, and also to frame for itself an

ideal transcript of the forms it assumes, and the changes it under-

goes. Hence it is that artists, saints, merchants, scientific observers,

in some humble guise, have appeared in every age. The advance

of civilization means, in other phrase, the development of society,

and society is formed by the segregation of similars, and con-

sequently by the separation of aims and interests ; and so it comes

to pass that, in process of time, the different classes of pursuit,

originating in the unequal development in individuals of the

diverse faculties and tendencies of the mind, become more dis-

tinctly segregated, and attain to prominence in so far as circum-

stances favour any special mental development rather than another.

It is well known to students of Biology that in any highly

organized life there is a co-ordinated development, on a corres-

ponding scale, of diverse parts so as to secure the equilibrium

necessary to permanence ; and looking, in the light of this truth,

upon civilized society as a sort of organised creature maintaining

itself in being according to definite laws, we see that its highly-

organised character at any period implies, on an enlarged scale, the

co-existence of diverse habits and pursuits. We happen to be

living in a period when Art, Religion, Commerce, Literature, and

Scionce have each attained an enormous development as compared

with what obtained a thousand years ago ; and it has occurred to

me that, as this Institution seeks, among other objects, to promote

the study and advancement of Science, and has, moreover, in the

erection of a new Museum, given fresh distinctness to this object,

it might not be out of place if on this occasion I ventured to call

your attention to the prevalence of the Modern Scientific Spirit.
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There can be no question but that Physical Science occupies a

position before the publico mind, and in relation to the manifold

aspects of our modern civilization, beyond all parallel in human

history
j
and, moreover, that it has, by its improved methods of

research, and the results issuing therefrom, given a tone to the

general intellect which not only affects the current of thought

flowing in the direction of purely physical investigation, but also

modifies the entire habit of cultivated thought. Anyone familiar

with the literature of the last few centuries will see, on comparing

what then was the prevailing spirit with that which has resulted

from the recent developments of Science, that there has been

wrought a revolution in the conception of the universe, and in the

ordinary attitude and temper of the educated classes, more thorough,

wide-reaching, and momentous than can be affirmed of any historic

period. Although the social and political changes of the same

period may strike the uninstructed as being more radical and com-

plicated, yet in reality they are but surface modifications springing

from causes more subtle than themselves. External relations in

society are but expressions of deeper realities
;

namely, mental

moods and wider knowledge ; and the most influential, and, in the

long run, most lasting, mood is that which is generated by the

fundamental view men take of the order of Nature, and their

method of compelling her to reveal her secrets, and lay her

treasures at their feet.

One thing is very clear : to the most cursory observer there are

manifold indications of the prevalence of scientific studies. It is

well known that, exclusive of amateurs, who have felt in some

measure the great inspiration, the number of men who, from pure

love of truth and eagerness to penetrate far into the secrets of

Nature, and, if possible, gaze on the wondrous unity which it is

believed runs through all her changes, devote the best of their

rare gifts to scientific investigation is now in every civilized

country legion as compared with the time when Kepler, Newton,

and Descartes endeavoured, each in his own way, to draw aside

the veil which for ages had covered her more intricate movements.

Instead of the tardy and scanty interchange of ideas by means of

private correspondence in the Latin tongue, or a little later on in

the transactions of one or two germinal societies, the teeming

press, itself the creation of Science, at once brings thought into

free communion with thought, and places the well-verified ob-
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servations of many workers under the eye of the whole scientific

world ; while societies, institutions, provincial, national, and even

international, afford special opportunities for stimulating zeal, and

bringing to a focus the scattered rays of truth. Although the

educational arrangements of the country are far behind what the

best of scientific workers believe to be desirable, yet they are

being largely modified to meet the demands of Science. The

conservatism of our older universities has at length yielded in some

degree to the pressure of the age in this respect. As an illustration

of the remarkable subdivision of research in the higher depart-

ments of Science, it may be mentioned that in the University of

London Examinations for the degree of Doctor of Science an

option is given of sixteen distinct subjects. In the new colleges

at Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield, Nottingham, Birmingham, Bristol,

Cardiff, as at Kensington, and in most of the middle class

schools, special provision is made for scientific subjects, and, in

some cases, prominence is given to them. A periodical and

standard literature has arisen in connection with almost every

division and subdivision of the abstract and applied sciences, as

also with those concerned with the origin and constitution of

forms of animate and inanimate matter « and lectures, both

exoteric and esoteric, are of daily occurrence in college, hall, or

school. The widespread interest created by the controversies

connected with the Darwinian theory of the origin of species,

combined with the natural concern men have in what comes so

near to themselves as anthropology, has aroused many to consider

questions which otherwise would have been relegated to the

leisure of the gifted few ; and the great and ever increasing

obligations under which commerce, domestic life, medicine, the

arts of peace and of war, are laid to modern discoveries, together

with the vague notion entertained by minds more sanguine

perhaps than prophetic, that the golden age of civilization is

therefore nigh at hand,—these things, I say, have tended to

raise in the regard of multitudes that branch of Science usually

known as Physical, to the foremost position as being a trainer

of the intellect, a material benefactor to the rich and the poor,

a revealer of truth, and possibly, in due time, a clue to life's

mysteries.

But the fact of the prevalence of scientific studies and provision

for the extension of scientific knowledge is one thing, the preva-
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lence of what may be termed, in contradistinction to the mental

habitudes of former times, the Scientific Spirit is another j and the

question naturally arises, What are we to understand by this ex-

pression 1

Now I think it will be readily understood that some things may
be known as great realities, but yet by reason of their impalpable

nature and subtle operation may not be susceptible of any verbal

description that shall convey a real knowledge of them to those

who have not the culture, or are not in local circumstances, to per-

ceive their presence. Human thought is always in excess of the

powers of language. An atmosphere must be breathed to be appre-

ciated, and so the prevalence of the Scientific Spirit is a matter rather

of mental recognition than of verbal explanation. In any obser-

vations I may make, I shall therefore have to assume that all

educated men are somewhat familiar with that of which I speak.

Upon this subject one thing is very clear—the nature of the

Modern Scientific Spirit can scarcely be considered and understood

apart from the method which has done more than anything else to

develope it. In the development of the human mind bare know-

ledge of items of fact, and a few crude and isolated ideas, precede

definite methods of research. When thoughtful men, unacquainted

with any literature or stores of knowledge, began for the first time

to study the complex whole called the world, they were already

possessed of a few vague ideas, the result of the unmethodized

impressions of youth and manhood. Prepossessed with a stock of

notions and unverified principles, they began, as in the case of the

Ionic speculators, to find, if possible, out of a superficial observa-

tion of scanty facts, a bond or principle that held all things together,

and accounted for their forms. Aristotle and Plato were indepen-

dent and irreverent enough to set aside the theories sanctioned by

venerable names ; and although Aristotle formulated a distinct in-

ductive method, he brought to the study of Nature too many
preconceived ideas, and failed to verify inductions based on partial

facts. In subsequent ages the great error lay in assuming, when
about to explore the nature of things, that certain abstract concep-

tions, already arrived at by a most uncritical generalization, were

the mental archetypes with which external realities must correspond;

and as years rolled on these mental archetypes gradually became

more and more dominant, because associated with venerable names

that in a too credulous age were synonymous with authority. If
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in a few instances, as in that of Galileo, instinctive and irresistible

curiosity, combined with independent love of truth, shook off the

intolerable yoke, and ventured to gaze on the movements of Nature

with fearless unveiled eye, it was only with reference to a few

departments of her domain, and apart from the formulation of a

general principle applicable to all and every enquiry. But when,

within the most sacred of all circles, Martin Luther ventured to set

aside human authority hitherto deemed august, and claimed as a

principle of universal conduct the right and duty of every man to

think for himself, and search out even the truth requisite for his

spiritual safety, there was then and there enunciated by a religious

man, in the name and for the interests of religion, a principle which

in its wide sweep covers the whole area of human knowledge and

interests. The enfranchisement of the human mind, with full

liberty of research, was a religious act. The subsequent and almost

immediate rise of scientific independence naturally suggests the

probability of one springing out of the other. Those who study

closely the history of that period, and especially those who note

carefully the first paragraph in Schiller's Geschichte des Dreissigjah-

rigen Kriegs, will readily understand how it came to pass that this

enfranchisement of the human mind, in the name and for the in-

terests of religion, influenced the more thoughtful minds in both the

political and scientific worlds to secure a similar freedom for them-

selves. Lord Bacon was but giving utterance to the new-born spirit

of freedom from authority when, in explaining the new method for

unravelling the secrets of Nature—that other great Book as he was

wont to regard it—he insisted, as a preliminary, that the searcher

after truth should once and for ever, to use his own quaint terms,

abolish those idola tribus, idola specus, idola fori, idola theatri 1—
those false deities which had hitherto, in the course of scientific

investigation, swayed a pernicious influence over the mind, and

prevented the acquisition of truth. This utter disregard of authori-

ties, this renunciation of all and everything that presumed to set

human opinions for men on their approach to interpret Nature, and

so give a false colouring to the facts to be considered ; this ruthless

clearance of all obstacles that the eye might come into direct con-

tact with what Nature is in herself, and by patient gaze read at

last her wondrous history in her own face, and if possible solve the

perplexing riddles of her appearance—this, I say, was the negative

1 Novum Organum Aphorismi, xxxix.-lxvi.
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sceptical attitude essential to the formation of true Science, and due

to the majesty of truth, though at the same time, in relation to

Nature, it was the attitude of love and trust and devotion, religious

even in its sacredness. Going deeper down into the question of

knowledge than Bacon ever thought of, Descartes, wearied and dis-

gusted with the conflicting views of philosophical schools, and the

uncertainties engendered by adhesion to the principle of authority,

with a daring never in ancient or modern times surpassed, applied

the Lutheran and Baconian principle to the whole range of beings

and things, and sought to start in a virgin quest of certainty by the

renunciation not only of all human authority, but also of all so-

called fact and belief, except the one undeniable indestructible fact

" Cogito" " I think." Unquestionably it was in the same spirit of

mental independence of all human authority that Newton applied

his great powers to the examination of the facts pertaining to the

motion of bodies till, by a wise use of the stable conclusions pre-

viously arrived at by others, and the patient application of hypo-

thesis after hypothesis, he arrived at the grand generalization known
as the law of gravitation. The splendid success thus achieved by

the new method of induction, and the amazing view thus gained

of the unbroken unity of force pervading all matter in, probably,

all worlds, could not but permanently enrich the educated imagina-

tion, and create a profound conviction, that a method of research so

rewarded in its application to one department would, if persistently

carried out into all departments of enquiry, issue in gains to know-

ledge equally stupendous. The Scientific Spirit was now fairly awake.

The words almost deemed sacred passed from master to pupil

—

"Accept nothing because it is old and identified with venerable

names
;
study Nature directly in the lines and movements of her

own face ; observe accurately all positive facts and relations
;
regard

everything on which the eye can rest, or the hand handle, or the

delicate appliance can test, the subject of the most rigid scrutiny

and the keenest analysis ; trace out with minuteness and care every

complicate form and compound to its simplest elements, and so by

a slow but sure progression get into the mind an intelligible counter-

foil of Nature, as she actually is, thinking not an iota of conse-

quences."

During the present century men of many lands, gifted by nature,

disciplined by culture, and sworn to seek the truth, have, in accor-

dance with this spirit, searched and searched each in his own line
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with results which, if not perfect, are yet such as cannot but intensify-

further exertion. They believe that even now they have a large

reward in being permitted to see, as was never so clearly seen before,

that all things material, though complicate and diverse, are in a

peculiar sense one ; that order the most beautiful and uniform is

everywhere present ; that physical antecedent and consequent are

the everlasting and inseparable twins that people the universe in

every point of space ; that the irregularities of sense are the regu-

larities of Science ; and that the stupendous systems rolling through

space above, and the intricate and varied forms hidden in the earth

and spread over its surface, are probably the orderly outcome of a

primitive simplicity, so framed at the outset as to exchange in due

time its small beginnings and humble functions for the ineffable

splendour on which we now gaze.

But while such is to be regarded as the true Scientific Spirit,

legitimately generated by the application to physical research of the

new method, or, perhaps more correctly, exhibiting itself in the

progressive application of that method, it is not identical with a

spirit which obtains wide prevalence in some quarters, and which

claims to be scientific. We must not forget that it is human

nature that is the home of the Scientific Spirit, and human nature

is more comprehensive than the intellect, and too often leaves the

impress of its non-intellectual upon the intellectual powers. In all

departments of life we are familiar with the peculiar dangers

attendant on prosperity. Great successes are wont to create new

ambitions, and so bring into play a powerful class of feelings as

distinguished from intellectual perceptions; and therefore, con-

sidering what had been already achieved, and the splendour of the

view obtained of the correlation of all things distinctively physical,

it is not perhaps surprising that, under the impulse of the emotional

side of human nature, the idea should be engendered as to the

possibility of an organon of research that had accomplished so

much being still farther used in another direction, till even the

thought and the will, which in combination construct Science, should

also be brought within the solving power of the same method, and

so be at last comprehended with the physical in a common unity.

In the time of Newton, and still later, the rigid application of the

scientific method to distinctively physical objects proceeded on the

open recognition of a sphere of phenomena and reality to which its

tests were not appropriate. There was an admission of the existence

•
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of truth that was prior to, that underlaid, was beyond and indepen-

dent of, the most keen and unrelenting physical research—a region

out of which Science itself sprang, a sphere of the very mental

acts and principles without which Science could never be ; a large

class of phenomena, with their corresponding noumenal reality,

which coexist side by side with the physical, yet separated by a

difference "transcending all difference. " The dream of possibly

setting aside a distinction so apparently solid and rational grew in

vividness, in consequence of special researches into the constitution

of all forms of matter having brought the enquirer to a point where

the analyzed material became so utterly attenuated as to seem to

vanish into an intangible, invisible something, the qualities of

which, if such there were, could not be traced. This circumstance,

coupled with a careful observation of physiological facts connected

with the action of the brain and the development of consciousness,

seemed to give an air of plausibility to the belief that, if only the

methods of physical research be patiently pursued for a while, they

will be found adequate at last to solve the whole question of exist-

ence, and, by obliterating the line which hitherto has been sup-

posed to separate such utterly dissimilar phenomena as are included

under the terms Matter and Mind, reveal an essential all-embracing

unity of Nature. This dream, under the influence of a certain

aspect of Positivism, has become with many a creed—not, be it

observed, a demonstrated scientific fact. Having respect then to

the enormous difference of tone and tendency that must ensue when

a creed is allowed to supplement and practically widen the scope of

a physical method of research, it will not be difficult to distinguish

this form of the modern Scientific Spirit from that which I have

ventured to term legitimate.

The history of scientific and philosophic opinion does not justify

us in supposing that every new and aggressive form of belief,

bearing, because aggressive, the name "advanced," is on that account

destined to be permanent. Those of us who have long traversed

this pathway of history have often had occasion to note how it is

strewn with wrecks of what, in their own day and to the eye of

ardent adherents, bore the aspect of seemly schools of thought. If

then, for the sake of distinction, I speak of an * 4 advanced" school

that is characterized by a spirit more thoroughgoing than that of the

truly Scientific, it is not to be assumed that it is really more ad-

vanced in its approach to the truth than is its more cautious, but
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equally laborious, companion. As a question of method and

object, the distinctive feature of this school no doubt consists in the

application of the means and appliances of physical research as

being sufficient to solve questions which in the ordinary language

of daily life are other than physical, yet, as can readily be seen to

follow, the tone and temper generated are distinctively more aggres-

sive, imperious, and dogmatic than what accompanies the applica-

tion of physical methods to objects exclusively, and in the ordinary

sense, physical. Not being content with taking man as an ani-

mated organism, and showing by minute investigation his connexion

in the chain of physical sequence with all other animated organisms,

it, finding that there are in man elements which by no known
principles can be conceived to be of the same character as those

which obviously make up the organism, not only strives, which we

can understand, to show that they are the literal scientifically

measurable outcome of the physical forces, and of nothing else, and

therefore are properly physical, but, when baffled in this attempt, is

loud in asserting that they are such an outcome, and that to suppose

otherwise is to impair the scientific conception of unity, and leave

a department of fact under cover of perpetual darkness. To take

any other view, unless perchance it be that thought in germ is a

quality of all atoms, just as attraction is,
1 or to stand in doubt, is a

mark of scientific cowardice—a sacrifice of the essential unity of

thought and aspiration, without which Science is deprived of its

very soul ! Men must be made to see that that which is highest

—thought, conscience, will—is but the last and most subtle link

in the long and unbroken chain of mechanical necessity which has

worked its way from primal simplicity ! It bears its own peculiar

name, and has its own functions in the complex order, but is in

essential nature just what all other things are ! Man, Society, all

that is deemed sacred and fundamental in thought and feeling, is

to bear the unrelenting scrutiny appropriate to this principle, and

be viewed and treated as objects of knowledge just as we should

view and treat the foam of the ocean and the stratification of the

rocks

!

Thus far I have stated my own reading of the modern scientific

spirit, but, lest it should be supposed that I have drawn upon my

1 This conjecture is the resort of those who are compelled on scientific

principles to renounce the dogma that thought is caused by molecular discharge

of force in the brain.
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own imagination or have done injustice to the views and aims of

others, I will quote the words of Professor Seeley, which I met

with subsequent to the formation of my own judgment. He
says :

" Science as distinguished from philosophy has always been

more republican. Not that it refuses to reverence superior minds,

not perhaps that it is altogether incapable of yielding to the temp-

tation of trusting a particular authority for a while too much, or

following a temporary fashion. But as a general rule it rejects as

a superstition the notion that the most superior mind is at all in-

fallible ; it dissents without scruple from those whom it reverences

most; and, on the other hand, the most eminent members of it

encourage this freedom, are well pleased to be contradicted, and

avoid assuming the oracular style as a mark of charlatanry." 1 "It

is a change of system in the intellectual world by which much

established doctrine is branded with the mark of spuriousness." 2

" Authoritative treatises are consigned to oblivion, ancient contro-

versies cease, the whole store of learning hived up in many

capacious memories becomes worthless." 3 " But the more important

change is in the extending of the methods of Physical Science to

the whole domain of knowledge. While one part of the ' wisdom

of the world ' has been discredited as resting solely on authority,

another large division of it is rejected as resting on insufficient in-

duction, and another as resting on groundless assumption, disguised

under the name of necessary truths, truths of the reason, truths

given in consciousness, &c. No one needs to be told what havoc

this physical method is making with received systems, and it pro-

duces a sceptical disposition of mind towards primary principles

which have been thought to lie deeper than all systems. Those

current abstractions, which make up all the morality and all the

philosophy of most people, have been brought under suspicion.

Mind and matter, duties and rights, morality and expediency,

honour and interest, virtue and vice—all these words which seemed

once to express certain elementary realities, now strike us as just

the words which, thrown into the scientific crucible, might dissolve

at once." 4

" As the victory of the Scientific Spirit becomes more and more

decided, there passes a deep shudder of discomfort through the

1 Natural Religion, pp. 6, 7.

3 Ibid p. 7.
4 Ibid. p. 8.

2 Ibid. p. 7.

VOL. VIII. X
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whole world of those whose business is with the realizing, and not

with the testing, of knowledge."

Poetry and Art suffer in their turn. One poet laments that

" Science withdraws the veil of enchantment from Nature. . .
."

Another, " that Nature made undivine is now seen slavishly obey-

ing the law of gravitation." 1 Again, "More recently man has

been subjected to the analyzing process. The mechanical laws

which were traced in the physical world, it was long hoped, would

never suffice to explain the human being; he, at least, would

remain always mysterious, spiritual, sacred. But now Man begins

to reckon his own being among things more than half explained

:

nerve force, he thinks, is a sort of electricity. Man differs greatly

indeed, but not generically, from the brutes. All this has, for the

time at least, the effect of desecrating human nature." 2

" Scientific men do now tell us, in the very language of theology,

that all happiness lies in the knowledge of Nature, and by Nature

they mean the universe." 3 The man of Science "believes that his

love of truth is more simple, more unreserved, and more entirely

self-sacrificing, than that of the moralist, whom he suspects occa-

sionally of suppressing or disguising truth for fear of weakening

social institutions or of offending weak brethren." 4

The terms in which I have endeavoured to set forth the nature

of the Modern Scientific Spirit cover perhaps the whole ground

that lies open to the eye of one who seeks to read the signs of the

times; but anyone well acquainted with our popular as well as

strictly scientific literature, and able to catch that strange thing

known as the prevailing tone of our civilization, will be able to

distinguish between the purely intellectual element and the

emotional and imaginative elements which, though largely de-

veloped in the popular mind, are not properly scientific in

character. Our popular literature has its evils as well as

advantages. The bulk of readers are necessarily of undisciplined

intellect, incompetent to enter with rigour and exactitude into the

great questions .and momentous issues involved in the radical

methods and final conclusions of pure Science ; and yet on that

very account their emotional nature may be more stirred, and

their imagination more fired, by the wondrous glimpses they are

enabled to obtain from popular works of a region of research they

1 Natural Religion, pp. 48, 49. 2 Ibid. pp. 49, 50.

3 Ibid. p. 84. 4 Ibid. p. 125.
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can never enter, and of results attained the ultimate bearing of

which on the fundamental problem of the universe they can

never understand. Also, by reason of the remarkable subdivision

of the sciences, and the encouragement given to individual research,

there has arisen outside the crowd of readers an army of amateurs

who bring to their work a most worthy enthusiasm, and in many

instances have not only found healthful occupation for an active

brain, but have added to the store of facts on which more trained

and powerful minds have based their generalizations. Such persons

are, in many instances at least, deeply imbued with the Scientific

Spirit by infection rather than by the fact of having entered far

into the rigid methods laid down by inductive philosophers, or of

having squarely faced the great problems involved in existence.

Those, however, in whom the emotional element is very sub-

ordinate to the intellectual are, as will be inferred from what I

have already said, divisible into two main sections. Those, on

the one hand, who, endowed with well-disciplined powers, wedded

to definite departments of research, and perfectly understanding

the correct methods of investigation, see, as they think, in physical

science the " one thing needful," and insist that, if knowledge is

to be brought into a coherent unity, everything conceivable must

be analysed and dealt with on principles of strictly Physical

Science ; and while fully aware of the logical consequences of such

a demand, they are quite prepared to rest in the strange feeling of

finding themselves in the presence only of an everlasting and ubiqui-

tous succession of purely physical antecedents and consequents : and

those, on the other hand, of vast knowledge in specific depart-

ments, who, having pushed their researches along certain lines to the

utmost point yet attained, and deeply sensible of the vastness of

the problems of existence, nevertheless modestly refrain from pro-

pounding any universal theory of knowledge, and calmly await the

time, if ever it shall come, when, having passed the infancy of

enquiry, and become more familiar with the subtle and grave

questions that lie beneath an enlarged experience of positive,

sensible facts, they shall with clearer vision be able to take a

survey of the explored realms, and possibly arrive at a philosophy

of the whole.

I imagine that it has always been true in human history that

newly-manifested tendencies have not only drawn around them a

considerable number and variety of adherents, as just indicated,

x 2
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many of whom become more zealous than their actual intelligence

will justify, but also that they develope antagonisms strong and

urgent in proportion as the real issue is not clearly recognised, and

existing opinions and institutions are supposed to be imperilled.

Whencesoever it may spring, it is a fact that just as the Scientific

Spirit has become one of the most mighty forces of the age, and

has raised up before the imagination of some attractive pictures of

the golden age, so, as Professor Seeley remarks, in that proportion

it has been regarded with great distrust as an abnormal develop-

ment of a right feeling, and if persisted in the precursor of most

serious evils.

Such being the actual facts of the case, so far as relates to the

existence of the Scientific Spirit, the differing forms of its ex-

pression, and the feeling of distrust with which in some quarters it

is regarded, I will venture, apart from controversy, to offer a few

observations with a view to the formation of a fair judgment

on the question at issue. I think it is right to say most em-

phatically that the prominence given to Physical Science, and the

devotion with which the strictly Scientific Spirit is cherished,

seem to be justified by facts. The truth is Science has, by a

natural development of the human intelligence, won a position

from which it can never be dislodged, unless indeed a reversion of

Nature should take place ; and the Scientific Spirit now abroad, in

so far as it is uncontaminated with an alien element, is an evolved

intellectual atmosphere as much a part of mental life as the

ordinary atmosphere is of physical life. To war against it is

to strive against the inevitable. Considering how very frail we all

are, it is not perhaps surprising that those who really know what

has been and is still being achieved should sometimes forget the

severe calmness appropriate to the pure searcher after truth, and

indulge in extravagant language, and in fond dreams of coming

marvels. Science is based on a necessity of our higher nature.

We are formed to know, and our intellectual life is complete only

in so far as we obtain for ourselves, among other forms of know-

ledge, not merely crude notions of the order of Nature, but a fair

mental transcript of it. The very processes of acquiring such

knowledge not only develope in the individuals who share in the

toil, the powers of accurate observation, careful analysis, cautious

judgment, along with a deepening love of truth, but also tend by

example and generation to raise the standard of exactitude in
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common life, broaden the average intellect, open up vistas of

hitherto concealed truth for the stimulus of youthful minds, and,

by being the reverse of the rough-and-ready ways of ignorance,

introduce into public affairs a discriminating spirit. The actual

achievements, both in interpreting Nature and in subduing her to

man's service, have been so great and varied in kind as to have

enriched the whole world with blessings in comparison with which

the fabled good of poetic dreams is veriest poverty—laying bare,

as they have, long concealed treasures of the earth, robbing the

lightning of its fatal shaft, speeding the transmission of thought

and travel, extracting light and heat out of darkness and cold,

putting within reach of sufferers the alleviations of pain, detecting

and destroying the foes of health, and if not actually preventing

the final approach of the last enemy yet holding him longer at

bay, and often moderating the blow which at length gives him the

victory. Nor is the gratification slight and groundless in being

able to trace the present beautiful, order of things back through

ever deepening gradations to a relative primitive simplicity, to

forecast in some degree, for the instruction and guidance of society,

the issues of present physiological and sanitary facts on the

destiny of generations yet unborn, and to follow on the leadings

of Science through the manifold interlacings of antecedent and

consequent till one gets a glimpse of the astounding fact that

every atom and change in every point of earth, and star, and sky

holds definite and measurable relationship to the entire order of

things. These are the sober realities of Science. Men who only

see things in isolation and disconnectedness, who seldom raise

their eyes above the glitter of gold, or the attractions of the table

and drawing-room, or who, by sheer force of circumstances, are

bound down to manual toil without the refreshment which

education alone can secure, may perhaps marvel at the zeal and

enthusiasm of others concerning matters of the kind referred to;

but a fair consideration of the intellectual position of those who
work or read and think, and therefore know what Science is and

does, will afford reasonable explanation of the fact, and tend to

soften the judgment if, to the spectator, the enthusiasm should

occasionally be overcharged with emotion.

It is, moreover, no vain guess, but a sober certainty, unless the

order of Nature be reversed, that in the future Science is destined

to accomplish still greater things, and to exercise a wider influence
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on civilization; for now that processes of research are common

property, and results are so well tabulated, each generation can

practically begin where its predecessor left off, and by the aid of

light gained push still further into dim and unexplored regions.

The knowledge of the general principles of Science being more

widely diffused by an ever-expanding press, concurrently with the

better education of the middle and lower classes, it is inevitable

that the spirit of its method, once confined to a relatively few

workers, will obtain a firmer and more intelligent hold on the

public mind. In every age there is a large number of powerful

and gifted intellects lost to the world because not placed early in

life in circumstances favourable for development ; but our modem
elementary school system is certain to create the conditions that

will draw such minds forth into lines of research in affinity with

their natural proclivities, and consequently we may expect that the

few instances in the past of youths of humble birth pushing their

way to the very front of Science and Literature will be greatly

multiplied in years to come—much to the gain of all classes. The

great doctrine of heredity, ever finding illustration in the perpetua-

tion of mental habitudes through succeeding generations, will be

sure to find special and noteworthy illustration in the circumstance

of the power of close observation, the love of exactitude and the

conception of cosmic unity, now cherished by Science, becoming

more and more a fixed habit of the average mind. All leaders of

thought in literature, all teachers of theology, and all aspirants to

political influence will have to take these things into account. In

reality one can scarcely appreciate the gain to public and private

life, if the heads of public and private schools avail themselves of

the stimulus of the times for securing to the young a fair acquaint-

ance with those scientific facts and principles which bear directly

on the maintenance of health, and a right development for the uses

of Society of the resources of Nature. Whatever justifiable dread

may be entertained of the influence of certain perversions of the

Scientific Spirit, and however much men who do not understand

the difference between true and false Science may confound the two,

and resent without discrimination the harshness and arrogance of

tone which sometimes perhaps claim to be authorised by loyalty to

Science, as a matter of fact, Science as such can only be good,

because it means exact knowledge, and renders man the conqueror

of Nature. We may safely trust the quest of truth. It follows
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from the very nature of Science that, give it time, it must correct,

by the exercise of its own functions, any errors into which some of

its promoters may by over-hasty conclusions chance to fall.

And here I think it should be conceded without reserve that the

physical investigator is bound to apply his method of research with

the most severe and exclusive regard to the facts in question, utterly

oblivious of any consequences that may flow from the conclusion

vo which they lead him. Facts are God's finger pointing in the

line of truth, and they cannot but point in that line. The investi-

gator loses power if he wants the facts to point other than they do

;

by that secret wish he draws a veil over his own eyes, so that the

divine reality is but dimly known. Lord Bacon, while recognizing

the value of a consideration of Final Causes in other relations of

thought, was unquestionably right in refusing to recognise them at

all while pursuing a search into the actual constitution and order of

Nature. The modern investigator simply broadens the principle

when in his study of Nature he is utterly blind to all notions, all

considerations, all traditions, and sees only the teaching of the facts

before him. His wisdom lies in loyally seizing any and every fact,

noting every actual relation of facts with as much abandon as

though there were nothing else in existence, and then cautiously

framing his conclusion so as to square alone with the facts, always

assigning to that conclusion just such permanent value as may be

warranted by the approximate exhaustion of the field over which

facts may be gathered, and the possibility of unknown factors of a

similar or diverse nature some time coming to light. The mischief

arises when men, by a process of reasoning distinct from the obser-

vation and collocation of facts, unwittingly get out a conclusion

disproportionate to the facts. Hypotheses are not only allowable

but essential to the construction of unified knowledge, but fact must

precede them, and fact must bring up the rear, and be the criterion

of their permanence.

But while I am prepared to say this, and while I deprecate as

mischievous the wild, unreasoning dread which in some quarters is

entertained of the diffusion of the Scientific Spirit, there are certain

aspects of it on which it may be profitable to turn the critical eye.

It is an old truism, that the best things on earth get tainted with

our human imperfection. Anthropomorphism is not confined to

theologies. It might even be said with a severity of truth which

psychologists will recognize, that Science is hugely anthropomorphic.
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We are prone to fuse the heat of our own brain with the form of

truth that passes through it, and it can even be psychologically

demonstrated that no two men have, in the strictest sense of the

terms, the same knowledge of the same thing j for if ideas are the

result of sensible impressions, we know that the sensible impres-

sions of each man depend on the impact of rays of light producing

vibrations innumerable in the delicate nerve matter of the eye,

which of course vary in each man. But passing that by, it is

obviously in the interest of true Science that it be as far as possible

dissociated in our minds from anything not inherent in it.

There is certainly nothing in the bearing of Science on the great

questions which most stir earnest minds to justify anything but the

most modest bearing. When we consider how very far the most

perfect knowledge of facts and relations must, from the sheer weak-

ness of man's vision, fall below the actual contents of the universe,

and how extremely obscure are the ultimate forms of truth arrived

at in the last analysis of things, and what a subtle part the most

untraceable of things are found to play in the structure of systems

and the changes of life, it would seem that he who gives himself

to search out such realities would of all men be very careful of not

confounding strong statements with solutions of great problems.

The propagandist of a theory is not necessarily the man of Science.

The function of the observer and thinker ceases when eager advo-

cacy of theories of the universe begins. John Stuart Mill, in his

work on Liberty, expressed his conviction that " on any matter not

self-evident " not more than one person in a hundred was capable

of judging of it ; and certainly those who make special study of the

processes of thought, and note the myriad forms of possible varia-

tion in apprehension of the same thing, and the wondrous caution

requisite in tracking a legitimate order of thought from remote

premises to a comprehensive conclusion, will, while admiring his

courage, think that his statement is a pardonable hyperbole. If

there were any real gain to Science in winning over the undisci-

plined in thought to the acceptance of certain hypotheses, by the

indulgence in a form of language and a tone not bred of true

Science, but of strong feeling, it would be reasonable to adopt such

a course ; but the adhesion of crowds does not give solidity to a

scientific conclusion, and that is what alone concerns Science.

Those who enter the domain of Ehetoric, and throw passion into

periods, and wit into epigrams, no doubt render an interesting ser-
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vice to the public, but to that extent they vacate the function of

scientific teachers. It is due to the real interests of truth that plain

facts be given, and conclusions be drawn straight from them. In

due time they cannot but carry conviction, if the conclusions are

strictly warranted, and if they do not of themselves carry it, no

conquests of dogmatism and newly-created authorities will be of

permanent value.

In view of the suspicions and distrust with which the Scientific

Spirit has been regarded by some, it is very desirable on all sides

that popular and ignorant exaggerations of it should be separated

from the form of it cherished among actual investigators. Unfor-

tunately those who know little of the history of human thought

have, in their excessive zeal, compromised the position of the more

sober and reflecting by using language which conveys the impres-

sion that the intense love of truth which the pursuit of Physical

Science generates and fosters, the habits of accurate observation

and keen analysis it promotes, and the almost passionate search of

unity it developes, are something new in the mental history of our

race. As I have indicated, the presence of these qualities in a

notable degree is one of the many blessings which Science has

brought in its train. The example set by real scientific investigators

is most wholesome ; and considering what shams there are in the

world, how multitudes of Philistines care only for food and raiment

and as much well-to-do ease as wealth can give, it is refreshing to

meet with men whose craving for knowledge is so keen, and who
regard the mental life as more than meat and raiment. I say this

with all my heart, but yet have to remember that this is not a new
phase of human life, nor is it confined to the pursuit of truth in

Physical Science. Intense, all-absorbing love of reality is not born

of Modern Physical Science, though this affords scope for its mani-

festation in a high degree and over a very wide area. The possi-

bility of gratifying this noble passion more fully by means of a

better method yielding larger results is greater now than in any

past age ; but it is due to the memory of those memorable Greeks,

who, turning away sick and weary from the fables and mythologies

of their superstitious countrymen, bent their eager gaze on the great

system of Nature then lying unexplored before them, and sought,

with such poor means as their limited knowledge afforded them, to

penetrate into the heart of things—it is due, I say, to them to re-

cognize that they lived and died as intensely in love with truth as
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any of us, although in their case the quest was not successful. The

life of Origen was one long yearning for a full survey of the temple

of truth as it rose in splendour "before his mind. Descartes even

turned away from all systems and started from the minimum of

data, that, unfettered by prejudice, he might know and hold only

what is true and in every guise, even though it cost him serious

social sacrifices. Spinoza was a martyr to his simple passion for

truth. Newton ranged through the realms of space animated by

the same feeling j and Kant gazed and gazed into the most subtle

intricacies of being, and observed and noted, with penetration,

acumen, and patience—never perhaps, except in the great Aristotle,

surpassed—that, if possible, he might know what was deepest and

truest in knowledge. There are in every age the slaves of preju-

dice, indolence, and superstition, who, by their ignorant clamour

against what is new and unfamiliar, and their unreasoned defence

of what they hold, are, in fact, unwittingly the enemies of truth
;

and it is chiefly perhaps because the more intelligent advocacy of

Science stands out in contrast with such procedure that more is

claimed for it than history will justify. Let us, however, not be

unjust. Men who ignorantly hold what is provably false may,

while holding it in belief of its being true, be passionately devoted

to truth ; and men who hold to be true what they cannot help so

holding, because of the demonstration of it, may submit in intel-

lect, but wish it were otherwise. A recognition of truth is not

identical with a passion for truth, and a passion for truth is quite

consistent with holding error. Nor ought we to confound a special

interest in ascertaining facts of a particular class and their relation

one to another with a general love of truth, as truth, apart from

those particular facts. The idiosyncracies of one man may induce

in him a passion for statistical facts, of another for geological facts,

of another for historical facts, and of another for mental facts.

The hunger of each of these will be unappeasable, and he will be

loyal to their increase and their pointing. It would be invidious

to select one as a paragon of excellence. Truth is wider than all

our Physical Sciences, and he is loyal to truth who accepts all that

is clear to his own consciousness, be it physical, mental, or moral

;

and recognizing it as the law of life conforms his conduct to it.

Happily the love of truth is a passion with many who, through

circumstances, are not adepts in scientific investigation.

The tenor of what I have said applies also to the tendency of
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Science to promote accurate observation and general mental habits

useful to society apart from scientific studies. This is not a new-

thing, though the wider diffusion of the mental habitudes is

happily a modern blessing. In one respect the early interpreters

of Nature had a harder task, and spent more power in original

observation and classifying facts, inasmuch as they had to create

the alphabet of knowledge, without which nothing could be done

—

to work out de novo the main channels of thought, and prepare in

various ways for the superstructure of knowledge. Their failures,

the value of which we too often ignore or forget, were the inevita-

ble sacrifice they made in saving their successors from loss of time

and strength. We stand on solid rock formed by generations of

patient mental toil, and in the elevation of view it affords us we

overlook the vast amount of minute observation and exact though,

for want of full data, fruitless thinking its existence implies. It is

said of Kepler's laws, which are now the basis on which all

astronomers proceed, " that they were the outcome of a lifetime of

speculation, for the most part vain and groundless. But Kepler's

name was destined to become immortal on account of the patience

with which he submitted his hypotheses to comparison with observa-

tion, the candour with which he acknowledged failure after failure,

and the perseverance with which he renewed his attack upon the

riddles of Nature." 1

Moreover, it should be considered that the development of

Physical Science is only one of the occasions of a wider diffusion

of the beneficial habits of thought from which we are yet to reap

a fuller harvest of knowledge. There is another world beside the

visible and ponderable, and other kinds of close observation and

perception of relations than those which note the qualities and re-

lations of extended bodies. The study of Pure Mathematics is an

entirely mental operation, and it would be difficult to estimate too

highly the immense service it has rendered to mankind for ages,

and more especially during this generation, in promoting keen dis-

crimination, regard for exactitude, and power to think right through

along clear lines to valid conclusions. The contents of the mental

sphere, and the laws which govern the antecedence and sequence of

the very ideas which render Physical Science possible, give scope

for a scrutiny in some respects requiring more keenness of percep-

tion and an analysis more delicate than can ever be required for

1 Jevons, Principles of Science, p. 578.
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sensible objects. The subjective facts of the universe are as real

as the objective, and equally give scope for exactitude and discrimi-

nation; while the former developes more than anything else a

peculiar subtlety and caution, which qualify the mind especially for

dealing with those matters in life which require a careful sifting

of moral probability. Every contribution to the general power of

good thinking, be it from Physical Science or any other source, is

to be hailed as a substantial addition to permanent mental wealth.

Once more. May it not be worthy of consideration, both in

the interests of true Science and of the public good, how a spirit

properly belonging to the sphere of scientific investigation, and

essential to its highest success, may pass over into other depart-

ments of life, and, the august name of Science being appealed to,

may be applied in a form productive of incalculable mischief? I

have pointed out how the scientific investigator must, if true to

his calling, be independent of all authority, and that, in so far as

this free spirit is cherished, other things being equal, advance in

knowledge will be secured. Now it is obvious that this spirit of

utter disregard of all human opinion, so valuable in Physical

Science when duly cherished, offers a strong temptation to certain

human tendencies to lay hold of it, and transfer its exercise into

departments of activity utterly dissimilar. It is obvious that

what is noble in a man bent on finding out the order of Nature

by cautious examination of special facts would be detestable in

the man who, possessing no scientific capabilities, but only a mere

smattering of what others have said and taught, thinks that he is

justified in speaking irreverently of venerable names, treating with

disdain accepted forms of belief, and looking with the suspicion

and distrust of an anarchist on all stable forms of government.

Doubtless there is often a misplaced deference paid to names

;

doubtless beliefs, social and religious, moral and scientific, in some

instances rest on no solid basis, and are therefore the legitimate

objects of criticism, and doubtless also political institutions have

sometimes grown up as the result of an unavoidable compound of

folly and wisdom, justice and injustice ; and no man who believes

in the indestructibility of truth will object to the most rigid

enquiries, carried on with the severest scientific independence, as

to the foundations on which they rest, and as to the actual truth

the place of which they have usurped before the popular eye.

Looking on to the purification of truth by trial, I for one am glad
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that the Scientific Spirit in its pure form is influencing many

minds in this direction. As the result, we may reasonably expect

that, while some superstitions will perish, some old ideas be greatly

modified, and some new notions be exploded, there will issue in

due course a fairer form of truth; and also, if men will but

control their passions, and the more blessed influences of religion

should find a true welcome in heart and home, more stable and

beautiful social order. But what we have to deprecate, and what,

I think, the friends of true Science may well set their face

against, is the tendency in some quarters so to popularize in

glowing terms the independence proper to scientific research as

to virtually feed a temper in many uneducated restless men, and

also in a few educated restless men, whose motive of action is not

Science, not Truth, but, according to the tenor of their own words,

the getting rid of restraints because they are restraints—the

suicidal attempt to establish Liberty by the destruction of Liberty.

I am not referring to party politics, but to that tendency, more

prevalent on the Continent than in England, to create what all

history and philosophy shows to be an impossible order of things.

In our own land the bastard spirit of independence, sheltering

itself under the name of Science, is, as we know, too apt to mar

the excellence of individual, and the amenities of social life, by

giving rise to a cynical temper, and a disparaging treatment of

men and things. The true Scientific Spirit will ever be on the

side of the oppressed, inasmuch as it goes in for truth alone, and

will, by its silent action on leaders of men, further the readjust-

ment of social and political relations ; but it is too sacred a thing

to be identified with recklessness of thought, and speech, and

action.

And here I would interject a remark on an incidental effect

which may unconsciously be produced on an important class of

human feelings and agencies by combining scientific doctrines

with maxims of conduct. It is well known that, according to the

doctrine of Natural Selection, the law of Nature is, that the

weakest go to the wall. The tendency of the whole course of

things is to force out of existence the inferior forms of life, and

so in the long succession of ages secure stronger and more stable

types of life. Nature seems to be working up to an ideal per-

fection, and to realize this the inferior races cannot but succumb.

I do not refer to this as a disputed view. I here, simply for
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purposes of illustration, assume it to be a current doctrine; and

what I wish to point out is, that it is one of those doctrines which

are likely to have an important bearing on human life, and,

unless moderated in its practical application to our fellow-

creatures, may exercise a detrimental influence on the more pure

and refined and tender qualities of social life. Once lay down

a belief that you have discovered a universal law of Nature, and

with it the maxim that human feeling and conduct should be

harmonious in their flow with the laws of Nature, and it is not

difficult to see how it may come to pass that men, holding it to be

a law of Nature, that in the struggle for existence the weakest

must go to the wall and clear the way for the Fittest to Survive,

should unconsciously and gradually withhold the help they have

been wont to render to the feeble, the diseased, and the deformed

which has tended to preserve them in life, when left to themselves

they would have died, and so render it possible at least for them to

have a part in forming a posterity. Mr. Herbert Spencer, in his

work entitled The Study of Sociology, says, in reference to his own

remarks on the elimination of the feeble elements in society, " I

am aware that this reasoning may be met by the criticism that,

carried out rigorously, it would negative social ameliorations in

general;" and he further adds, "How far the mentally-superior

may, with a balance of benefit to society, shield the mentally-

inferior from the evil results of their inferiority is a question too

involved to be here discussed at length. ... It may be fully

admitted that individual altruism left to itself will work ad-

vantageously, wherever at least it does not go to the extent of

helping the unworthy to multiply. But an unquestionable injury

is done by agencies which undertake in a wholesale way to foster

good-for-nothings, putting a stop to that natural process of elimi-

nation by which society continually purifies itself." (pp. 344-6.)

It is clear that Mr. Spencer distinctly recognises here how

likely the Scientific Spirit is to affect the habitual mental attitude

of the strong towards the weak, and to modify the social arrange-

ments which are the expression of that attitude. The just dis-

couragement, by raising barriers to marriage, which wise men give

to the perpetuation of mental and physical inferiority, is only one

form of the logical outcome of the scientific position. For this

we may be thankful ; but in so far as the Scientific Spirit gains

mastery over men to that extent will it, unless counteracted by
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moral influences derived from a broader area of thought, shape all

the private feelings towards the more unfortunate of the race.

There are here and there symptoms of a hardening of the heart

against the sickly forms of infantile life and the helplessness of

old age
;

and, judging from signs rather than distinct words,

there is maturing in some quarters a secret judgment, to the effect

that in the case of many of the poor feeble creatures that enter

life it would be well not only to acquiesce in the law of the

Survival of the Fittest, but even to shape conduct more decidedly

in conformity with it. A small literature has appeared on the

Continent distinctly in this direction, and in our own country we

now and then read satirical articles as to the time of life when it

would be useful to the world for feebleness to cease to be a burden

to the strong and vigorous. Satire does not exist where there is

no tendency requiring to be satirized.

Now I venture to think that it is in the interests of human

nature that this tendency of the Scientific Spirit, however logical

may be its outcome from the interpretation of the course of

Nature in the physical sphere, should be regarded with great

jealousy, and be regulated in its action by another tendency

which is also the logical outcome of an Order of Nature as real

and enduring as the physical. Conduct to be wise, and in harmony

with the course of Nature in the twofold sense of moral and

physical, has to be governed by considerations mutually restrictive.

All the value of human life does not lie in strength and energy.

The most perfect animal type is not necessarily the most perfect

form of man. There is such a thing as moral beauty, moral

power which may and often does coexist with great and hopeless

physical weakness; and no scientific method will enable us to

learn the extent to which the higher and sweeter moralities of the

world's life have been enriched by the constant tenderness, the

compassion and gentle sympathy which the dependence of the

feeble, the diseased and unfortunate on our care and consideration

calls forth and nourishes. It would be the beginning of a devo-

lution from the noblest type of life were the feelings and deeds of

the healthy and vigorous towards those who may be unequal to

the struggle for existence, and who therefore cannot contribute

anything toward the future strength of the race, to be rendered

hard and unsympathetic by reason of the cherished notion that it

is Nature's course to push them aside in the evolution of a superior
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type. Rather may we not say that, properly speaking, Nature is a

wider term than Physical Science covers, that in the interblending

of the moral and physical forces of Nature these weak forms are

used up, if not in evolving directly a more physically vigorous

race, yet in so drawing out the finer, the more pure and unselfish

qualities of the strong that the types which in the end do, in

accordance with the law of Nature, survive, become more noble in

their strength than they otherwise could have become. By all

means let the Scientific Spirit have legitimate sway in moulding

character and conduct; but also let its correlative spirit in the

moral sphere be a co-operative agency in fashioning the develop-

ment of the race*

And here I may ask the question, Is there not a possibility of

the ideas created by Physical Science not merely gaining a dispro-

portionate place in the government of conduct, but also raising

before the imagination exaggerated expectations of human well-

being 1 It is well known to the modern psychologist that in the

exercise of any emotion, however refined and just it may be, there

is a greater disturbance of the nerve centres, and indeed of the

entire nerve system, from the cerebrum to the outermost point of

the efferent nerves, than in those mental actions which are known
as thoughts ; and it follows from this, by a well-known law of

mental physiology, that whenever emotion and thought coexist,

thought is apt to become vague and distorted in proportion to the

strength and constancy of the emotion. Pure intellect is alone

clear. Now it is very natural that students of Science, and those

also who read much of its successes, should come under the spell

of the marvellous reach of discovery made in modern times, and

that both imagination should be strained and emotion aroused by

the boundless view of Cosmic unity which it is said to reveal to us.

The novelty and important bearing on life of the facts ascertained,

the vast accumulation and orderly arrangement of them, the sus-

pense in which the mind is held as to what may come next into the

sphere of known things, and the irrepressible yearning to pass if

possible the bounds of sensible experience and learn the full and

final solution of the wondrous whole, cannot but deeply stir the

feelings of those who enter into the Modern Scientific Spirit ;
and,

as a consequence, there arises a disturbing emotional influence,

which, acting on the intellectual perception of the bearing of Science

on human life, tends to exaggeration and distortion. There can be
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no question but that, making all proper deductions because of the

presence of an emotional element, Science does reveal the physical

conditions of a more perfect form of personal and social life ; and

very sanguine expectations of the future of the world may, there-

fore, be reasonably entertained in proportion as these conditions

become known to private individuals and public bodies. It is

quite understandable how the golden age should be identified with

a wide diffusion of scientific knowledge. But even this just con-

viction may so utterly absorb our attention and arouse its corre-

sponding emotion as to prevent our taking an all-round view of the

conditions on which the rearing of a stable fabric of social welfare

must really rest. We can easily see how the immediate self-

interest which is so strong and operative in men should lead them,

when a new fact of Science is brought out, to turn it at once to the

gains of commerce, and through that selfish channel to the material

good of the world. But Keflection, calm and unbeclouded by a

one-sided enthusiasm, will tell us that both individual and public

welfare, if they are to be built up into noblest forms and on most

indestructible basis, require the constant operation of other motives

than those indicated by the terms " gain " and " advantage," the

presence of other realities than the material conquests of Science.

I will venture to affirm, and I appeal to the history of persons and

communities in justification of the truth, that strict, undeviating

justice, uncontaminated moral purity, kindness and genuine brotherly

regard for men as fellow-men, have as much, and I will even say

more, to do with the truest individual and public well-being than

a knowledge of the physical laws of Nature. Knowledge of these

laws may mean power to render more effective selfish, unjust, and

impure purposes. Notwithstanding all that Buckle has said about

the intellectual element, I hold that the secret of the course of

human life lies in the moral disposition. It determines the direc-

tion and end for which knowledge shall be used, and the direction

and end for which knowledge is used decide whether the mass of

men share as they ought in the fruits of discovery, and also whether

the physical aspects of life are subservient to the development of

the purest and noblest form of manhood. Any sanguine expecta-

tion of widespread, enduring good from physical discoveries is

justifiable only in so far as corresponding attention is given to the

diffusion of the other most vital elements of human happiness.

In bringing these remarks to a close, I must say a word or two more
VOL. VIII y
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explicitly in reference to the form of the Scientific Spirit which has

been described as exaggerated, and which many most distinguished

men of Science disown. It is no part of our present business to

show the untenableness of some of those positions referred to

by way of illustrating its character ; for that would mean a series

of reasonings scarcely suitable for the present occasion. There are,

however, a few general facts which may be mentioned by way of

justifying the aversion of many scientific men to the tone and

method adopted, and as explaining why I have ventured to speak

of this spirit as ultra and illegitimate.

It will have been noted that this spirit seems to have been born

of the emotional excitement produced by the circumstance, that the

ordinary sober matter-of-fact methods of Physical Science in their

application to purely physical subjects bring the mind to the border-

land of what is more subtle and more mysterious than even the

most ethereal element or refined form of force. The dualism of

thought and object of thought ; the opposite poles of self and non-

self ; the presence of a set of objective qualities, measurable and

expressible in terms of matter and force, and of a radically diverse

set not so to be measured or expressed, opens up the vast question

of an indestructible and incommunicable difference in the nature of

things. The existence of a region of facts characterized by quali-

ties differing from those belonging to the other region, and so

utterly incongruous as to constitute what Mr. Spencer has aptly

described as a "difference transcending all difference," has been

recognized by a long line of thinkers, in all ages has formed the

basis of social life and individual action and belief, and up to the

present has set an impassable barrier to the application of the phy-

sical methods which in the region of the physical have been so

wonderfully fruitful in results. It is in the face of this barrier

that the false Scientific Spirit has revealed itself. The enthusiasm

awakened by the triumphs of Physical Science in its own domain

has so far disturbed the judgment as to create, in some minds, the

belief that the barrier is unreal, and may be made to disappear by

the application of the usual methods. No one can reasonably

object to the adoption of hypotheses for the solution of difficulties
;

for it is thus that advances are made in knowledge, when they are

subject to revision and verification. Nor can we say that the

limit of physical research has hitherto been attained, since every

new discovery is as a lamp to illumine the darkness beyond. But
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though it may be opinion, it is not scientific, to affirm or imply that

duality of nature cannot be the ultimate basis of diverse phenomena;

that unity of conception demands that the "difference transcending

all difference " between thought and thing shall be resolved into a

noumenal unity; that the laws of the conservation and trans-

ference of force can be so far abrogated that molecular movement,

which is mechanical force in motion, can actually be the cause of

thought, which is not mechanical force ; and that force in form of

motion is the all in all. Those who read such works as Buchner's

know with what dogmatism opinions are asserted as though they

were established scientific facts. To represent thought as a "secre-

tion of the brain " as truly as bile is of the liver may be a clever

way of coining a smart phrase, but it is in violation of all known

scientific principles. It ignores the distinctive nature of thought,

confounds a condition with cause, and breaks the law of the con-

servation of force. It is because true Science, when pushed as far

as human ingenuity can carry it, accepts the dualism of the universe

as an ultimate reality, and sees reason in that which knows, being

in nature essentially different from that which as object is known,

that the restless spirit I have referred to proves itself to be so far

a false and illegitimate spirit. As Professor Seeley says, these

restless ones charge Science, as thus limited, with "cowardice;" but

the charge maybe calmly borne, since a "cowardice" based on

reason is to be preferred to a rashness that sets at nought the very

principles on which hitherto discoveries have been made. The

spirit that resents all limitation, and would have things other than

they actually are, may be a fervid feeling, but it certainly is not

born of true Science.

Looking on into the immediate future, it is very probable that

much of the intellectual force which is now spending itself in the

distinctively scientific direction will after a while have found the

measure of itself, and, proud of its achievements, will work on

more free from the excitement which in the recent flush of its

strength has accompanied its development. Vain efforts to alter

the inevitable in the duality of existence will doubtless subside as

in days gone by, and possibly men of all views ana! aspirations will

learn the old lesson over again, written in more deeply-wrought

lines, that man is both great and little, and that much of his wis-

dom lies in knowledge of himself. Never perhaps as long as man
retains his consciousness will he escape the feeling, that his own
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existence carries with it some grand and glorious significance. He
cannot but feel more and more as he strives to peer into the

depths of his own being, and to grip in thought the vast universe,

that the astounding personal energy which can perform or even

attempt such a feat is a reality of the first rank, and bears on its

nature the mark of its origin, and the shadowing of its destiny.

And in so far as this personal energy is beautified with a goodness

which blesses by its very presence will those faculties become more

calm and clear, by which wider realms of truth are traversed, and

the relations of the seen and the unseen are more distinctly recog-

nized and enjoyed.

BOOKS AND LIBEARIES OF YORE.

SYLLABUS OF LECTURE BY MONS. O. W. R. BRUGMANN.

(Read 4tb. October, 1883.)

The old MSS. and parchments. Period, 1250-1500 (princi-

pally). Libraries as they were then. Copyists : their numbers,

lives, work. Librarians : something about them and their position.

Ecclesiastical and lay libraries. Influence of books of yore on

people. French libraries probably most perfect.
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LOCAL HEEALDEY.

Part I.

BY MR. ARTHUR J. JEWERS, F.S.A.

(Read October 25th, 1883.)

The paper which this evening is submitted to your consideration is

naturally rather a record of existing facts than a disquisition there-

on, though it is proposed to add some explanatory and biographical

notes which may throw light on them; and though it will in

some of the early parts run parallel to the short paper read by

Mr. Worth on May 1st, 1877, yet any repetition will be avoided

beyond the mention of some shields whose introduction Mr.

Worth himself considers advisable for the continuity and com-

pleteness of this record.

Should this paper seem rudely to disturb any preconceived ideas,

or to touch any person's susceptibilities by metaphorically treading

on their arms, we must ask their forbearance, as its composition

has been hedged in by two inflexible mentors, "Truth and Eight."

If it exposes errors, it does so but that they may be corrected ; and

none can surely wish to go on in ignorance and perpetuate their

mistakes, hugging the flattering unction to their hearts that because

they cannot see them others cannot. The main object of this paper

is to put on record such arms as exist either in or upon any public

or private buildings in Plymouth, either cut in stone or wood, or

displayed in stained glass, as part and parcel of the building or its

permanent decoration. Arms set up over shops for trade purposes

(chiefly the Eoyal Arms and those of the town) will be excluded

as being of too temporary and unreliable a character to require

notice, also the frequent repetitions of the arms of the town on

boundary stones, &c.

The arms on monuments and otherwise in the churches will also

be excluded, as the writer proposes to treat them in a different

form. At the same time it may be desirable to refer incidentally

to some of the coats which there appear, and to notice such meagre
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accounts as we possess of heraldry which has disappeared. We will

consider first heraldry existing before the commencement of the

present century, and then that more recently set up.

First, of course, to claim our attention will be the arms of this

town of Plymouth. Here little need be added to what has already

been printed in the paper above referred to. The earliest seal of

Plymouth—a ship, but not on a shield—is not armorial, it being a

device common to most, if not all, the seaport towns of Great

Britain. These vary according to the skill of the engraver and the

date at which they were produced, and form a most valuable and

interesting record of our naval architecture. They have sometimes

the addition of some distinctive badge, as in that of Lymington, in

Hampshire, where a shield of Courtenay with the label hangs

from the mast. The charters of the De Eedvers to that town were

confirmed in 1405 by Edward Courtenay, tenth earl of Devon, who

inherited the lands and honours of De Eedvers. (See pi. fig. 4.)

The ship which was depicted on the earfy seal of this town seems

to have been transferred to a shield (gu. on a base wavy of six arg.

and az. a ship with three masts ivithout sails or yard-arms or,

with fire beacons on the round tops ppr.). It is given as the arms

of the town in the Heralds' Visitation of Devon in 1574, and is

recorded as the arms of the town by Edmondson in his Complete

Body of Heraldry (1794), on the authority of Harl. MS., No.

1399. He also gives, on the authority of a painting sent him by

order of the Corporation, the following :
" Arg. a saltire vert

betw. four castles sa., surmounted by a coronet of eight fleurs-de-lis

or, and with two lions ramp. gard. gold for supporters." This is

the coat of the four castles and St. Andrew's Cross on the seal

described by Mr. Worth, to which he ascribes the date of 1440

(circ.).
1 Nothing now exists to show that the coat given in the

Visitation of 1574 was ever in actual use ; while the seal of 1439-

1440 mentioned above, and another smaller one, of which an en-

graving is given in Mr. Worth's paper, testify to the long and

general use of the castles accompanying the cross of St. Andrew,

and he is no doubt right as to their origin. In the face of the evi-

dence of these seals, it is difficult to account for the coat given in

1 Mr. Worth has recently found two impressions of a corporate seal with

the same device, but differing in the fact that the legend is in Latin and old

English characters. They are attached to documents temp. Henry VI. and

Edward IV.
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the Heralds' Visitation of 1574 except that a still older seal was

then shown to them. Nothing could be better than the simple

dignity of the saltire and castles surmounted by the coronet of

fleurs-de-lis, either with or without the supporting lions, or in more

correct heraldic taste. At the same time, if there is a wish to

perpetuate the use of the coat with the ship, there does not seem

to be any valid objection to their being quartered (see pi. fig. 1),

as both coats have been allowed by the heralds.

At the corner of Mill Lane, now Mill Street, built into the side

wall of the house on the north side, the front of which is in Saltash

Street, is an old carved stone, dating probably from some time in

the first half of the seventeenth century. It has a shield with the

saltire and four castles, surmounted by the coronet, and with two

lions rampant gardant as supporters. It very probably adorned one

of the town gateways, and the beautiful simplicity of its design

must be commended as an example.

In the Tavistock Road, near the Reservoir, is a piece of carved

stonework, on which are displayed the Royal Arms of the Stuart

sovereigns, the saltire and castles of the town, and the arms of Sir

Francis Drake, Knt., a /esse wavy betw. two estoils, granted to Sir

Francis by Queen Elizabeth. The date of these shields is 1671.

They were originally placed on a conduit at the head of Old Town
Street, erected in the mayoralty of William Cotton, into which

were built portions of an older conduit, erected, as the upper

inscription testifies, in the mayoralty of John Trelawny, in 1598.

On the key-stone of the old gateway of the Friary were the arms

of Sparke impaling Basset
;

viz., chequey, a bend erm., Sparke, imp.

harry wavy of six, for Basset. They are the arms of Jonathan

Sparke, Esq., of the Friary, Plymouth (son of John Sparke, Esq.,

of Plymouth, and his wife, Deborah, daughter of Jonathan Rash-

leigh of Foy, Esq.), and Mary, his wife. On the removal of the

arch this stone became the property of the Plymouth Institution,

and is now built into the wall at the back of the Athenaeum ; so

that it can only be seen from the garden, or possibly from Athen-

aeum Street. (See pi. fig. 2.) In the course of removal the sinister

half of the shield was much damaged, which doubtless led Mr.Worth

to mistake the impalement for Rashleigh. Both coats (Sparke imp.

Rashleigh, and Sparke imp. Basset) appear on a monument in the

Church of St. Andrew, Plymouth. The date of the stone is probably

about 1640.
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On the inner gateway of the Citadel are the Eoyal Arms of

Charles II. and of Sir John Grenville, Earl of Bath, governor at

the time the Citadel was built; viz., (gu.) three horsemen's rests, or

clarions (or), supporters two griffins ramp., date 1670. This noble-

man was the representative of the ancient family of Grenville, of

Stowe. He was created Earl of Bath, &c, in 1661, and was

buried at Kilkhampton September 22nd, 1701. He married Jane,

daughter of Sir Peter Wych, Knt., Comptroller of the House-

hold to King Charles I. By this lady he had several children, of

whom Lady Mary was born in Plymouth August 3rd, and baptized

the 13th of the same month (1655); and Lady Bridget born in

Plymouth February 6th, and baptized the 20th of the same month

(1657), as appears by the St. Andrew registers.

Fixed against a very old house in the opening leading up to the

Old Tabernacle, in what is now Exeter Street, is a wooden panel,

on which is carved in bold relief, though somewhat roughly done,

the arms of Castile and Leon, with Anjou on an inescutcheon, and

surrounded with the collar of some order, which it is difficult to

identify from the carving, but probably that of the Golden Fleece

;

the arms are, 1 and 4 a lion ramp., 2 and 3 a castle ; on an in-

escutcheon three fleurs-de-lis. On the front of a house in Gascoyne

Street, now pulled down, were two small shields—one had the

initials I. B. E. ; on the other these arms, three pales and in chief as

many roundels, doubtless intended for Blackhall; viz., paly of six

or and sa., on a chief gu. three bezants. The name is sometimes

spelt Blackaller, and as such occurs in the registers of St. Andrew
and Charles.

On a building standing against the old Abbey, and in the church-

yard on the south side of the church of St. Andrew, over the door,

is a shield of arms almost obliterated ; it is quarterly, in the first

and fourth, a double-headed eagle displayed ; in the second and third

a cross crosslet betw. four owls. The shield is surmounted by a

helmet and mantling ; the date is about the middle of the seven-

teenth century. The arms are those of Battishill, of Westwicke,

Co. Devon, quartered with the coat of Worth. The name of Bat-

tishill occurs in the registers of St. Andrew as early as 1581, George,

son of Henry Battishill, being baptized 3rd December of that year.

On an incised ledger-stone in the adjoining church may be traced

enough of the arms to identify them with the coat in the second and

third quarters. The arms are really sa. a cross crosslet betw. four
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owls arg. ; but both the above carvings are too much obliterated to

distinguish more than that some figure is placed between the arms

of the cross ; the inscription is unfortunately quite gone, but the

eagle in the first and fourth quarters is most likely intended for

the coat of Worth. (See pi. fig. 3.)

From carved stones we will turn to coloured glass erected prior

to the present century. Of this nothing now remains but a few

fragments of a late date, the early part of the seventeenth century;

they consist of a few pieces in the windows of the Old Guildhall,

now the Free Library, removed from its Jacobean predecessor.

Here we have the Royal Arms, temp. James I., the plume of the

Prince of Wales, the arms of the town, the saltire and castles, with

the two lions supporting the shield, the arms of the county of

Cornwall (sa. fifteen bezants 5, 4, 3, 2, 1); or, a cliev. vert betw.

three goats' heads erased sa.—White, of Truro, Co. Cornwall.

On a ledger stone in Charles Church are these arms : On a chev.

betw. three fleurs-de-lis, as many cinque/oil, imp. a chev. betw. three

goats heads erased, the inscription recording that Elizabeth, wife

of Nicholas Curie, merchant, and youngest daughter of Captain

John White, of Plymouth, merchant, died the 8th January, 1671,

and her husband, Nicholas Curie, died 28th May, 1679. Another

ledger-stone in the same church has a shield quarterly 1 and 4 a

cross and chief, 2 and 3 a chev. betw. three goats' heads erased ; it

records the death of Anne, wife of Pascoe Hovel, on the 26th

October, 1659, and that of the said Pascoe Hovel on 17th June,

1674. This bit of glass is most useful in determining the branch

of the family to which these Whites belonged ; one branch made

the shield silver, while yet another changed the shield to red, and

the chevron and goats' heads to silver. Another fragment is gu. a

chev. arg. betw. three cinquefoil or; for Chambers. These arms

were borne by a family of Chambers, seated at an early period in

the counties of Durham and Westmoreland, a younger son of whom
settled in Essex about 1630. There is one more fragment; viz.,

gu. two bars gemelles betw. three martlets arg., not stars, but only

a portion of this remains. (See pi. figs. 5, 6, and 7.) The frag-

ments of glass are patched together without the least attempt at

correctness ; the arms of White are upside-down, Chambers on the

side, with various bits of coloured glass to fill in spaces.
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We will now turn our attention to the Workhouse. Here on

entering we find the Royal Arms carved in stone, and painted with

the date 1632, brought from the old workhouse in Catherine Street,

together with a shield having a variation of the town arms; viz.,

arg. on a saltire vert beho. four castles sa., a beehive inter twelve

bees volant ppr. The hive is really surtout rather than on the cross,

for it projects beyond it ; while the bees are painted black in bold

defiance of the heraldic law, which forbids colour being placed on

colour, and metal on metal. This coat is repeated elsewhere in the

building ; the origin of the additions seem lost in oblivion, probably

some worthy official or officious worthy thought the hive and bees

a most appropriate ensign for a " workhouse," so added them to the

town arms, and doubtless believed he had immortalized himself by

such a brilliant idea in thus forming an armorial shield for the

hospital of the Poor's Portion, commonly known as the " Work-

house." Surely there is a cruel irony in this shield, and the motto

under it, which latter also adorned the gateway of the old Work-

house
;
namely, " By God's help through Christ." Passing upstairs

to the board-room we find the panel very briefly mentioned by Mr.

Worth. It is over the fireplace at the west end of the room, and

contains forty-five shields, the last one being blank. Taking these

shields in the order in which we should read them, if they were

words on the pages of a book, we will make a record of the arms,

and endeavour to identify to whose memory they were put up,

which some commemorative tablets in the adjoining anteroom re-

cording gifts to the Hospital of the Poor's Portion will help us

to do.

1. Arg. on a bend sa. three dolphins naient of the field for

Symkin. Gilbert Symkin, Esq., bequeathed £20. On another

tablet he is said to give £50, with the date 9 Sep. 1724 ; elsewhere

the gift of thirty-two guineas is mentioned, with the date 1 May,

1721; also Mr. John Symkin gave £10. Gilbert Symkin, of

Alphraham, married Sarah, daughter of John Barker, of Clotton,

and sister and coheir (with Anne, wife of Hugh Merson, of Clotton)

of Richard Barker, merchant, of London, who d. s. p. in 1683;

and of Daniel Barker, merchant, of Plymouth, who d. s. p. in

1694, having been mayor in 1669 and 1681. Gilbert Symkin had

issue Anne, married Joseph Barnett; and John Symkin, of Ply-

mouth, who married, had a son, Gilbert Symkin, of Plymouth,

d. s. p., before 31 Dec, 1748, and a daughter, Sarah, married to
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Henry Darell, of Trewoman; her will was proved in London,

9 March, 1762; this Henry Darell left no issue. This marriage

of Darell and Symkin accounts for shield number 24.

2. The figures on this shield are not heraldic, but something

like a merchant's mark
;
they resemble a classic bow and arrow

within a wavy line.

3. Arg. two bars sa., and in chief a greyhound courant of the

second, for Palmer. Joseph Palmer, late of Plymouth, gentleman,

gave £500, and 40 shillings per annum after the death of his

widow. The next coat, 4 (az. a chev. betw. three crosses pattee),

has to be left unidentified. There does not appear to be any local

connection to account for the erection of the shield that follows, 5
;

it is that of the ancient Devonshire family of Chichester

—

chequey

or and gu. a chief vaire. No. 6, the arms of the town, the saltire

and castles.

7. Gu. a bend fusily erm. This is the well-known coat of

Hele, at one time a widespread and important family in the

county. A tablet records that in 1707 the Eight Hon. the Earl

of Stamford and the Right Hon. Mary, Countess of Stamford,

and Sir John Hobart, Bart., consented to the appropriation of

several large sums of money, and half the fines of divers estates,

with which Sir John Maynard and Mr. Elizeus Stert were en-

trusted by Elize Hele, Esq., to the use of this charity. The last is

appropriately followed by, 8, arg. a chev. gu. betw. three sinister

hands erased of the second, for Maynard, and 9, arg. a saltire gu.

betw. four crosses pattee sa., for Stert. The authority for the

former coat is very doubtful ; the chevron should be omitted, though

it is used by some branches of the family ; but in those cases it is

blue, and the hands should be couped, not erased. The family of

Stert was at one time seated in a fair position in the neighbourhood

of Plymstock and Brixton. In the parish church of the former

there was, before its restoration, a hatchment to one of the family

;

while in the registers of Brixton are numerous entries relating to

the family, among them Elize, sister of Walter Stert, gentleman,

and Mrs. Elizabeth, his wife, baptized 27th May, 1688, and Ellise

Stert, gentleman, buried 27th December, 1720. Their arms may
also be seen painted on a panel in the church of St. Andrew, Ply-

mouth.

10 Arg. a chev. betw. three oak leaves vert., is the well-known

coat of Trelawny, the oak leaves said to have been granted in the
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reign of King Henry V. to Sir John Trelawny for services against

the French. The family have been for many generations con-

nected with this town. Next we find a coat but little known, 11,

az. a chev. erm. betw. three acorns, stems and leaves, arg., that of

Amadas, an old mercantile family of Plymouth. They married

with Trelawny, and entered their pedigree at the Heralds' Visi-

tation. Another old Plymouth family which has disappeared from

our midst is Fownes, 12, az. three eagles displ. arg. They some-

times used a mullet in place of the third eagle, as may be seen on

their monuments in the church of St. Andrew. Next we have the

undifferenced coat of Pomeroy, of Berry Pomeroy, 13, or, a lion

ramp. gu. within a bord. eng. sa. A cadet of this name was long

settled in Plymouth and Stonehouse. It is somewhat difficult to

ascertain the claim of No. 14, gu. on a /esse az. betw. two chev.

erm., three leopards' faces or. It is the coat of Seward. No
record appears of any benefaction from that family, nor is the

name known in local history; but it also appears on a benefactors'

tablet in St. Andrew's Church, which is parted per pale of three

—

1st, Lanyon; 2nd, Seward, as here; 3rd, az. three swords arg.,

hilts and pommels or, probably intended for Rawlins, and if so,

should be, sa. three swords erect in /esse, points in chief arg.,

hilts and pommels or. Under Lanyon the date 1675, under

Rawlins 1628, but under Seward no date. The chevron ought to

be or, and the leopards' faces or. This was a Devonshire family
;

the co-heirs of Seward, of Combinteignhead, mar. Chase and

Furlong.

15. It is a well-known family whose arms stand next it

—

sa. a

fesse or. The Waddons long held a foremost place in the town.

This coat is placed on a lozenge within the shield, which is incorrect

;

it was probably meant to represent some lady. The same applies to

some others in this panel, but the lozenge should have been used

instead of, not within, a shield, if it was intended to commemorate

a lady.

16. Erm. a fleur-de-lis sa., on a chief of the second a mullet arg.,

is the arms of Gayer, an old Plymouth house, whose most promi-

nent member was Sir John Gayer, merchant, a descendant of

which family is still resident here.

17. Chequey or and vert a bend erm., Sparke. This is another

of the old mercantile families that nourished in this town in the

seventeenth century. Their monuments may be seen at Plympton
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St. Maurice, St. Andrew, Plymouth, and Fowey. Wm. Sparke,

Esq., gave £50 to this charity.

18. Gu. a chev. or, fretty az., betiv. three garbs of the second,

Baron. The claim of the Barons to a place among the benefactors

of this charity does not appear. The family of Baron were, in the

latter part of the sixteenth century, of good standing in Plymouth.

George Baron was mayor in 1594-5. In the registers of St.

Andrew we find recorded, that on 30th September, 1594, Mr.

George Baron, mayor, and Margaret Gayre, widow, were married
;

she was a daughter of Bobert Trelawny, of Tideford, and was

married first at St. Andrew, 12th May, 1583, to John Gayre, who

was buried 7th October, 1593, and by whom she was mother of

Sir John Gayer. Mr. Geo. Baron is recorded in the same register

as having been buried 12th June, 1600; the entry, like that of

some few other prominent persons, being made in violet ink. This

coat appears on the monument of Elizabeth, wife of Edward

Calmady, in the church of St. Andrew. She was daughter of

George Baron, and the coat of her mother's family, Trelawny, is

also on the monument. This Geo. Baron was probably a son of

the above Geo. Baron by a former wife, being married in 1600.

He was most likely born before 1580, and the registers of St.

Andrew do not exist prior to 1581 ; but we find in them the

baptism of John, son of Geo. Baron, 23rd June, 1582. Mr. Geo.

Baron buried there 22nd May, 1627 (vide Par. Reg.).

19. Or, on a bend cotised sa. three horse shoes of the field, in

chief a mullet gu. for difference, Ferrers. The bend in this coat,

being cotised, would be a very proper difference for a younger

branch of Ferrers, of Beer Ferrers, &c, who bore the same coat

without the cotises, the mullet being the more modern method of

marking a shield as belonging to a third son. A Geo. Ferrers was

member of Parliament for Plymouth in 1542, but no record

appears to connect him with this charity.

20. Arg. on a pale within a bord. eng. sa., three crosses pattee or.

This coat is on a lozenge.

21. Gu. on a mount the stump of a laurel tree sprouting leaves on

each side arg., Burroughs. Also on a lozenge. John Burroughs gave

£18 out of the great tithes of Egg Buckland and St. Bude, less

£3 12s. land tax, the remainder to be distributed in clothing.

22. Az. two arrows in saltire, points in base arg., betiv. a mullet

in chief and base of the second. This is probably intended for
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Kelway, whose proper coat is arg. two leg bones in saltire sa.

betiv. four pears ppr., all within a bord. eng. sa. Kelway 's Charity

was founded in 1732 for the benefit of the founder's relatives,

failing which for children of Plymouth and Saltash.

23. Arg. a chev. gu., for Tyes. This coat is also on a lozenge,

as is No. 22 ; but its right to a place here does not appear.

24. Az. a lion ramp, croioned or, armed and langued gu., for

Darell, imp. arg. on a bend sa. three dolphins naient of the first, for

Symkin. Mrs. Sarah Darell gave £40, also £40 more on the

death of Miss Hopkins, "now Mrs. Sutton." Mrs. English Sutton,

of Plymouth, gave £40, date 1794. For the marriage of Henry

Darell and Sarah Symkin see the note to shield No. 1. From
Anne, sister of this Henry Darell, were descended the late Charles

Trelawny, Esq., of Coldrenick, and his relatives—the children of

the late Edward Jago, Esq., of Plymouth ; and the children of the

late Rev. Darell Stephens.

25. Arg. a chev. betiv. three mullets gu., Francis. This shield

recalls another family at one time prominent in the town. Philip

Francis, Esq., by will, 1658, gave 40s. out of a house in Foxhole,

now Vauxhall, Street, paid to the general account of the Guardians.

Mrs. Margaret, wife of Mr. Philip Franceis, mayor, buried 27th

April, 1643. Katherine, wife of Mr. Philip Francis, was buried

17th May, 1655; and Mr. Philip Francis, buried 20th August,

1658. Vide St. Andrew Par. Reg.

26. The next shield is that of a well-known benefactor of the

town, gu. on a base wavy of four az. and arg., a castle offour towers

arg., from within which a mount vert a falcon rising or. John

Lanyon, Esq., who left large sums of money for the benefit of the

poor. A memorial panel or hatchment, now in the Free Library,

has the above arms on it ; and records that Mr. John Lanyon died

in Paris 18th September, 1674, and was buried at Shalanton. The

same arms may be seen on a panel in the church of St. Andrew.

The following entries relate to this John Lanyon :

1665. April 3rd. William, son of Mr. John Lanyon, buried.

1671. Dec. 2nd. Margaret, daughter of Mr. John Lanyon,

buried.

1672. May 14th. Dorothy, wife of Mr. John Lanyon, was

buried. Vide St. Andrew Par. Reg.

1666. April 10th. Philip, son of Mr. John and Ruth Lanyon,

baptized.
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1668. Jan. 6th. Margaret, daughter of Mr. John and Mrs.

Dorothy Lanyon, baptized. Vide Charles' Church Par. Reg.

In 27, gu. on a chev. arg. three talbots pass, sa., we have the

arms of a family that for several generations nourished in the town.

John Martin was Mayor in 1602-3, and others of this family held

the same office. Their arras may be just traced on an almost

obliterated ledger-stone in St. Andrew's Church. The last male of

one line of this family was buried at Shaugh Prior with a monu-

ment in the church, on which are the above arms. He died at

Coldstone, in that parish, 20th April, 1758, aged seventy-four

years, the monument being erected by Mrs. Joane Cole and Mrs.

Jane Tozer, his sole executrixes.

28. Or, a chev. az., Bastard. The Bastards are an old Devon-

shire family, and became seated at Kitley through marrying the

heiress of Pollexfen, which seems their only claim to a place here.

They are the owners of the rectorial tithes of Plymouth, and

therefore lay rectors of St. Andrew.

29. The next coat that we come to shows the painter was not

quite up to the mark in heraldry. It gives quarterly sa. and arg.

four lions ramp, counterchanged. This is probably intended for

Byng, and in that case should only have one lion
;

viz., quarterly

sa. and arg., in the first quarter a lion ramp, of the second.

Admiral Sir George Byng was M.P. for Plymouth 1705-20. Being

raised to the peerage for his naval services, in 1721, as Viscount

Torrington, his eldest son, the Hon. Patee Byng, became the repre-

sentative in place of his father. He succeeded his father, as second

viscount, in 1733, his place as member for this town having been

already taken by his brother, the Hon. Robert Byng, third son of

the first viscount. Sir George Byng, when M.P. for Plymouth,

gave <£50 to this charity.

It is difficult again to account for shield 30, az. betw. two

bendlets three eagles displ. or, all inter six crosses crosslet fitchee of

the second. They are the arms of Mcholls, of Islip Willen, co.

Bucks, and are quite different to those of any local family of that

name.

31. Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of trefoils arg., Pengelly

of Sortridge, in Whitchurch, co. Devon. Francis Pengelly, of

Plymouth, Esq., gave thirty guineas to this hospital.

32. Chequey or and az. a chief arg., Warren. Mr. William

Warren gave £20.
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33. Arg. a chev. gu. betw. three roebucks courant sa. attired and
gorged with crest coronets or, on the chev. the badge of a baronet.

Sir John Kogers gave £10 to the hospital. In the shield that

follows we have another influential family which has disappeared

from the town.

34. Quarterly arg. and az. in the first and fourth a lion ramp,

gu., for Pollexfen. Edmund Pollexfeu, Esq., gave £10 to this

charity. The next shield in order, 35, arg. a chev. betw. three

crosses pattee gu., is probably intended for Addis, though the coat

generally assigned to them has the colours reversed (gu. a chev.

betw. three crosses pattee arg.) ; this coat is really that of Barclay,

but which family does not appear to have had anything to do with

Plymouth, while Addis had. Samuel Addis, Esq., gave £100
;

Mr. John Addis, merchant, and once governor of this charity,

gave twenty guineas. John Addis, of Plymouth, and of White-

ford, in Cornwall, died in 1712, leaving by his wife Elizabeth,

daughter of William Bond, of Hollwood, in Quethiock, a daughter

and coheir Sarah, married in 1708 to John Archer, of Trelewack,

by whom she left a large family.

36. Az. an eagle displ. arg., for Cayne or Wilcocks. Henry

Ceane, merchant, gave ten guineas; and Mr. Joseph Wilcocks

gave £10; but it is open to question if it belonged of right to

either. It might be put up for Col. Joseph Jory, who in 1709

gave a peal of bells to Charles Church, as the same arms in out-

line are on a leaden plate affixed to the exterior wall on the south

side of Charles Church. How he came to have this coat of an

eagle displayed put up does not seem easy to ascertain. The same

coat in outline, the difference being in the colours, is borne by

several families.

37. Arg. on a chev. eng. betw. three rooks sa., as many chess-

rooks of the field, Eooke. Mr. Samuel Eooke gave £10, and Mr.

George Rooke gave £20 to this charity. Charles Church Par.

Reg. Mr. Samuel Rook and Mrs. Juth (Judeth) Trelawny, mar.

23rd June, 1687 ;
George, son of Mr. Samuel and Mrs. Judeth

Rook, bap. 13th May, 1689. In 38 we have an impaled coat;

viz., vert a fesse dancette erm. imp. per fesse gu. and arg. a lion

ramp, counterchanged, for Somers imp. Burrish. Mr. Edward

Somers gave £5 10s., and Mrs. Elizabeth Somers gave fifty

guineas.

39. Quarterly arg. and gu., in the first quarter a cross crosslet
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of the second, for Cross. Mr. Richard Cross gave £10 to the

hospital, as did also Mr. Samuel Cross. This coat was granted by

the heralds in April, 1602.

40. Sa. a /esse betw. three cinque/oils or, Davis. Mr. William

Davis gave £20 to this charity. St. Andrew Par. Reg. Mr.

Willaim Davies, buried 30th January, 1717; Mrs. Elizabeth

Davies, buried 30th October, 1718.

41. Gu. a chev. betw. six crosses pattee or. This is a coat of

Berkeley ; but it does not appear in what way it obtained a place

here.

42. Az. a lion pass. gard. betw. three estoils arg., for Burrard

;

but the lion should be " pass.," not "pass, gard," and a mullet

ought to be added for difference. George Burrard, Esq., of

Lymington, gave £100 to this charity. This George Burrard was

the third son of Paul Burrard, Esq., of Walhampton, Hants, and

of Old Palace Yard, Westminster. He was born in 1718; married

in 1750, Mary, daughter of John Darell, Esq., of the island of

Jersey; and died in 1817, leaving Harry, created a baronet;

Philip, who left no issue ; and a daughter Anne, married to

Charles Bowles, Esq,, of Enfield, co. Middlesex. This coat is

followed by two well known coats impaled in a lozenge
;
namely,

Sa. on a cross arg. quarter pierced of the field four eagles of the

first, imp. quarterly arg. and azure, in the first and fourth a lion

ramp, gu., Buller imp. Pollexfen. One of the above mentioned

tablets records that "Madam Mary Buller gave £5." This lady

was Mary, daughter of Sir Henry Pollexfen, Knight, Chief Justice

of the Court of Common Pleas, and wife of John Buller, of

Morval, Esq.; her will was proved 4th December, 1722.

44. Arg. a bend wavy betw. six mullets sa., unidentified.

On the upper part of one of the commemorative tablets (which

by Act of Parliament in the reign of Queen Anne are always to be

kept up) are the arms of Madock
;

viz., Or, in base two bars wavy

sa., upon the upper one a swan naient of the second. Crest, a lion

pass, or, accompanied by helmet and mantling. The inscription,

which occupied the entire panel, records that it is " in grateful

memory of the generous charity of Mr. James Madock, merchant,

who died at Oporto, in Portugal, anno 1727," and bequeathed to

this his native town £1,500, which, with the joint consent of

Nicholas Docton, of Whitleigh, Esq., and Mr. John Hellier (his

trustees in England), and the Guardians of the Poor of Plymouth,

VOL. VIII. z
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ratified by a decree in chancery, was laid out in lands of inheritance,

the clear profits whereof and interest of money to be bestowed in

wearing clothes, shoes, and stockings for men, women, and children,

to be given on the first of November in some public place.

The arms appear imp. Trelawny, on a nearly obliterated ledger

stone, in the north aisle of the church of St. Andrew, and the

names of various members of the family appear in the registers

of St. Andrew and Charles parishes, and also on two ledger stones

in the south aisle of Tamerton Foliott Church, impaling Mohun

(a cross eng.), one for the Hon. Isabella Madock, wife of Samuel

Madock, of Plymouth, merchant, and daughter of the Eight Hon.

Warwick, Lord Mohun, of Boconnoc, in Cornwall. She died

21st January, 1696. The other being in memory of Samuel

Madock himself and Catherine his daughter. He died 2nd Dec,

1713, aged 70 years. She died 25th August, 1712, aged 15 years.

The representation of this family of Madock was vested in the

family of Docton of Whitleigh, whose heiress carried the represen-

tation and estate to the Gennys family, from whom it came to the

present family of Henn-Gennys, of Whitleigh Hall.

The shields just enumerated do not seem to be of much heraldic

authority, or of great historic interest. Some are evidently wrong,

and though the greater part commemorate donors to charities now

vested in the Guardians of the Poor, some cannot be connected

with the charity or the town, which may arise from errors in

painting them, wrong coats being given by mistake. Again, many

names appear as benefactors whose arms do not appear on this

panel, but which might easily have been obtained ; nor does there

appear to have been any system, chronological or otherwise,

followed in their arrangement. It is much to be regretted that we

do not know more of its history than the fact of its being brought

from the old workhouse, and set up in its present position by Mr.

Peter Franklin Bellamy.

With regard to armorial seals, as far as the older Corporation letters

go, it would be quite useless to improve on what Mr. Worth has

said in connection with records on which he is such an authority

;

and therefore on that authority we may safely state that there are

only two armorial seals among those documents
;
namely, erm. on

a bend three fleurs-de lis, Bury, used by Robert Berry in 1696 ; and

the seal of Sir Francis Drake
\
namely, quarterly first and fourth
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the arms of Drake of Ashe, second and third the coat granted by

Queen Elizabeth to Sir Francis Drake. We may here correct the

error into which the learned historian of Plymouth fell in calling

the wavy fesse between the two pole stars an augmentation. (He

had not at that time seen any of the evidence, since doing which

he has gone over to the other side. ) This was the coat of arms

granted to Sir Francis Drake by Queen Elizabeth, and to that coat

and that alone had Sir Francis any right. That he strongly desired

to get an acknowledgment of his right to the " Wyvern Gules " of

Drake of Ashe is beyond any doubt ; but no instance is known of

his using the wyvern until after the death of Sir Bernard Drake.

The strongest point of the supporters of the right of Sir Francis to

the coat of Drake of Ashe is, that attached to a rough draft of the

grant to Sir Francis in the College of Arms is a clause stating that,

the grant notwithstanding, Sir Francis Drake is entitled to the

coat of the red wyvern by inheritance, as appeareth by the signa-

tures of Sir Bernard Drake and others of good repute appended.

The signatures Sir Francis failed to obtain, and producing no proof,

the clause was omitted. The supporters of the claim of Sir

Francis say that the clause was omitted because there was not room

on the parchment to insert it. To most persons of average dis-

cernment it will appear rather a weak argument, that a clause of

such importance in an important legal document, and one that Sir

Francis so evidently desired to have included, should have been

omitted from want of room.

The arms of Sir John Gayer, which appear on the cup given by

him to the Corporation in 1648, are erm. a fleur-de-lis sa., on a

chief of the second a mullet arg.

The deeds connected with charities and now in the possession of

the Guardians of the Poor are much richer in this class of evidence.

Among the numerous seals attached to them, although many have

only devices or initials—as, for instance, E. B. for Eobert Beckett

(temp. K. Edw. VI.), and the merchant's mark of Nicholas

Sherwill (1633), showing that he did not lay claim to any arms

—

still there are several examples of heraldic seals. Thus on several

very old seals we have the chevron between three acorns, slipped

and leaved, of Amadas, one being on a deed dated 1571, and

another 1607, the seal itself from which the impression was made

being probably older by many years. This is particularly interesting

z 2
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as the only contemporary example of the actual use of these arms

by that family within the writer's knowledge. Timothy Alsop, in

1654, seals with a bend between in chief three doves volent, and in

base as many pheons, on the bend an annulet for difference. The

arms of Alsop (sa. a bend betw. in chief three doves with an

olive branch in the beak of each, and in base as many pheons arg.)

appear impaled with Stuckley on the monument, in St. Budeaux

Church, of Lewis Stucley, Esq., who married Elizabeth Alsop.

The above Timothy Alsop was married to Alice Waddon on the

26th May, 1642, at St. Andrew's Church. Mrs. Alice, wife of

Mr. Timothy Alsop, buried 13th April, 1655. At the same

church his daughter Elizabeth was married to Lewis Stucley, Esq.,

on the 5th February, 1670, and was buried at St. Budeaux, 18th

February, 1701. Prudence, another daughter, was baptized at

St. Andrew's, 22nd August, 1648, and buried as Mrs. Prudence

Alsop 8th April, 1676. Timothy Alsop was mayor in 1648-9.

The name occurs in the registers of St. Andrew as early as 1589,

in which year Thomasine, daughter of Owen Alsop, was baptized

July 24th. These arms are not given in Burke's General Armory,

but they appear to be a modification of the coat of the ancient

Derbyshire family of Alsop. It has the look of the composite

coats formed before quartering was adopted. Thus a younger son,

marrying an heiress of the Glamorganshire family of Mcholl,

placing a bend between the three doves of his own family and the

three pheons of Mcholl, would think the shield fairly parted

between the two, and a coat formed for his descendants that repre-

sented both Alsop and Mcholl, but did not trench on the rights

of either.

John Gayer seals, in 1630, with erm. a fleur-de-lis and on

a chief a mullet. Edmund Fowell, in the same year, seals with

a chev. and on a chief three mullets. The Fowells were too pro-

minent a Devonshire family to need be more particularly mentioned

here.

Eobert Trelawny, in 1618, seals with a remarkably fine

seal, namely, quarterly of six coats, viz., 1 (arg.) a chev. (sa.)

;

2 (arg.) a chev. (sa.) betw. three oak leaves (vert) ; 3 (sa.) a cross

(or), thereon four branches of laurel conjoined in cross (ppr.) ;

4 (vert) a stag's head affront (or) ; 5 (gu.) on a bend (or) three

stags' head affront (sa.) ; 6, erm. on a chev. (gu.) five laurel leaves

(arg.) On the centre a crescent (or) for difference. There are no
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colours on the seal ; these are supplied from the Collins-Trelawny

monuments in Pennycross Church. This Robert Trelawny was

the second son of Robert Trelawny, of Tidiford, and was mayor

of Plymouth in 1608 and 1627, dying in the latter year. He was

buried in St. Andrew's Church on the 19th December. The same

seal was used, in 1629, by Robert Trelawny, son and heir of the

above. (See pi. fig. 9.) He was baptized at St. Andrew's, 1st April,

1598, mayor of Plymouth in 1633, and died in prison, in London.

Attached to a deed, executed in 1629, we find a seal with the arms

of Bagge, of Plymouth, and afterwards of Saltram; viz., paly

bendy of six (counterchanged arg. and gu. ), on a chief (or) three

cinque/oil (az.) These arms were granted to this family in 1607,

but they do not appear on any monument ; for none belonging to

that family survive. There are a number of entries relating to

this family in the registers of St. Andrew, and in those of Plympton

St. Mary.

The seal of Thomas Fownes is, per fesse in chief two eagles

displ., and in base a mullet. This coat is on the monument of

Humphry Fownes, who died 3rd August, 1589 ; but the line ought

no doubt to have been omitted. The arms, az. in chief two eagles

displ. arg., in base a mullet arg., were entered at the Heralds'

Visitation of Devon in 1620, but respited for further proof. In

the Heralds' Visitation of London, 1633-4, this coat is given as

entered in the Visitation of Devonshire; also three eagles displ.,

taken from a seal of Warwick Fownes, of London, merchant, son

of Humphry Fownes, mayor of Plymouth, 1588-9 and 1596-7.

This Warwick Fownes was baptized at St. Andrew's, 3rd November,

1598. Thomas Fownes was mayor in 1610-11 and 1619-20.

Among his other children registered at St. Andrew's was Thomas,

baptized 27th December, 1619.

Christian Brendon, widow, in 1641, sealed with a shield

—

quarterly, on a bend three lions passant gardants ; but these are

the arms of Perry, or Pery, of Devonshire; viz., quarterly, gu. and

or, on a bend arg. three lions pass. az. Johanna Brendon, in 1646,

sealed a deed with a shield charged with a bend eng., and for crest

a fleur-de-lis ; but the same coat, minus the crest, appears again in

1720, with the signature of Wm. Freeman, of London, and of Jane

Searle. Arg. a bend eng. sa., is the well-known coat of Ratcliffe,

earls of Derwentwater. A coat accompanying the signatures of

Richard Brendon, of Plymouth, and Thomas Cooper, of Dublin,
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gentleman, with the date May, 1613—the arms are nearly ob-

literated, but appear to be

—

two pales, in base a mount, on a chief

an annulet between two frets. This coat unfortunately must remain

for the present unidentified.

Jonathan Sparke sealed, in 1669, with his well-known coat

—

chequy (or and vert), a bend erm., crest from a crest coronet (or)

a demi panther ramp. gard. (arg. spotted gu. az., fire issuing from

the ears and mouth ppr.)

A seal of the Hospital of the Poor's Portion gives

—

On a cross

saltire, cantoned, in chief the date 1630, in flanks and base three

bees, a beehive betw. four castles. Sir John Coryton, of Newton

Ferrers, used the plain saltire of Coryton. The seal of Eichard

Opie to a deed, dated 1706, is very interesting. The arms are

—

(Sa.) on a chev. betw. three garbs (or) as many mullets (? az.) in

chief a mullet for difference; crest, a stag's head couped. This

appears to be an unnoticed difference in the arms, the mullets

taking the place of the hurts, and the stag's head in place of

the demi stag pierced with an arrow. Eichard Opie, gentleman,

and Jane Paul, married at St. Andrew, 22nd July, 1673. Eichard,

son of Mr. Eichard Opie, was buried at St. Andrew, 25th August,

1675. Jane, wife of Eichard Opie, buried there 11th November,

1685. Also 22nd August, 1688, Ann, wife of Eichard Opie.

Of the same date, 1706, is the deed having the seal of Benjamin

Berry, of Plymouth, surgeon. Entries of the name occur in the

parish registers. The arms on the seal are

—

Erm. on a bend (az.)

three fleurs-de-lis (or). A seal of Sir John Molesworth, Bart, 1722,

has the arms of Molesworth, with the badge of a baronet. A
small seal has a shield, on a bend two arms issuing from clouds,

and the hands grasping a horse shoe, the coat of Borlase, of Corn-

wall, but the name is not attached to the deed. Another seal,

apparently used by Martin Blake, has the arms of Musgrave
;

viz.,

six annulets, three, two, and one ; crest, two arms in armour emb.

holding a gem ring. John Blake also uses a seal of arms, but it

is too much obliterated to trace the arms; there seems to be a fesse

dancette, but it is certainly not the coat of Blake.

This exhausts the list of seals in the deeds of the Guardians of

the Poor.

Before quitting heraldry belonging to the period prior to the

present century, it may be well to mention four impressions of seals
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of local families affixed to a document, in the year 1709 a.d., and

now in the writer's possession
;

viz., 1. A chev. betw. three pears ;

crest, a pegasus ; Calmady. 2. A chev. eng. betw. three ravens;

crest, not distinct ; it appeal's to be a flower vase or jug, with two

flowers from the top ; Crocker. 3. On a bend cotised three boars*

heads couped, in sinister chief a crescent for difference; crest, a boar

pass.; Edgcumbe. 4. Quarterly, in the first and fourth a lion

ramp. ; crest, an arm in armour embowed, holding in the hand a

)attle-axe ; Pollexfen.

When the fine Elizabethan house in Notte Street was demolished,

prior to rebuilding, it was found that painted on the walls of a

room at the top of the house were several shields; but upon

examination they proved to be of little or no interest. They were

indifferently painted ; in all twelve shields, one of which had be-

come quite obliterated by new plastering that part of the wall.

They doubtless formed part of the decoration of the room, but

were chosen apparently without any other object, as there appears

no method in their selection, having no immediate connection

with each other or with Plymouth. The date must have been

after 1721, it being in that year Admiral Sir George Byng was

created Viscount Torrington, and as such his arms appear. The

families represented were Viscount Eauconberg, Viscount Tor-

rington, Lord Ward (created Viscount Dudley and Ward in

1763), Lord Teynham, Lord Lovelace (extinct in 1736), Lord

Eitz Walter (of the Mildmay family, advanced to an earldom in

1730), Lord Dormer, Lord Willoughby de Broke (of the Verney

family), Lord Middleton (Willoughby), so created in 1711,

Viscount Harcourt (advanced to an earldom in 1749), Lord

Hatton (but really Viscount, having been so created in 1682).

We will now turn to heraldry set up during the present century,

and we may be pardoned if we take the coloured windows in the

New Guildhall first. Here we will commence with the west end

on the north side, and so proceed round the hall. The first, known
as the "Priory" window, the gift of the widow and family of the

late Thomas Stevens, Esq., mayor in 1835. In this window we
have the Boyal Arms

;
viz., 1 and 4, Erance (modern) ; 2 and 3,

England ; also this coat, per chev. az. and arg., in chief two eagles

displ. or, Stevens. But we have not ascertained the authority for
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the use of the latter coat by the family in question. The next

window, called the "Katherine of Arragon," was erected in

memory of James Skardon, mayor in 1858, by his youngest son,

Mr. Charles Skardon. In it we have the arms of King HenryVIII.

—

France (three fleurs-de-lis), and England quarterly—and those of

Katherine of Arragon.

The next window, presented by Mr. J. Pethick, represents the

proclamation of William of Orange as King William III., 1688-9.

This is followed by the window representing the departure of

the Pilgrim Fathers in 1621, the gift of the late Alfred Eooker,

Esq. ; but it contains no arms, which lack is made up for in the

window that succeeds, the " Siege Window." Here we have arms

inserted to represent some prominent families of local connection

at the time of the siege of Plymouth during the Civil War ; but

the claim of some of them to be placed there is rather question-

able. 1. Barry wavy of six or and gu., Basset. 2. Quarterly 1 and

Jf arg. a bend betw. fourteen billets gu., Bulteel. 2 and 3 arg. a

chev. eng. betw. three ravens ppr., Croker of Lineham. 3. Az. a

bend eng. arg. plain cotised or, Fortescue. 4. Sa. a stag's head

caboshed or betw. two flaunches arg., Parker of Boringdon. But

this is wrong ; the stag's head should be silver, not gold. 5. Arg. a

chev. gu. betw. three roebucks courant, sa., horned and gorged with

coronets or, with the badge of a baronet, Bogers of Wisdome, now

Lord Blachford. 6. Or, three roundels gu., on a label of three

points az. nine bezants, Courtenay. 7. Gu. on a bend ermines

cotised or, three boars' heads couped arg., Edgcumbe of Mount

Edgcumbe. 8. Quarterly, 1 and 4 oirg. « fesse betw. three crosses

moline sa., 2 and 8 arg. three crosses crosslet in bend sa. on the

centre the badge of a baronet, Northcote of Hayne, Baronets.

9. Or, on a bend gu. three estoils arg., Bampfylde of Poltimore.

10. Az. three estoils and a chief ivavy or, Lord Robartes. 11.

Arg. a chev. betw. three mullets gu., Francis of Devonshire and

Somerset. Francis of Plymouth, according to the seventeenth

century manuscript in the Plymouth Proprietary Library, bore the

chevron wavy. 12. Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, said to

be for Cawse, but the only authority for the arms is that this coat

is given for the name of Cawse in Burke's General Armory ; for

Thomas Cawse, who was twice mayor of Plymouth (1636-7 and

1643-4), used a very different coat, as may be seen by a ledger-stone

in the church of St. Andrew, Plymouth, which records his death.
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The arms there given are—Two bars wavy, thereon a boat (or ship

without masts), and on a chief three roundels. (See pi. fig. 8.) It

impales for his wife, Sparke, of Plymouth. The colours unfor-

tunately are not given, but it leaves no doubt as to the arms. He
married at St. Andrew's, 13th April, 1623, Elizabeth Sparke, (prob-

ably the Elizabeth, daughter of William Sparke, baptized 8th

January, 1598, and recorded in the same register). 13. Erm. on a

cross gu. five bezants, St. Aubyn, of Clowance and St. Michael's

Mount. 14. Quarterly, 1 and 4, Ver fesse indent gu. and arg. a

pale counterchanged, three trefoil, one and two of the first. 2 and 3,

per bend sinister az. and arg., on the dexter three ears of wheat or,

on the sinister three fleurs-de-lis or, for Soltau-Symons, of Chaddle-

wood. The coat in the second and third quarters is quite correct

for Soltau ; but where in the world the first and fourth quarters

came from is a mystery. It appears in Burke's Landed Gentry,

but apparently without the least authority. Mr. Soltau-Symons

himself does not claim it to be his ; while a search in the library

at Chaddlewood brings to light nothing to support it. Most of

the books have the book-plate of William Hales Symons, of

Chaddlewood (great uncle of the present George William Culme

Soltau-Symons, Esq.); viz., per fesse sa. and arg. a pale and three

trefoils slipped of the second, within a bordure, all counterchanged.

Two or three copies of the book-plate of William Symons, of Hatt,

in Botus Fleming, High Sheriff of Cornwall in 1766, occur in the

library. It has the same arms as the last named, without the

bordure, which is also omitted in the book-plate of " Milly Symons,"

widow of William Hales Symons. Leaving the library at Chaddle-

wood we will proceed to the church of St. Mary, Plympton. Here

we find, in the window erected by the late George Sydney Strode,

Esq., of Newnham, in memory of his parents, George Strode, Esq.,

and his wife, Dorothy, sister of the above-named William Hales

Symons, Esq. The arms are Strode (arg. a chev. betw. three

rabbits sa.), impaling the same coat as on the book-plate of W. H.

Symons given above; and the same arms are still (1883) on the

carriage used by this lady when a widow. The monument of

William Symons, father of W. Hales Symons, has the arms of

Symons, of Hatt, above, as has also the monument erected in

memory of W. H. Symons and Milly, his wife. 15. Or. two

wolves pass, in pale sa. mouths embrued gu., Peard, of Devonshire.

16. Az. three eagles displ. in bend betw. two cotises, all betw. six
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jleurs-de-Us or, Nicholls, of Islip Willen, Co. Bucks. This last

appears among the shields in the workhouse ; but it does not

appear how it was imported or the authority for its use.

In the upper part of this window we have the arms of the four

knights mentioned in the couplet.

" The four wheels of Charles's Wain,

Grenville, Godolphin, Trevanion, Slanning, slain."

1 . Sir Bevil Grenville, of Stow, killed at the battle of Lansdown,

5th July, 1643, father of the first Earl of Bath of this family. Gu.

three clarions or organ rests or. 2. Sydney Godolphin, second

son of Sir William Godolphin, of Godolphin, was killed at Chag-

ford in the royal cause, and buried at Okehampton, 10th February,

1642. He married Susanna, youngest daughter of Ehys Tanat,

Esq., of Abertanat, and last of that family. By this lady he had

issue. Tanat died unmarried ; Francis died young
;

Penelope

married first Francis Hoblyn, of Nanswhyden, Esq. ; and secondly,

Sir William Pendarves ; and Margaret married her cousin Rev.

Hen. Godolphin, d.d., Dean of St. Paul's. Gu. an eagle displ. icith

two heads arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. 3. John Trevanion, son and

heir of Sir Charles Trevanion, of Carhayes, killed at the siege of

Bristol in 1643. Arg. on a fess az. betw. two chev. gu. three

escallop shells or. 4. Sir Nicholas Slanning, Knight, of Maristow

and Bickleigh, m.p. for Plympton, killed at the siege of Bristol,

1643. He was the son of Gamaliel Slanning, Esq., of Hele, by

his wife Margaret, daughter and co-heir of Edward Marler, Esq., of

Crayford, in Kent. Sir Nicholas married Gertrude, daughter of

Sir James Bagge, Knight, of Saltram, in Devon, by whom he had

Nicholas, created a Baronet, and two daughters. Arg. two pallets

eng. gu., over all on a bend az. three griffins heads erased or.

The next window, which commemorates the visit of Napoleon I.

to Plymouth in the Bellerophon, gives the royal arms as borne

by King George III., the three fleurs-de-lis of the Bourbons, the

imperial eagle of the empire, and the four castles of Plymouth.

There remains but one window more on the north side ; it is

styled the masonic window, in which are the following arms : Sa.

fifteen bezants 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, county of Cornwall; gu. on a bend

erms. cotised or, three boars' heads couped arg., Edgcumbe, of

Mount Edgcumbe ; the arms of the Prince of Wales. The

next shield is an heraldic absurdity so palpable that it is difficult
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to imagine any one committing such a blunder ; it is the arms of

Plymouth and Devonport quartered. Had the two corporations

been merged into one there might be some cause for this mode of

displaying the arms of the two towns. As it is, it appears to be

only a childish fancy, which viewed the arms of towns simply as

ornaments that might be altered and arranged to suit a prettiness

of design. Furthermore there is no authority but self-assumption

for the fanciful device displayed generally as the "arms of Devon-

port." There are two other shields in this window—first, az. betw.

three lumps of tin ore (?) a chev. arg. charged with another gu.,

imp. quarter az. and or, over all a cross gu., cantoned, in the first

a lion ramp, or, in the second a horse pass, sa., in the third on

ground in base a pyramid ppr., in the fourth an eagle disjyl. gold.

Inquiries have failed to show for whom this coat is put up ; it is

not the coat of Mr. Metham, the Deputy Provincial Grand Master

of Devon, nor that of the Provincial Grand Master of Cornwall.

Both coats appear to be either recent grants or fanciful com-

positions. The small charges are not very clear; therefore the

blazon of them may not be quite correct. The remaining shield

in this window is, quarterly, 1. arg. on a bend sa. three roaches

ppr., Huyshe; 2. arg. five fusils sa. betw. two cotises gu., Avenell;

3. arg. a cross eng. gu. betw. four water bouget sa., Bourchier; 4.

arg. masonry sa., a chief indented of the second, Reynell, of

Ogwell— for Eev. John Huyshe, Provincial Grand Master of

Devon.

Turning to the south side of the hall, and proceeding from east

to west, we have in the first window quarterly 1 and 4 France

ancient (semee offleurs-de-lis), 2 and 3 England ; and quarterly in-

dented sa. and az. a hawk close erm. beaked and belled or, standing

on a perch of the last, Hawker, of Plymouth ; the window being

the gift of members of the family of the late W. H. Hawker, Esq.

After this we come to the window presented by the Eev. Thomas
Archer Bewes, of Beaumont, Plymouth. In this we have the

ordinary town arms, and those of the Bewes family
;

viz., arg. a lion

ramp. gu. tail nowed, gorged by an eastern coronet or, in chief three

falcons close, belled ppr. The next window is the gift of Charles

C. Whiteford, Esq., and other members of his family. There are

four shields in it : first, arg. a bend sa. cotised az., betw. two garbs

of the third, Whiteford, imp. arg. a chev. sa. betw. three wolves
1

heads erased gu., Lovell
;

second, Whiteford as before, imp. gu.
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on a chev. betw. in chief two hammers and in base an anvil arg.,

three horseshoes sa., Smith. Mr. C. C. Whiteford is descended

from an old Scotch family, and the first shield is the arms of

his father and mother, the latter coat his own, he having married

a daughter of the late Colonel Hamilton Smith, who took

high rank in the scientific circles of his day, especially as a

naturalist. The father of Mr. C. C. Whiteford registered his arms

and pedigree at the College of Arms, having obtained a grant of

the arms of the ancient family of Whiteford in Scotland with due

and proper difference ; his right (and that of his descendants) to

this coat is beyond dispute. The other two coats in this window

are sa. a /esse wavy betw. tivo estoils arg., the arms of Sir Francis

Drake, Knight, and arg. a saltire vert betw. four castles sa., Ply-

mouth. The "Armada" window, so named from depicting the

announcement to the English Admiral and his captains of the

approach of the great fleet of Spain, is the gift of William Foster

Moore, Esq., J. p., and other members of his family. The shields in

it are the royal arms of Queen Elizabeth, quarterly 1 and 4 Drake

of Ashe, 2 and 3 Drake of Buckland Monachorum), the erroneous-

ness of which shield has already been pointed out), the cross of

St. Andrew, and the four castles of Plymouth, and last, arg. three

greyhounds courant in pale sa., being the arms 'of the donor's

family. After this we come to the window presented by C. F.

Tanner, Esq., j.p., which displays the arms of King James L, and

the arms of Tanner of Brannell, &c. ; but no evidence is produced

of descent from that family, or other proof of right to their un-

differenced coat ; viz., arg. on a chief sa. three moors
1

heads couped

at the neck or, wreathed about the temples. This window is fol-

lowed by that erected by the Eev. Urquhart Cookworthy in memory

of his ancestor, William Cookworthy, the chemist, and first maker

in England of true porcelain ; of Joseph Cookworthy, who died in

1832; and of Dr. Cookworthy, mayor of Plymouth in 1839-41,

and who died in 1869. The arms in this window are those of

King George II., and arg. a chev. betw. three cocks gu. This

appears to be intended as the coat of Cookworthy, but it is really

the undifferenced arms of Cockington of Cockington, an ancient

Devonshire family. When or by what means the arms of Cockington

have been assumed by Cookworthy has not transpired. The last

window on the south side is that placed by F. W. Gibbs, Esq., and

commemorates the opening of the Guildhall in August, 1874. It
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displays the arms of the Prince of Wales, and arg. three battle-

axes sa., the coat of Gibbs, of Elmestone, county Kent; also on

smaller shields the arms of Queen Victoria, the arms of Plymouth

thrice repeated, the ostrich feathers of the Prince of Wales, and

the arms of Exeter. We will now retrace our steps to the east end

of the hall, where in the three windows above the gallery ignorance

of heraldic laws and disregard for truth seem to have concentrated

themselves for a final display of their power. Each window has a

shield, with presumably the name of the person to whom it belongs

below ; beneath this are four circular devices. In the first window

we have az. on a bend sinister betw. two jieurs-de-lis or, four (appar-

ently) vine leaves vert, in the base of the bend a crescent gu., the

name John Kelly, mayor, 1873. In the first and fourth roundel is

a fleur-de-lis gold on a blue ground ; on the second and third the

same device as on the shield, minus the two fleurs-de-lis. Certainly

any relatives, if they exist, of Mr. Kelly will not be grateful for

such a sinister device being hooked on to their relation. In the

second window we have or, a fesse fleury counter fleury gu. betw.

three rooks sa., the name being Alfred Rooker, mayor, 1874. In

the first and fourth roundel is a rook sable, standing on a wreath
;

in the second and third roundel are the arms, minus the birds. The

arms in the window are really those of an English family of Rooke,

of which was Sir Giles Rooke, a judge of the Court of Common
Pleas, as appears by their hatchments in the parish church of

Lymington, Hants, with this difference, that in the Guildhall the

field is gold instead of silver. That Mr. Alfred Rooker had no

claim to the arms of the family of Rooke will appear more clearly

still from the fact that he himself stated that he was descended

from a Dutch family of Rucker, his ancestor having come to Eng-

land with William of Orange.

The third window gives a shield, arg. three oak trees each on a

mount ppr., on a chief indented az. two lions pass, or, the name,

William Luscombe. In the first and fourth roundel is a crest, the

sun rising from behind a mount. In the second and third roundels

we have, per fesse indent az. and or, in chief two lions pass, of the

second. The arms on the shield over the name of Luscombe are

not those of Luscombe at all, but those of Mr. Oke, the first hus-

band of Mr. Alderman Luscombe's second wife. Mr. Luscombe

was mayor of Plymouth in 1860-1, at which time he had on his

carriage arg. a saltire sa. betw. four estoils gu. ; impaling the arms
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of Oke above described. Crest, from behind a mount vert, the sun

rising or, thereon a demi eagle displ., in its beak an oak slip fructed,

all ppr.
y
being the crest of Oke. The dexter coat is that of Luc-

combe, a family that nourished for a time at an early period in

Cornwall, and then died out. From a communication we have

had with the worthy alderman, we are able to say that he is not

responsible for the anomalies perpetrated in his name. Taking no

interest in the subject, and having no family, he did not care to

trouble about a grant which would be only for his personal glorifi-

cation
;
consequently evil counsels had their way, with what result

we have already seen.

Passing from the interior to the exterior of the Guildhall, and

going over to the Municipal Buildings on the north, we find in the

great window of the Mayor's Parlour the arms of the See of

Exeter, gu. a sword erect arg. hilt and pommel or, surmounted of two

keys of the last in saltire ; the city of Exeter, per pale gu. and sa.,

a triangular castle with three towers or ; county of Cornwall, sa.

fifteen bezants—5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Carved on the exterior of the

Municipal Buildings we have a number of shields, concerning

which, where they are simply the undifferenced coats of well-known

local families, it is needless to do more than mention the names.

Commencing from the east end of the north side, going to the west,

and returning on the south side, we have the arms of Queen Vic-

toria ; the four castles of the town ; a ship on a shield ; a tower ; a

bord.(?); an eagle rising (Plympton); Morice of Werrington; Eogers,

now Lord Blachford ; the device of Devonport
;

Eliot, Earl of St.

Germans
;
Parker, Earl of Morley; Eussell, Duke of Bedford; Edg-

cumbe, Earl of Mount Edgcumbe
;
Courtenay, Earl of Devon, the

three torteaux; Kaleigh, of Eardel, co. Devon; Trelawny, of Ply-

mouth ;
Hawkins, of Plymouth

;
Strode, of Newnham

;
Slanning,

of Bickleigh ; See of Exeter ; Prince of Wales
;
Queen Victoria

;

Plymouth, the four castles and saltire
;

gu. a pale lozengy erm.,

probably intended for Hele of Wembury, but they bore gu. a bend

lozengy erm., a mullet arg. for difference, as may be seen on the

Hele monument in Wembury Church
; gu. a fess or betw. three

crescents arg. for (\) ;
Drake, of Ashe ; az. three crescents, on a

fess enhanced as many hurts, Harris, of Plymouth
;
Woollcombe,

of Plympton St. Mary, with the addition of a label in chief, the

difference of the eldest son ; St. Aubyn, of Clowance.

On the exterior of the Guildhall and the Western Law Courts,
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over the main entrance to each, is a large shield with the arms of

the town, the saltire and castles, with the lions rampant gardant

for supporters, and surmounted by a coronet of fleurs-de-lis, into

which are stuck six little square flags, each having the town arms

on them, and a post with a fire beacon in the centre of these. The

whole of this is placed on the deck of a ship, which floats on the

waves ; while a mast or pole, with a fire beacon at the top, at each

end acts as a prop, round which the lions have twisted their tails

to steady themselves, as described by Mr. Worth in his paper

already referred to. On a scroll hanging over the side of the ship

is the motto of the towm
;

viz., " Turris fortissima est nomen

Jehovae." This elaboration of the arms of the town (for which it

is understood we are indebted to the late Colonel Hamilton Smith)

is repeated over the main entrance of the Western Law Courts.

The other shields on the buildings on the south side of the

square are :

The See of Exeter

;

Gu. a dragon ramp (for the standard of Wessex)

;

The cross of St. George

;

The usual arms of the town

;

France and England quartered, Queen Elizabeth

;

Az. a bird rising (Plympton)

;

Arms of Cornwall
;

The above are all the different coats. It has not been considered

necessary to notice all the repetitions of the royal and town arms,

but all the different coats have been carefully noted on the spot

and recorded. Some of the shields are not quite correct, and the

right of some to the position they hold rather doubtful.

At the west end of the Guildhall Square is the new General

Post-office, over the principal entrance of which are the royal

arms, with the date 1883.

On the front of the old Elizabethan house in Notte Street men-

tioned above, and just rebuilding, by T. Bulteel, Esq., and Captain

Giles Andrew Daubeny, in memory of the late Thomas Hillersdon

Bulteel, Esq., it is proposed to place the following arms : Principal

shield, quarterly: 1. (Arg.) a bend betw. ten billets (gu.), Bulteel.

2. (Arg.) achev. eng. (gu.) betv;. three crows (sa.), Crocker of Lyne-

ham. 3. (Arg.) on a chev. (sa.) betw. three fir cones reversed

(vert), as many leopards
1

faces (of the first) • in chief a crescent
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(gu.) for the difference of second son, Perring. 4. (Sa.) three

crescents (arg), in chief a mullet (of the last) for difference, Harris

of Belle Vue. Crest, from a crest coronet (gu.), two wings (arg.),

each charged with five billets (gu.), the crest being on an esquire's

helmet, and accompanied by a mantling and motto, " Loyaute passe

par tout." On each side, at the top of the centre archway, is a

shield. That on the left side on entering is charged with (gu.) five

fusils conjoined in fess (arg), Daubeny. On the right-hand shield

is the coat of Bulteel, (arg.) a bend betw. ten billets, or billitee (gu.).

Captain Daubeny's wife being a Bulteel. Over this gateway is the

crest and motto of Bulteel, as above, with the date 1883. On the

front, further to the left, is the crest of Bulteel, with the monogram

"T.H.B." To the right of the large shield, described above, we

have the crest of Daubeny, on a ivreath a holly bush fructed (ppr.),

and the monogram " G.A.D."

On the chimneypiece of the Cottonian room in the Plymouth

Proprietary Library, in Cornwall Street, we find this coat ; viz.,

quarterly 1 and 4 az. on a chev. cotised betw. three hanks of cotton

arg., an escallop shell inter two crosses crosslet fitchee gu., for Cotton.

2. Gu. a fess vaire betw. three unicorns' heads couped or, in

chief a crescent of the last for difference ; for Savery.

3. Sa. a chev. eng. arg. betw. three suns in splendour ppr. for

Waltham, on an escutcheon of pretence, arg. a chev. sa. betw. three

Cornish choughs of the last, beaked and legged gu., for Collins.

These are the arms of the late William Cotton, Esq., of Highland

House, Ivybridge, Devon, who gave the collection of printed books,

manuscripts, drawings, &c, a large part of which very valuable

collection was inherited from Charles Rogers, Esq., f.r.s., f.s.a.,

who died in 1784, and whose sister and heiress married William

Cotton, Esq., who died in 1791. Their son William Cotton, Esq.,

f.s.a., of H.M. Customs, married Catherine, daughter and heir of

the Rev. William Savery, of Rattery, co. Devon, and had issue :

1. William Cotton, Esq., m.a., f.s.a., of the Priory, Leatherhead,

Surrey, and Highland House, Ivybridge; born 30th January, 1794;

married at Bodiam, co. Sussex, 22nd February, 1823, Mary Anne,

eldest daughter and coheir of the Rev. James Collins, ll.d., Rector

of Thorpe Abbots, co. Norfolk, and died without issue, leaving part

of his collection as mentioned above. 2. Charles Rogers Cotton,

married, and had issue. 3. John Cotton, married, and had issue.
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4. Edward Cotton, married, without issue. 1. Charlotte, married

William Hall, of Leatherhead, m.d. 2. Mary, married Nathaniel

Frederick Edwards, Lieut., r.n.

In a window of the Devon and Cornwall Bank House we have

three shields : first, or, three torteaux, for Courtenay, Earls of

Devon
; second, sa. fifteen bezants in pile, for the county of Corn-

wall ; and third, the saltire and castles of Plymouth. In another

window, gu., a dexter arm embowed in armour, holding a battle-

axe, all jopr.j imp. arg.,five lozenges gu. conjoined in cross, Nottage,

for Alfred Hingston, Esq., j.p., of Plymouth; married, in 1831,

Mary, daughter of James Barton Nottage, Esq., of Lancaster, by

whom he has five sons and five daughters.

On the front of Lanyon's Almshouses, at the corner of Green

Street and Ham Street, are three shields ; one quite plain, another

with a simple saltire, and the third charged with, on a saltire a bee-

hive ; but they are not really armorial, but rather fanciful.

On a house in Summerland Terrace, moulded in the stucco, is a

shield, quarterly ; in the first quarter a lion pass.
; crest, a dragon's

head couped.

Briefly and imperfectly as the subject has been treated, it has

been already unduly prolonged, and we must defer for another

opportunity the seals in the Corporation Records ; the interesting

series of shields, with arms of the ladies paramount, in the Archery

Ground at Manadon
;
together with the armorial shields recently

put up in your Museum.

PLYMOUTH STREETS: THEIR NAMES AND
ASSOCIATIONS.

LECTURE BY MR. W. H. K. WRIGHT, F.R.H.S.

(Read 1st November, 1883.)

VOL. VIII.
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KING ARTHUR.

ABSTRACT OF LECTURE BY MR. H. PENROSE PRANCE.

(Read November 8th, 1883.)

After alluding to his subject as one over which there had been

centuries of debate, mainly as to the extent to which the imaginary-

had been added to the real, the lecturer remarked he could not

help feeling that to the majority of people the name of King

Arthur suggested something purely legendary, like "Jack the

Giant-killer," and that they were not aware to what an extent his

existence had been accepted and acknowledged as actual.

To West-Countrymen, descendants of the Britons, King Arthur

must be of special interest. Carew calls him " a Cornishman by

birth, a king of Britain by succession, and the second of the three

Christian Worthies by desert." The many local memorials of him

were referred to, " it being the custom," Gilbert says, "in Cornwall

to ascribe everything that is great, and whose use is unknown,

to that immortal hero." He is said to have built a chapel at

Restormel. But so long as Tintagel stands Arthur will never want

a memorial. Speed says in connection with this, " Truly Cornwall

is a district consecrated to Mars."

Another view taken by many is that Arthur was really a North-

Country hero, and that the tradition travelled from north to south.

The latest edition of the E7icyclopcedia Britannica favours this

idea.

Dr. Lappenberg maintains that the numerous local memorials

found over the whole of the then Christian part of Europe, and the

veneration of the Welsh poets, are, apart from the written evidence,

no worthless testimony for Arthur's historic existence.

Lord Bacon's observation concerning Arthur is well known :

"That there was truth enough in history to make him famous

besides that which was fabulous. Hume comes to the same con-

clusion. Gilbert, in his History of Cornwall, says :
" Yet not-
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withstanding superstition and the fiction of the ancient bards, who
have thrown such confusion over the life of this prince, it would be

the utmost folly to imagine that the histories of Arthur's castle, his

open encampments, round table, the accounts of his repeated

victories and Christian principles should originate without some

foundation." Lingard is cautious, and considers that the facts of

Arthur's existence, that he warred with the Saxons, and that his

remains were found at Glastonbury, constitute all that we really

know. The subject is discussed in a very careful and interesting

way in Sharon Turner's History of the Anglo-Saxons, with the

result of, to a certain extent, diminishing Arthur's exploits.

The earliest historical mention of Arthur is by Nennius (seventh

or eighth century). He treats at length of him, and names all his

battles. Taliessin, one of the earliest known Welsh bards, lived in

the time of Arthur and sang of him.

The chronicler Henry of Huntingdon (eleventh century), who is

considered a careful writer, and not a mere copyist ; and William

of Malmesbury, of the same period ; also record the main facts of

Arthur's life. Many other chroniclers do the same, but they

appear to be copyists.

But it was Geoffrey of Monmouth, Bishop of St. Asaph, who

died a.d. 1154, who first brought before the world the long and

detailed account of Arthur, which has formed the foundation for

all the subsequent romances and additions.

It is true that neither Gildas nor Bede mention Arthur, but this

is explained by some on the ground that he did not exactly come

within the scope of their works. Geoffrey alleges that he trans-

lated the narrative from the British tongue; that he had been

wondering that the two writers above mentioned did not refer to

Arthur when this book was discovered by Walter, Archdeacon of

Oxford, and handed by him to Geoffrey for translation.

A short account was then given (derived from Geoffrey and other

chroniclers) of Arthur's lineage and birth, his coronation, the

splendours of Caerleon on the Usk and at Camelot, his successful

wars and heroic feats, and his good government in times of peace.

Drayton says, " Some too hyperbolic stories make him a large con-

queror in every adjacent country. The bards' songs have with this

kind of unlimited attribute so laden him, that you can hardly

guess what is true of him. Such indulgence to false report hath

wronged many worthies."

2 a 2
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The traditions attaching to the round table in different localities

were referred to.

Arthur met with his death on the banks of the river Cambula, or

Camel, in the "last dim, weird battle of the West," whither he

had pursued Modred, his traitor nephew. The king fell in mortal

combat with his foe, who also was wounded to the death.

Drayton has quaintly pictured the never-ceasing despair of the

river Camel at the sad scene she had witnessed, so that she is

regardless of the taunts of her sister Cornish rivers.

Leland says that on the site of this battle, commonly called the

battle of Camlam, in the immediate neighbourhood of Camelford,

fragments of arms and trappings of horses were in his time still

dug up, and that there was a strong local tradition of a great

battle.

The fight is described in John de Waurin's Chronicle ; and as to

the encounter between the two chieftains, Robert of Gloucester

says Arthur smote off Mordred's head "as if it were a little

stubble. This was his last chivalry; for here he received his

death-wound."

According to the chroniclers, the wounded Arthur was super-

naturally carried to the island of Avallon, or Glastonbury, and this

episode is picturesquely dealt with by the romancers.

The common tradition was that he suffered only a temporary

kind of death, and that he would come again to reassume the

sceptre.

By Eoger of Wendover's account, " in the year 1191 the bones

of Arthur, a renowned king of Britain, were found buried at

Glastonbury, in a very old sarcophagus, near which two pyramids

stood ; and on these letters had been carved out, but which were

scarcely legible, on account of their roughness and shapelessness."

There are also other accounts of this discovery in the Glastonbury

Chronicles and elsewhere.

From Dugdale's Monasticon it appears that the relics were re-

moved into the presbytery of the church and reinterred.

Finally, the lecturer quoted three authorities with approbation.

The first was William of Malmesbury, of the twelfth century, an

excellent scholar, and possessing a more critical spirit than any of

his predecessors, and considered one of our chief historians. He
wrote before Geoffrey of Monmouth, and was enabled to consult

authorities which cannot be traced in any other ancient historian.
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He says, "Of this Arthur the Britons fondly tell many fables,

even to the present day ; a man worthy to be celebrated, not by

idle fictions, but by authentic history. He long upheld the sink-

ing state, and roused the broken spirit of his countrymen to war."

The second quotation was from Dr. Borlase : "In short, there

certainly was such a person. Another thing may be asserted with-

out doubt, that he was a valiant warrior and true Christian ; but

his real actions, great as they were, cannot now be separated from

his false and superstitious ones, so intimately are they mixed with

fable."

Lastly, Dr. Lappenberg: "Poem and tradition bear witness to

to the spirit, and his ashes and the gravestone to the life and name

of Arthur. Faith in the existence of this Christian Celtic Hector

cannot be shaken by short-sighted doubt, though much must yet

be done for British story to render the sense latent in the poems of

the bards into the sober language of historic criticism."

EXISTING EVIDENCES OF ANCIENT CIVILIZATION
IN IEELAND.

LECTURE BY MR. W. POWER.

(Read 15th November, 1883.)

HEEEDITY.

SYLLABUS OP LECTURE BY MR. GODFREY CARTER, M.R.C.S.

(Read November 22nd, 1883.)

Heredity : its uniform presence throughout Nature. The laws of

uniformity and diversity considered. The law of deviation from

an average hereditary genius and disease. Our consequent obliga-

tions. The rise and fall of nations. The theory of Pangenesis.
,
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EDUCATION IN KELATION TO DEVELOPMENT.

SYLLABUS OF LECTURE BY MR. CHARLES ALDRIDGE, M.D.

(Read 29th November, 1883.)

Reference to remarks on this subject made in a former lecture.

Overpressure in education. Competitive examination and the

mania for examinations. Attendant evils. Commercial view of

education obscuring scientific. Payment by results the keynote of

system. The true aim of education. Evolution of faculty.

Organization of knowledge. Influence of civilization upon brain

development. Food, clothing, exercise. Conclusion.

" SOMETHING MORE ABOUT GERMS "—CHOLERA.

SYLLABUS OF LECTURE BY MR. W. CASH REED, M.D.

(Read 6th December, 1883.)

Introduction. The Egyptian outbreak. The sanitary condition

of Damietta. Apathy of the natives. Precautions. The Cordon

Sanitaire. Quarantine. The first condemned, the second partially

so. Origin of the epidemic. Various suppositions considered.

Koch's researches in Egypt. A few more facts about germs.

Practical suggestions and preventive measures. Conclusion.

THE HUMAN VOICE.

LECTURE BY MR. W. SQUARE, F.R.C.S.

(Read 13th December, 1883.)
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SOME EECENT EEVISIONS OF PLYMOUTH
HTSTOttY.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Page 371, third line from bottom. For " 1854 " read " 1584."

Page 373, line 17. To the word "Meavy" append note, "'The Meavy ' in

Corporation Records must be taken to mean the Leat, or New River, as

well as the River Meavy itself. Cf. Plym. Inst. Trans.
, p. 467 :

1 This year Drake began [the River] to bring the River Mewe to the

town of Plymouth.' Hence it follows both that the Leat was called the

Meavy, and also that Drake brought in the River all the way from' the

fountain-head at Sheepstor into Plymouth."

Page 377, line 10. For " 29th " read " 19th."

mouth, and for the remainder of the watercourse, between Eoborough

and the principal Head Weir at Sheepstor, is simply a utilisation of

a pre-existing Warleigh Mill Leat.

2nd, We have the statement that Drake had nothing at all to

do with Drake's Island, and the " curious " enquiry is proposed,

when the name of the island was changed from St. Nicholas to

Drake's.

3rd, We have the conversion of Drake from the generous donor

into the mercenary contractor.

4th, We have the implied contrast between Sir John Hawkins,

who is set forth as most nearly the typical Englishman of all the

Elizabethan galaxy, and Sir Francis Drake, who has generally been

deemed the hero most clearly entitled to that honour.

5th, We have the statement that the Plymouth Haven referred to

in the Water Act of 1854 was simply the town harbour of Sutton

Pool ; all reference to the Eode or place of refuge for shipping near

Oreston, and the general haven extending past Drake's Island to
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SOME RECENT REVISIONS OF PLYMOUTH
HISTORY.

ABSTRACT OP LECTURE BY REV. ERSKINE RISK, M.A.

(Read December 20th, 1883.)

Our long-accepted notions of the verdict of contemporary history

and tradition having recently received some rough shocks with

respect to the part attributed to Sir Francis Drake as the donor of

the water, which he is admitted to have brought into Plymouth, I

have to pass in review some six points in regard to which this

" new departure " has taken place. In this abstract of my paper I

will first enumerate these points, and make such remarks as may
suffice for the elucidation of my meaning in regard to each.

1st, then, we have the assertion that the Plymouth leat is new

only for the few miles of its course between Roborough and Ply-

mouth, and for the remainder of the watercourse, between Roborough

and the principal Head Weir at Sheepstor, is simply a utilisation of

a pre-existing Warleigh Mill Leat.

2nd, We have the statement that Drake had nothing at all to

do with Drake's Island, and the " curious " enquiry is proposed,

when the name of the island was changed from St. Nicholas to

Drake's.

3rd, We have the conversion of Drake from the generous donor

into the mercenary contractor.

4th, We have the implied contrast between Sir John Hawkins,

who is set forth as most nearly the typical Englishman of all the

Elizabethan galaxy, and Sir Francis Drake, who has generally been

deemed the hero most clearly entitled to that honour.

5th, We have the statement that the Plymouth Haven referred to

in the Water Act of 1854 was simply the town harbour of Sutton

Pool ; all reference to the Rode or place of refuge for shipping near

Oreston, and the general haven extending past Drake's Island to
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Mount Edgcumbe, and having for one of its branches the Hamoaze,

being thus carefully excluded.

6th, We have the imputations of double-dealing so freely thrown

out against Drake for the part which he took in Committee in

relation to the second Haven Bill of 1592.

And now to sum up as briefly as possible the substance of what

has been brought forward in rebuttal of these statements in the

more extended lecture.

1st. Was there a pre-existing Warleigh Mill Leaf? The evidence

alleged in support of this assertion consists of the gossip of the

old man Giles, and also of a passage extracted from the present

title-deeds of the Sheepstor estate. I need only refer to the latter.

The deed of purchase by the Northmores of Sheepstor Manor from

the Elford family, about 1751, recites a provision that "Walter

Eadcliffe, Esq., of Warleigh" (the then owner), "had to pay Id.

rental for the running of the Warleigh Mill Leat into the Meavy

above the Plymouth Head Weir."

The contention on this point, of course, is this : The only Ply-

mouth Head Weir must be that at Sheepstor, where the manor is,

and so the leat must first have run from Sheepstor to Warleigh. But

recent discoveries in the Eecord Office with regard to the Crymes'

Inquiry under the Star Chamber, in 1602, do not seem to confirm

the view of there being only one Plymouth Head Weir. In this

inquiry the examinations of Edwards and Cripps, referring to the

scene of the dispute between Thomas Drake and Crymes and his

fellows, expressly state the dispute to have occurred "on Eoborough

Down, on the high road near the Head Weir," and on Crymes'

property. It is no sufficient reply to this to say that Eoborough

Down once extended as far as Sheepstor
;

for, if so, the face of the

country must have changed in a remarkable manner; for Yannadon

Down now lies between, and it can by no means be identified with

Eoborough Down, though Eoborough Hundred extends as far as

Lifton. Besides this we have to identify the high road lying near

Crymes' property, and we can only get our site near the tinworks

on Eoborough Down, which are marked on the local map, and

certainly cannot be pushed on to the neighbourhood of Sheepstor.

We therefore conclude, that as every leat is said to have its own

head weir, there must have been a Eoborough Head Weir, also

called a Plymouth Head Weir, where the Warleigh Leat now runs

out of the Plymouth Leat near Eoborough Mills. To this may be
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added the consideration that the deed of compensation of 1592

accounts for every yard of the land from Sheepstor right into

Plymouth, thereby clearly ignoring the supposition of a pre-

existing Warleigh Leat.

It is of course stated that the Warleigh Leat ran into the Meavy

above the Plymouth Head Weir, and it has been urged that the

Meavy does not run along Roborough Down at the point of

intersection. But if it does not exactly do so, it runs parallel to

the Plymouth Leat at a point nearer to Meavy village. The ex-

planation would therefore be this, so as to clear up the indications

of site in the documents referred to : When Crymes succeeded in

establishing his rights to a water supply for his new tin mills for

forty years, at a peppercorn rent of Is., he does not appear to have

kept these tin mills for very long, and so he probably utilised his

temporary water rights in favour of the Warleigh water supply.

But this would be done by turning his water supply into the

Meavy considerably nearer to Meavy village, and then taking it

out again on Eoborough Down, where the Warleigh water supply

now issues from the Plymouth Leat, near Roborough Mill, which

would be somewhere near the highway on Crymes' former property,

near the so-called Plymouth Head Weir; i.e. the then existing

head weir for Plymouth on Roborough Down. And in confirma-

tion of this conclusion we have the two facts which cannot be

denied: 1st, the payment of Id. yearly to the lord of Sheepstor

Manor by the lord of Warleigh Manor, because the Warleigh Leat

could easily be cut off at the Sheepstor fountain-head by the

cutting off of the whole Plymouth Leat; and 2nd, there is the

further acknowledgment, which the lord of Warleigh Manor had

to make to the Plymouth Corporation, because they could easily

cut off his supply at Roborough Down. This was the yearly gift

of a fat buck to the Corporation, until Warleigh was disparked,

when the acknowledgment was commuted to a guinea yearly. And
as regards the date of the provision recited in the title-deeds of

Sheepstor, it is clear that the reference to Warleigh, in a document

dating only from 1751, though it may be supposed to recite pro-

visions of pre-existing but now lost deeds, cannot be taken as

evidence of the existence of a Warleigh Leat before the year 1590.

Besides which there is the direct evidence of the Cecil map of

1592, that Drake cut through the rocks below Yannadon Down for

a water channel, which rocks " were before thought impossible to
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carry water through," and this is a statement, confirmed by con-

temporary historians, on which now discredit has been sought to

be cast. Nor can it be alleged in rebuttal of this, that a writer

cannot be deemed an antiquarian who refuses to accept the evidence

of an old deed, re Matthews, which refers to the existence of a

Warleigh Mill Leat in 1697, or more than 100 years after the com-

pletion of the Plymouth Leat. The point in question is evidently

the existence of a Warleigh Leat antecedently to the year 1592.

The next point I have to deal with is (2nd) Drake's connexion

or not with Drake's Island ; and it is expressly denied that he had

anything whatever to do with it, or that he was ever governor or

captain of St. Nicholas Island. Whether he was ever actually so

is a moot point. But this has been clearly established, that John

Sparke, mayor of Plymouth, and his brethren, presented a petition,

now in the Record Office, dated 13th November, 1583, requesting

to have their " verie ffriend and neighboure, Sir Francis Drake,

knight, appointed captain of the isle of St. Nicholas." This in

itself establishes a connexion between Drake and the island. The

White Book tells us that in 1583 the Plymouth Corporation suc-

ceeded in making good the right of appointment of the governor or

captain of St. Nicholas Island, and whether Drake accepted the office

or not there is a very sufficient reason for his not holding it long,

if at all, in the fact that on 14th September, 1584 (Mr. Brokyng,

mayor), Sir Francis Drake sailed for the West Indies with twenty-

four ships and barks, twenty pinnaces, and 3,000 men. In the same

year the queen gives .£39 10s. lOd. for maintaining the island.

3rd. Was Drake the generous donor or the mercenary contractor?

In reply to this latter imputation, it is sufficient to say that the

further impartial inquiry is pushed into the facts of the case the

more reason we have to believe that much, if not all, that was

done by Drake was owing to the legal necessities of the question

set down to the account of the Corporation. Granted that they

may have allotted to him a special sum of £300 to give them a

practical interest in the issue. This small sum, if ever paid by

them from their own funds, with the aid of subscriptions from the

Hawkins and others, was paid tardily in driblets, and by way of

allowance to him in some instances of sums due by him in respect

of rent. But there is a very striking light thrown upon this matter

by the statement recorded to have been made by the Plymouth

Corporation in the course of the Crymes' Inquiry in relation to the
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Town Mills, built by Drake himself. These mills the Corporation

assert to have been " built by themselves, and not to be prejudicial,

like Crymes' New Mills, to the interests of their poor neighbours

and her majesty's subjects." And then we have the assertion made

that the deed of compensation of 1592 to the landowners and

tenants of the land lying along the watercourse only awarded some

£60 in assessment of the value of these lands, and that this repre-

sented their "very value at 16 years' purchase," some instances

being cited so late as the reigns of the Charleses of some land chang-

ing hands at almost a similar figure. But opportunely, as a test for

this style of argument, we have the details at last made known of

the reasons assigned by some of the landowners for their wish to

pass the second Haven or Mills Removal Bill of 1592. To our in-

finite surprise we find that the promoters of the bill lay the damages

sustained by them along a watercourse supposed to have only cost

about £60 for acquisition of the necessary land—the landowners

that is to say, lay the damages sustained at no less a figure than

£6,000 ! If we wanted further proof, can we desire better than

this, that the sums assigned in the Assessment Indenture of 1592

are of the nature of peppercorn rents % We must remember, more-

over, that though the transaction is admitted to have been carried

through by Drake, the deed puts it as if everything had been done

by the Corporation

—

qui facit per alium, facit per se—and this is

clearly the case here, whether the expenses were met by Drake,

or the Corporation, or by both together.

4th. We have the implied contrast between Hawkins and Drake.

On this point it may suffice to say this much in the present abstract.

It has been asserted that Drake only took care of No. 1, however

much he might appear to act for queen and country, and yet this

is called " no aspersion on Drake." Reference was made in the

lecture to the charges of malversation against Hawkins as regards

the shipping, only to show that these charges were " delivered " to

her majesty, and so far received that directions were given for the

drawing up of instructions as to the way in which the expenses

of H.M. Navy were to be administered. Assertions have been

made, on the one hand, that these charges were disproved, an asser-

tion which seems only to rest on Froude's reading of some docu-

ments which have been otherwise interpreted ; and on the other

hand it has been maintained that the charges were never absolutely

disproved. It is, I believe, established that the Commissioners
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appointed to try the case received instructions to view it as favour-

ably as possible, and it is remarkable that the accounts for the navy

made up by Hawkins after the Armada actually bring the queen in

as debtor to Hawkins, over and above the sums yearly allotted to

him, to which we may add that the fact remains, that Drake with

all his opportunities for acquiring wealth actually died a much

poorer man than Hawkins, who was much more at home.

5th. We come next to the question of the extent of Plymouth

Haven. This is asserted to have reference only to the town harbour

of Sutton Pool, and the inference is, that the Plymouth Leat by

discharging there would be sufficient for cleansing this inner harbour

from the tinners' refuse. But it is difficult to see how the tin

refuse could come into Sutton Pool without first making its way

along the Torey Brook into the Laira and Cattewater, and so by

the Bode near Oreston into the larger haven of Plymouth. In the

references made to St. Mcholas Island, we find that island is

said to be included in the Plymouth Haven, and in the Stonehouse

Water Act it is expressly stated that the Hamoaze was one of the

branches of Plymouth Haven. From all which it appears, that so

far from the harbour of Sutton Pool being identical, and in all

points conterminous, with Plymouth Haven, it could at best be

only styled, like the Hamoaze, one of the branches of the larger

haven of Plymouth. And if this be so it is difficult to see how

the comparatively small volume of the Plymouth Leat could possi

bly have effected the purpose of scouring out, we will not say the

Plymouth Haven, but the smaller areas of the Plymouth Bode at

Oreston and the connected harbour of Sutton Pool. I have here

incidentally to dispute the assertion which has been made, that the

words Plymouth Bode in the Cecil map have ever been mistaken

by me for the Plymouth Bock. The statement really made was,

that the " Prince Bock " may have been the Plymouth original of

the " Plymouth Bock," which the Pilgrim Fathers so named in the

New World from their last point of departure from the Old World

for New England.

Our sixth and last point of divergence from recent revisions of

Plymouth history relates to the charge of double dealing made

against Drake for the part he took in Committee in relation to the

Mills Bemoval Bill of 1592. So much has been said about this in the

Devonshire Association Transactions for 1883 that little need be said

in recapitulation. A good deal depends on the dates of proceed-
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ings in Parliament in relation to this second Haven Bill. But it

seems now to be clearly made out that this second Haven Bill never

reached a third reading, though it does seem strange that a draft of

the Bill should be found in the records of the House of Lords.

The date of the opening of the eighth Parliament of Elizabeth

now appears, from the Parliamentary Blue Book on Parliaments,

to have been 19th February, 1592-3, a fact which negatives the

possibility of any Bill having passed through a second reading on

that day. The date of the second reading of the Bill is fixed in

D'Ewe's Journal as the 26th March, 1592-3, instead of 29th

February, 1592-3, and after this date, the 26th March, no further

mention of any progress with the Bill occurs, with the exception

of a fuller Committee being appointed on 29th March, when the

Bill was perhaps quashed in Committee.

Hence the conclusion is obvious, as the House of Lords Eecord

appears to have escaped the fate which befell the House of Com-

mons Records in the fire of 1666—the celebrated fire of London.

From some cause or other the Bill of 1592 must have been quashed,

probably in Committee; and when we consider the relation in which

Drake stood to the Corporation Mills, built by him, and rented

from them, we can be at no loss to gather who it was that gave the

Mills Removal Bill "the happy despatch," which "removed" it

from the category of the disturbers of the peace of the Plymouth

Corporation. It was, I hold, Drake who did the deed, and as we
cannot look up on him as a time server, destructive of his own
interests, it follows that to him the Corporation were indebted for

the defeat of the last attack made upon them in Parliament. And
this conclusion is amply confirmed by the fact that after Drake's

death Crymes, who availed himself, in 1602, of the opportunity to

encroach upon the Plymouth Water Rights, was, as appears from

the notable compositon of 1604, able to secure a forty years' lease

of the water supply required for the working of his New Mills,

and this for the nominal rent and consideration of only one shilling

per annum. Need I say more as to the way in which the influence

of Drake was directed 1
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THE LIVES OF MOZAET, BEETHOVEN, AND
MENDELSSOHN.

SYLLABUS OF LECTURE BY MR. B. WOOLF.

(Read January 10th, 1884.)

Introduction. Date and birthplace of Mozart. His father.

Display of early talent. His first concerto. Visit of Mozart

to Vienna. Performance to the court. Mozart's sensitiveness of

ear. His travels through Italy, and operas composed there.

Acquaintance with the Weber family. His return to Paris, and

back again to Vienna. One of Mozart's friends. Sample of a

day spent in Vienna. The opera of the Seraglio. Marriage.

Other works. Constant poverty. Death. Family. Date and

birthplace of Beethoven. Description of parents. Early education

and instructors. Precocity of talent. Visit to Vienna and Bonn.

One of his friends. Works. Personal appearance. Deafness.

His old friend Kies. Kepublican principles. His single great

opera. Office of Kapell Meister to Jerome Buonaparte. Annuity

provided by patrons. Servants. Danger which the " Great

Mass" underwent. Anecdote of his forgetfulness. His nephew.

Last illness. Death. Funeral. Character. Date and birthplace

of Mendelssohn. Removal to Berlin. Sensitiveness of ear.

Teachers. Introduction to Cherubini. Moschele's opinion of

Mendelssohn. Journey to Stettin. His works. Arrival in

London. Journey to Borne. Dusseldorf, and second visit to

London. Appointment in Leipsic. His "St. Paul;" "Hymn of

Praise." Appearance before the Queen Victoria. Performance of

" Elijah." Inscription from Prince Albert to Mendelssohn. Kindly

way of speaking. Death. Family. Opinion of Chorley.
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YACHTS AND YACHTING.

SYLLABUS OF LECTURE BY MR. G. F. WATSON.

(Read January 17th, 1884.)

Definition. Early vessels. Cruising. Eacing. Eoyal Cork

Yacht Club. Early incidents. Eoyal Yacht Squadron. American

yachts. Statistics. Model yacht racing. Summary.

OVEECEOWDING IN LAEGE CITIES.

A LECTURE BY MR. W. C. ODGERS.

(Read January 24th, 1884.

)

" EOTATION."

SYNOPSIS OF PAPER BY MR. R. W. WOOLLCOMBE, M.D.

(Read January 31st, 1884.)

Introductory remarks. Subject divisible into rotation without

translation and with translation. Illustration of phenomena of

rotation without translation is best seen in the gyroscope. Ex-

periments with gyroscope, and natural laws deducible therefrom.

Eotation with translation. Singular non-appreciation for so long of

the principle of the bicycle. Deviations of spherical projectiles found

to be due to unrecognized rotation, the cause discovered as due to

excentricity. Singular phenomena 1 caused by excentric rotations

in excentric spheres, oblate spheroids, discs, and rings projected

1 Vide (in library of Plymouth Institution, by the author) '
' An Account

of some Experiments with Excentric Oblate Bodies and Discs as Projectiles,"

in Proceedings of the Royal Society for March, 1862.
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from guns. Cycloidal rotation in excentric discs. 1 Remarks on

projection with helical rotation of a prolate body, or the rifle

principle. Contravention of natural law by such arrangement and

its penalty, by enforced limitation to any but the lower angles of

elevation. Prospect of vertical fire being impressed by the

cycloidal rotation 2 of excentric discs; an excentric disc is the

application to projectiles of the principle of the Australian

Boomerang. Remarks on the Boomerang. Remarks on planetary

rotation.

VITAL STATISTICS.

SYLLABUS OF PAPER BY MR. AUGUSTUS H. BAMPTON, M.D.

(Read February 7th, 1884.)

The dismal science. Voices from the tombs. " Let 's talk of

graves, of worms, and epitaphs ; make dust our paper ; and with

rainy eyes write sorrow on the bosom of the earth."

1. General and particular interest of the subject, as it treats of

duration and expectancy of life. 2. Tabulates causes of death,

and investigates high rates of mortality. 3. Unhealthiness of

Plymouth in the past. 4. High infantile mortality—causes. 5.

High general death-rate—causes. 6. Mortality in different climates

and seasons. 7. Mortality in different occupations. 8. Military

statistics—physique of the army. 9. School statistics concerning

the growth of children. 10. Monetary loss by preventible deaths

and sickness, economic aspect lost sight of too often.

Summary and moral to be pointed.

1 Fide (in library Plymouth Institution) Journal of Society of Arts, October

24th, 1862, being paper by author, read in Section A of the British Association

at Cambridge in 1862—"Projectiles with Cycloidal Rotation Contrasted with

those having Helical or Rifle Rotation."

2 (In library Plymouth Institution). Transactions of the Devonshire

Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature, and Art, vol. for

1870. "Remarks (by author) on the Probable Inapplicability of the Rifle

Principle for Vertical or Mortar Fire, and a Suggestion of Another Method."

Also (in library Plymouth Institution), Proceedings of the (late) United

Service Institute of Plymouth for 1874. Paper (by author) entitled "Some

Remarks on the Rotation of Projectiles."
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ASSYEIOLOGY AND THE ASSYKIAN MUSEUM
TABLETS.

ABSTRACT OF A LECTURE BY REV. GEORGE EVANS, M.A.

(Read February 14th, 1884.)

After a general description and history of Assyrian writings and

the subjects upon which they treated, and referring fully to the

Babylonian and Assyrian gods, the lecturer proceeded to speak of

the two tablets in the Museum of the Institution. He said :

It is to be regretted that these tablets have been made to look so

nice and tidy, because in doing so I am under the impression that

they have suffered at the ends of several lines; i.e. several char-

acters are missing, which fortunately can easily be filled up. Still,

it would have been well had the characters been allowed to remain

on the tablet. Sometimes we find a bit of the character broken

off, and I have no guarantee from your tablet whether I am to read

su or ki, &c. The two tablets form one story, the plainer of the

two coming first. I find that there is a duplicate of these inscrip-

tions at the Cottonian Library, which I have compared with them,

and I find that they are exactly alike, only that the Cottonian

tablet is in some places plainer than these in your museum. Yours,

to my mind, is the one of which the Cottonian is a copy. It is to

be hoped that these tablets will not be handled by persons carelessly.

I mean that the characters should be untouched except with the

greatest care, so that we should lose no more of their contents.

You will pardon my mentioning this.

These two tablets are in the Assyrian cuneiform writing, and are

from the palace of a king who reigned from 885 to 860 b.c.

Whether the tablets belong to this date I cannot say, but I think

it highly probable ; for the style of writing upon them is exactly

like the writing on tablets belonging to this period. I venture to

tell you that they are valuable tablets too, for a reason which I

shall proceed to give.

VOL. VIII. 2 B
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These two tablets contain between them twenty-seven lines—the

first thirteen lines, and the second fourteen lines. This inscrip-

tion has already been published in vol. i. of the Cuneiform In-

scriptions of Western Asia, edited by Sir Henry Eawlinson, and

published by the British Museum Trustees. It appears there as a

small part of a very large inscription. When I turn to that

volume, I find that on plates 17 to 26 inclusive is given a large

inscription, entitled " Annals of Sardanapalus," or more correctly

(for this is wrong), "Annals of Assurnazirpal." It consists of

three columns, consisting of 389 lines. The lines on these two

tablets of the museum occur in column two of this, and lines 125

to 132 inclusive. The contents are exactly the same here as in

I. E. ; but there are on your tablets a few interesting variants, by

which I mean that a character in the one case may be written ideo-

graphically, and in another case syllabically. That fact is interest-

ing only to Assyrian scholars, and is furthermore an additional

proof of the genuineness of the tablets. This is all I need say in

regard to their character. I now proceed to translate, that you

may have their contents before you ; but before beginning, I ought

to say that there are two or three verbal differences between these

and I. K. Yours begins, " The palace of Assurnazirpal," &c. ; the

other begins, " I, Assurnazirpal," &c. The translation is :

" The palace of Assurnazirpal, great king, mighty king, king of

multitudes j son of Tukulti-ninip, great king, mighty king, king of

multitudes, king of Assyria ; son of Bin-nirari, great king, mighty

king, king of multitudes, king of Assyria; noble warrior, who in

the strength of Assur his lord walked : among the kings of the

four regions his equal exists not : a king who from beyond the

Tigris to the mount Lebanon and the Great Sea" (Mediterranean)

" hath subjugated the land Laki in its entirety, the land of Zukhi,

together with the city Eapiku with his forces he . .
." (doubtful)

:

" which from the source of the Eni and the river Zupnat to the

land bordering on Sabitanu has his hand conquered : from the

territories Kirruri together with Kilzani" (here ends the first

tablet), " from beyond the river Lower Zab to the city Tul-bari

above the city Zabanta, the city Tul-sa-abtani together with the

city Tul-sa-Zabtani, the cities Khirimu, Kharut-birati of the land

Kardunias to the borders of my land I added : and the broad dis-

tricts of Nairi in its whole extent I laid a tribute upon : The city

Kalkhu anew I took : the old mound I changed : up to the waters
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I dug down: 120 tikpi " (handbreaths) "downwards I sank: the

palace of my royalty, i.e. my royal palace, I set up in the midst

thereof."

This is the translation, as far as I am able to make it out, and I

now proceed to make remarks on the contents. The contents tell

us that the tablet is from the palace of Assurnazirpal, who, as

usual in the inscriptions, is, like all Assyrian kings, entitled, "Great

king, mighty king, king of multitudes, king of Assyria." He

succeeded his father, Tukulti-ninip, on the throne in 885, and

reigned twenty-five year-s. His grandfather's name was Bin-nirari.

He himself was the father of Shalmaneser II., the king whose

great deeds are recorded on the black obelisk to which I referred

just now.

In 879 B.C. Assurnazirpal made an attack on the Shuites (the

people of IflE? in Ezekiel), and their prince sent to the Babylonian

king for help, which he at once gave, in order to check the rival

power of Assyria. And so we soon hear of a force being sent

from Babylon to help the people of Shua, who lived along the

river Euphrates, below its junction with the Khabur. Assurnazirpal

attacked the combined forces, and after a battle which lasted two

days he took their capital town. An agreement was subsequently

arrived at between the two kings of Assyria and Babylonia, by

which the frontiers of the two countries were to be definitely

settled.

The boundaries are those mentioned on the two tablets of your

museum. On the Euphrates the boundary was the city Kapiku,

about latitude 34° north ; on the east of the Tigris the line passing

along by the cities of Tul-bari, the mounds of Zabtani and Abtani

to the cities of Khirimu and Kharutu, these places all lying south

of the river Lower Zab. Our text tells us that he had subjugated

the land of Laki in its entirety, which extended from beyond the

Tigris up to Lebanon, in the north of Palestine, and the Great

Sea, that is, the Mediterranean. This king was constantly at war,

and was generally successful in his attacks upon foreign powers.

His wars were chiefly directed against neighbouring peoples and

cities, the names of which are given in the text—names certainly

many of them unfamiliar to us, inasmuch as they have all long

since ceased to play any part in the world's history. Many of

them were only petty but annoying provinces—provinces which

would immediately rise up in revolt, provided they were only well

2 b 2
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supported by a powerful ally. The Assyrian king is described as

walking in the strength of Assur his lord. Assur was the national

god of the Assyrians, amd was king of all the great gods ; so that

when it is said that he walked in the strength of this great god,

the scribe means to explain by this how it is that Assurnazirpal is

so successful and powerful. The phrase "four regions" is one

which often occurs in the inscriptions. Sayce says that this is a

frequently recurring expression, which refers to the four races of

Syria. Cyrus is called " great king, mighty king, king of Babylon,

king of Sumer and Akkad, king of the four regions." The king

Bin-nirari III., who reigned over Assyria about fifty years after

Assurnazirpal, is said to have subjugated, by the help of Assur

his lord, the princes of the four regions. This inscription of Bin-

nirari, belonging to a period immediately succeeding that to which

our tablets belong, will throw a little light on our text. They both

have expressions exactly the same, and I am inclined to agree

with Sayce that these four regions refer to the four races of Syria

(about whom I can only say that these are probably the four

quarters—north, south, east, west—of Syria). It is, however, a point

about which I am not able to say anything further than that the

above view of Sayce's seems to me not only probable, but correct.

Lebanon is written Lab-na-na syllabically on the tablet. The Great

Sea is written Tiamtu-rabu. Tiamtu is the Hebrew Dinn I referred

to in the Creation account as meaning chaos or deep ; here = sea.

Eabu is the usual word for great, and occurs in the names of the

titles of two of the three officers whom Sennacherib sends to

Hezekiah—Rabshakeh and Rabsaris. The Great Sea can be no

other than the Mediterranean, and it is interesting to note that it

was known in this ninth century B.C. to the Assyrian king. The

Zupnat is a small stream at present unknown to us. All that we

know of the districts Kirruri and Kilzani is, that they were beyond,

i.e. to the east of the Lower Zab, so called to distinguish it from

the Upper Zab, both of which were tributaries of the Tigris.

Assurnazirpal is best known as the rebuilder of the city of

Calah, written Kalkhu, which is now represented by the mounds of

Nimroud, from which mounds the treasures in the Mmroud Gallery

of the British Museum have been brought. This town is situated a

little to the south of Mneveh, now called Mosul, at the junction of

the Upper Zab with the Tigris. You will remember that this

second tablet tells us that the " city Kalkhu anew I took." This
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town had been founded by Shalmanseer L, between 1300 and

1270 b.c. ; but during the troubles which the Assyrian empire had

since gone through, it was in the time of Assurnazirpal nothing

but a heap of ruins. He resolved to rebuild the city
;
and, helped

by his captives, he built a city five miles in circumference. These

captives became its inhabitants, and on the palace mound he built

two temples and a palace, from which some of the best sculptures

in the British Museum have been brought, drawings of which I am
able to show you this evening. This is the Calah mentioned in

Gen. x. 11, where we are told that Asshur built Nineveh, Rehoboth-

Ir, and Calah. In regard to the land Nairi, we can only say that

it formed an eastern boundary of the land of Assyria at an early

period; for we read that Tiglathpileser I., who reigned from 1120

to 1100 B.C., ruled over a region extending from the Great Sea of

the West Land (i.e. the Mediterranean) as far as to the Sea of the

land of Nairi. It certainly lay in the very north of Assyria, not

far from the sources of the Tigris. An idea of the size of the land

of Nairi can be got from the inscription of Tiglathpileser I., where

I read, in column 4, lines 83, sqq., that twenty-three kings of the

lands of Nairi, whose names are given in lines 71-82 inclusive,

gathered together in the midst of their lands their waggons and

troops, and marched forward to give fight. Twenty-three kings

in this land gives an idea of its size.

Kardunias, which means the garden of the god Dunias, is said

by Delitzsch, an able German Assyriologist, to represent the posi-

tion of Paradise ; but I do not myself think that he has proved

this satisfactorily. It was Sir Henry Eawlinson, however, who
first identified Eden with the region of Kardunias in Babylonia

;

but we cannot say that the identification has been proved, although

it has many probabilities in its favour. The region is watered by

four rivers, just as the garden of Eden is said to be watered by the

Euphrates, Tigris, Gihon, and Pishon. The names of the four

rivers which water the district of Kardunias are mentioned in an

inscription of Tiglathpileser II., and in place of the Gihon and
Pishon we have the Surappi and the Ukni. This name Kardunias

also occurs as Gan-dunias, which can be compared with the

Hebrew Gan-Eden—garden of Eden, or Paradise. It is to be re-

membered that Eden (fttf) means delight, loveliness ; so that Gan-

Eden means the garden of Delight, which corresponds to our idea

of Paradise. Paradise itself is a word from the Greek, and is
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equivalent to our park. There is, however, I regret to say, no

reference to Paradise on the Creation-tablets which are known to us

at present. The explanation given by Delitzsch is most unsatis-

factory, inasmuch as his forced identification of the Gihon with a

river which he reads Guhanna is untenable ; but his disquisition is

a most valuable contribution to the study of the cuneiform

inscriptions.

I have now laid before you all that I desire to say at present

;

but I feel that I could not make the latter part of my lecture more

interesting than I have. The interest which I could hope to awake

in you could only be that interest which you would feel in the de-

cipherment of two inscriptions which adorn your own museum.

The tablets are not difficult to read, and I am fully prepared to

stand by the translation which I have made. I have only met

with two difficult phrases whose translation may be open to doubt

;

but I am certain that I have given you a fairly accurate rendering

of the text. The fact that makes these tablets of value is, that

they have a few variants ; but their contents have been known

ever since the publication of vol. i. of the Cuneiform Inscriptions

of Western Asia in 1861.
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BOYS EDUCATIONALLY CONSIDERED.

ABSTRACT OP A LECTURE BY MR. CHARLES JAGO, F.R.G.S.

(Read February 21st, 1884.)

This subject was treated under the following heads : 1. Boys of

the past—What has been done for them 1 2. Boys of the present

—What is being done for them] 3. The future of our boys

—

their field of labour.

In conclusion the lecturer observed, "What to do with our

boys " is now become a question of great national and social im-

portance. The last census report classifies the population under

their several occupations :

647,000 are in the professional class.

1,804,000 „ domestic „

980,000 „ commercial „

6,373,000 „ industrial „

14,787,000 „ unoccupied „

Are our boys being fitted for these occupations 1 Will they as

future men be able to compete on equal terms with their fellows on

the Continent and in other parts of the world 1 These are ques-

tions not easily answered; and the ominous number of 14,787,000

entered as unemployed, coupled with the statistics of the rapid

growth of our population, points pretty directly to the cause of

anxiety for our boys' future. It is stated that where our population

has increased 30 per cent., the national wealth to support that

increase has risen 100 per cent., which would account for better

paid and more regular employment.

But the increase during this century from 153 persons per square

mile to 446 in 1881 conclusively proves that, in spite of the emi-

gration of millions, the population is outgrowing our island, and

must eventually go abroad and extend that Greater Britain beyond

the seas, where class distinctions are little heeded, if only the immi-

grant has sinews of strength, heart of oak, and brains of proper

calibre.
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This excess of population over means of employment is in some

measure attributable to the advance made in the education of our

boys during recent years, and is not confined to our own country.

Only last week a large meeting of the unemployed was held at

Manchester, when it was reported that in that city alone 40,000

people were out of work.

In view then of lessening the strain and worry now found in our

schools and amongst our working classes, I would suggest that

boys and girls be kept much longer at school than they are, say

fourteen or fifteen, the argument that the parent would lose the

earnings and domestic help of the children being met by absolute

compulsory daily attendance being strictly enforced as in Germany,

but that there should be only one meeting of the school per day,

say from nine to one, or from eight to twelve. The children

would then have the whole afternoon and evening for recreation,

jobbing work, such as running errands for employers, thereby

earning a trifle ; but should not be permanently employed, to the

diminution of adult labour, until fifteen years of age. They would

also have more time to prepare home lessons if required, and we

should probably completely lose the cry of overpressure.

But someone will say, "How can a poor man provide for a

family running up to fifteen years of age 1 " Suppose we have to

pay a little more for adult labour in the price of our articles, we

should probably be recouped by diminished poor-rates and lessened

poverty.

I am confident that if children be made to attend school with

unfailing regularity (if but for one-half of the present school time)

they would learn more easily and readily, would give little trouble

in the school or outside its walls, and would so completely come

under the control of the teachers and authorities as to give ample

time for proper attention to their religious teaching and personal

welfare.

From the voluminous correspondence and articles which have

appeared in the Nineteenth Century in answer to the question of

" What shall we do with our boys ? " we gather that the popular

answer is, " Let them emigrate." People resident in the colonies

unhesitatingly aver, however, that beyond the professional class

there is not employment for any youths who cannot sink their

quasi-respectability, and work hard in a manner they would never

dream of in the mother country.
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I have endeavoured to lay before you facts and ideas which

bear on the important question as to whether we are educating the

present generation properly. The word educate means, to bring up

as a child ; instruction ; the art of developing and cultivating the

physical, intellectual, and moral faculties; formation of manners,

and improvement of the mind.

Each of the different educational systems seem able to supply

that which is deficient in the other ; and could a medium kind of

education be adopted for all classes, which would give teachers

more time to devote to the brighter and more intellectual capacities

of their pupils, we should better fit them for their future work.

The present style of education has to a certain extent diminished

the amount of crime that comes under the jurisdiction of the

courts. Is the improvement apparent or real 1 Does not education

merely give a wider scope for the criminal, and change the char-

acter of the crime, but not its enormity 1 and does it not, whilst

destroying the barriers between class and class, also destroy those

feelings of respect and obedience which formerly distinguished our

boys and girls? Employers already experience a difficulty in

obtaining from their workmen and apprentices the proper amount

of work and interest their position demands. Mistresses and their

servants are not on such good terms as they were twenty years ago.

Now are these defects the result of over-instruction or of over-

pressure, which leaves so little time to inculcate those principles of

religion and morality which all children ought to learn and put into

practice ?

SHAKSPERE'S "TEMPEST."

A PAPER BY THE REV. W. C. DARBY.

(Read February 28th, 1884.)

THE GROWTH OF OUR RAILWAY SYSTEM.

A PAPER BY MR. P. STEWART MACLIVER, M.P.

(Read March 6th, 1884.)
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ENGLISH LITERATUEE BEFORE THE CONQUEST.

ABSTRACT OF LECTURE BY MR. DANIEL SLATER, M.A.

(Read March 13th, 1884.)

The lecturer, after pointing out how greatly the study of early

English had until recently been neglected by Englishmen, while it

had received much attention from Germans, spoke of the labours of

Kemble and Thorpe, and those of Skeat, Earle, and Sweet. The

lecturer gave a summary of the earliest epic poem in any Teutonic

tongue—that of Beowulf ; and also of the earliest specimen of

Teutonic prose—the entry in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle under

date 755. The works of Alfred and Aelfric were spoken of in

detail, and quotations given, as well as from the Codex Exoniensis,

and the translations of the Scriptures into early English. The

Anglo-Saxon laws were reviewed, their importance insisted upon,

and the great work of Dr. Grein

—

-Bibliothek der Angel-Sachsischen

Poesie, exhibited. In conclusion, the lecturer drew attention to

recent publications in England—the new Cartularium Saxonicum,

Toller's Dictionary, and the fac-simile of the Epinal Glossary, the

oldest Anglo-Saxon document.

PLACE OF THE LOWER ANIMALS IN OUR REGARD.

ABSTRACT OF PAPER BY MR. H. M. EVANS.

(Read March 20th, 1884.)

After referring to the great influence exerted by the nervous

system, as dealt with last year, the lecturer described the different

methods of enquiry into points of bodily structure, it being im-

portant to correct conclusions to clearly bear in mind the object

and scope of each plan when considering facts. He described

some of the wonderful correlation of parts in the same organism

as indicative of intelligent design, quoting Cuvier's successes as

largely due to his recognition of these correspondencies ; and spoke
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of the arbitrary mode in which advanced men now read the facts

as to rudimentary structures or parts.

He then applied the foregoing considerations to classification,

pointing out the dominant characters as adopted by Cuvier and

Owen, and what he considered the only true test of species, and

the essential difference between variability and transmutation ; he

then selected, as distinctive characters in man, his naked body, his

erect posture, his dentition, his foot, and his brain, in order to

decide if he might claim ordinal or only family distinction.

Considerations, facts, and authorities, indicating the mental

degradation of the quadrumana as compared with other animals,

and with the unused mental power of the lowest human beings.

The conspicuous and important distinction in man shown by the

relative size of brain to body, and of cerebrum to cerebellum, as

well as by his frontal development, which gives him reflective

thought and rational language. On the hairy covering peculiar to

warm-blooded mammals. Its function mainly to protect from

rain, as shown by its disposal and the direction of its growth.

This contrasted with its universal absence on the human back,

although equally required by man. This absence attributed to

correlation. Man the only animal which can clothe itself.

On the erect posture. The function of the cerebellum described

in connection with the muscles in maintenance of equilibrium,

and the plain adaptation of the whole structure to an upright

position, as shown by the foot, the joints at the ancle, knee, and

hip ; the width of the pelvis ; the curves of the spine, and the

way in which the head is poised on it. This contrasted with the

higher centre of gravity ; the inverted sole and narrow foot which

possesses the distinctive characters of a hand; the association of

all four limbs in support, and locomotion, &c. &c.
j
and, finally,

the fact that the head is rather hung than poised in the quadru-

mana. After giving measurements of limbs, &c, the gorilla's

ferocity was described, and appearance, and similar facts given regard-

ing the orang, chimpanzee, and gibbon
;

finally, attention drawn to

the dentition of these animals as compared with that of man.

Conclusion. Huxley's strong corroboration of the wide structural

differences ; but pointing out his deductions, considered by lecturer

to be erroneous, from brain weight, brain size really exhibiting the

structural difference, brain weight the mental culture, which is im-

possible without the brain size to admit of acquiring new ideas.
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THE LAND TENUKES OF INDIA.

SYLLABUS OF LECTURE BY MR. JOHN SHELLY.

(Read March 27th, 1884.)

The historical interest of the subject. Its social and political

importance. The village communities of India ; their nature and

varieties of constitution ; their history, changes, growth, and

decay ; their relations to the government and to the cultivators of

the soil. The two chief types of the village community—the first

village, where the land is held by the village body as a whole

;

and the non-united village, where each holding is separate. The

theory that the land belongs to the State. The counter-theory of

an absolute ownership in a landlord, or in the occupant of the soil.

The idea of privilege or of customary right rather than that of

absolute property is the true key to the land tenures of India.

The land revenue. The application of English ideas, and the

results of English rule. The farmers of the land revenue made

proprietors by the permanent settlement in Bengal. The occupants

of the soil made proprietors in Madras and Bombay. The village

communities or village headmen made proprietors in the Punjaub

and North-West provinces. The present difficulty of the Bengal

system—the protectiou of the occupant against the middleman

proprietor. The difficulty of the system of Madras and Bombay

—

the protection of the occupant against his mortgagee. The im-

portance of maintaining in this country an active and intelligent

interest in Indian affairs. The danger of the mere official view

on the one hand, and of the mere sentimental view on the other.

Our duty to govern India for the benefit of the people of India.
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THE PLYMOUTH LEAT MILLS EEMOVAL BILL.

The following is a copy of the bill brought into Parliament in

1593, by the Millowners whose property had been damaged by

reason of the erection of mills on the Plymouth Leat, without

payment of the compensation provided for by the Water Act. It

was obtained by Mr. Worth from the records of the House of

Lords, and bears the endorsement : "92 for the preservacon of

[Toivching erased] the haven of Plymouth
|
Martis xx° Martij 92.

The first reading
|
Lune xxvj 0 Martij 93. The secunde reading

and comytted." The chairman of the committee was Sir Francis

Drake, the builder of the mills complained of.

An Act for the explanacone & trewe

interpretacone of a Statute made in

the xxvii yere of the Queues Maties

raigne, intituled, An Acte for the pre-

servacone of the Haven at Plymouthe.

Whereas in the Parliamte holden in the xxvijth yere of her Maties

moste gracious raigne, An Acte was made for the preservacone of

the Haven at Plymouthe in the Countie of Devon in wch yt ys

emongste other things inacted That y* shoulde be lawfull to & for

the Maiore and Cominaltie of the Towne of Plymouthe, & to

their Successors at all tymes after the feaste of Easter, then next

comminge to digge & myne a ditche or trenche contayninge in

breadthe betweene sixe or seven foote over in all places, through

& over all the Landes & grounde lyinge betweene the said Towne
of Plymouthe & anye pte of the Kyver of Mewe als Mevie and to

do dyvers other thinge menconed in the said Acte, necessarie for

the bringinge & contynewinge of the said Eyver of Mewe als

Mevie to the said Towne as by the said Acte more at Large

appeareth. Which Act was meante and intended to be for the

good of the said Towne of Plymouthe by providinge of freshe

water for releiffe of the said Towne, and of suche Shippes as

shoulde com into the said Porte or Haven & not for anye other
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entent or purpose Neither was yt the intente of the said Acte that

by meanes thereof the Queries Matie or such other as hadd anie

Milles vppon or neare the said Ryver or Towne shoulde thereby

receave Losse damage or preuidice, As by the preamble bodie &
certayne provisoes in the said Acte compared & considered togeather

dothe and maye well appeare Sithens the makinge of wch Acte the

Maiore & Cornynaltie of the said Towne of Plymouthe have

broughte a sufficient quantitie of water & parte of the said Ryver

to the said Towne, Whereby they might have helde them selves

well contentyd & satisfied, accordinge to the intente & meaninge

of the said Acte Havinge payd litle or nothinge to the owners of

the soyle throughe wch the said water is conducted ; But they not

therewth contentyd, but covertlie & secretlie vnder coulor of a

comon profytte to manie, principallie seekinge there owne private

gayne & comoditie, to the greate hurte preuidice & disinheritance

of other men Have wth dyvers others buylte & erected vppon the

said water so broughte vnto the said Towne, Seven Come water

Mylles, By meanes whereof not onlie the Quenes Matie havinge in

Beversione two Water Milles for Corne, called the Priorie Milles

of Plympton, standinge neare vnto the said Byver But also dyvers

others of her Highnes lovinge subiects thoroughe whose Lande the

same newe Water course ys carryed & conveyed Havinge likewise

Water Mylles for Corne formerlie buylte vppon or neare the said

Ryver or neare the said Towne, (that ys to saye) wthin one two or

three myles, either of the said Towne or Ryver, sustayne & suffer

& are daylie more & more like to sustayne & suffer losse and

damage & disinheritance in the profite of theire Milles & otherwise

to the valewe or some of Sixe thowsande Pownde by reasone of

the said newe erectione & buyldinge of the new "Water Mylles

aforesaid contrarie to the trewe entent & meaninge of the said

Statute For reformacone whereof, be yt enacted by the Quenes

moste excellent Matie the LI: Spirituall & temporall & the Comons

in this presente Parlyamente assembled And by the auctoritie of

the same, That all the said Water Mylles so newlie buylded and

erected & everie other that shall hereafter be erected or buylded

vppon the said water so broughte to the said Towne of Plymouthe

or anie pte thereof shalbe at all tymes from and after two yeres

nexte after the ende of this Session of Parlyamte abated and

pulled downe by the Sheriffe of the said Countie of Devon, for the

tyme beinge : Excepte the said Maiore & Cominaltie ; Or the
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erectors buylders inheritors or possessors of the said newe Milles

alreadie erected and such as shall entende to erecte & buylde anie

other such Milles doo w fchin the said tyme of two yeres nexte after

the ende of this Session of Parliamte sufficientlie satisfie & paye

vnto the Quenes Matie and to the owners possessors & inheritors of

all & everie the said Milles formerlie buylte & nowe standinge

vppon or neere to the said Ryver or neare the said Towne, (that is

to saye) wthin one two or three myles either of the said Ryver of

Mewe als Mevie or of the said Towne of Plymouthe So hyndered

dampnified or preiudiced by the said newe erected Milles, Or to be

preiudiced or dampnified by anie to be erected or buylte as aforesaid

Such recompence some and somes of money As the Lo: Cheife

Iustice of England, the Lo: Cheife Iustice of the Comon pleas at

Westm. the Lo: Cheife Baron of the Exchequer, & the Iudges of

Assize of the said Countie of Devon for the tyme beinge, or anie

three of them shall assesse sett down or order vppon solicitinge or

complaynte made vnto them by the said owners possessors &
inheritors of the said Milles so formr

lie buylte & standinge vpon or

neare the said Ryver or Towne as aforesaid or anie of them.

And be yt further enacted by the auctoritie aforesaid that yt

shall & maye be Lawfull to & for the Lo: Chancellor of Englande,

or Lo: Keeper of the greate seale of England for the tyme beinge

to awarde vnder the greate seale of England one or moe Com-

missions vnto such psons w thin the said Countie of Devon, As he

shall thinke fytte to examyne by oathe of men & all other dewe &
good meanes what Losses damage & hyndrance her Matie & the

said owners, inheritors & possessors of the said Milles standinge

vpon the said Ryver or neare therevnto as aforesaid have sus-

tayned or shall or maye sustayne by reason of the said newe

erectione or buyldinge of the said newe Milles or of anie hereafter

to be buylte as aforesaid which prouffes beinge hadd & retorned

into the highe Courte of Chauncerie shalbe from thence copied out

at the coste of the Complaynnte & sent vnto the said Lo: Cheiffe

Iustice Lord Cheife Baron & the Iustices of Assize or one of them

who or anie three of them vppon suche prouffe made shall & maye

assesse sett downe & order what recompence shalbe geven & payde

to the said owners possessors & inheritors & to everie of them by

the said Maiore and Comynaltie or the Erectors buylders possessors

or inheritors of the said newe Milles alreadie buylte or to be

buylte.
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And moreover be yt enacted by the auctoritie aforesaid That the

Sherife of the said Countye for the time beinge shall have full

power & auctoritie by vertue of this Acte, to Abate & pull downe

the said newe erected Milles, and all others hereafter to be erected

vpon the said newe Water course if suche recompence & satisfac-

tion be not wthin the said tyme of two yeres fullye made satisfyed

& pformed And if anie Sherife of the said Countie of Devon

refuse so to do or do not abate & pull downe the same accordinglie

being therevnto requyred by anie psonne inheritor owner or

possessor of the said Mylles or anie of them impayred or damp-

nified as aforesaid by the said newe Mylles erected or to be erected

That then the said Sheriffe shall forfeit to the ptye so makinge

requeste one hundred Pownde of Lawfull moneye of England, For

wch the same ptie so makinge requeste shall have & maye sue for &
recover by Actione of debte in anie of her Maties Courts of recorde

in wch Accone no essoyne proteccone or Wager of Lawe shalbe

admitted or allowed.
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